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Introduction 

As Schwartz has noted (1) : 

“Many discussions during the 
computers as an adjunct to medic 

past decade have considered the use of 
i no. FM, houever. have fully explored 

the possibility that the computer as an 
the present system of health care, 

intellectual tool can resnape 

phyrician, 
fundamentally alter the role of the 

and profound I y change the nature of medical manpouer 
recruitment and medical education -- in short, the possibi I ity that the 
health-care system by 
uhat i t is today. 

the year 2060 will be basically different from 

“Much has, of course, already been said about the role of the 
compu t er in improving the efficiency of the health-care system. These 
now familiar projections envision the computer performing a uide variety 
of functions such as the scheduling of hospital admissions, the 
of medical records’and the operation of laboratory and pharmacy. 

keeping 
Such 

developments in the area of activities offer 
cons i derab I e hope for 

“house-keep i ng” 
the improvement of both hospital and outpatient 

operations but do not come to grips with the more fundamental problems 
of the health-care system -- the increasing shortage of physician 
manpower and the geographic maldistribution resulting from the 
reluctance of today’s doctor to practice in rural or depressed urban 
commun i t i es. Even less do they give hope of dealing with the difficult 
chal Ienge of maintaining a high level of physician competence in the 
face of a continued expansion of medical knowledge that tends to uiden 
progressively the gap between what a doctor should knou and cihat he can 
retain and uti lize. The computer thus remains (in the I ight of 
conventional projections) as an adjunct to the present system. serving a 
pal I iative function but not really solving the major problems inherent 
in that system. There is, in fact, little reason to believe that any of 
the current proposals for solving these problems, technologic or other, 
ui I I do more than mitigate their severity”. 

One radical and intriguing possibility for improving the eff.iciency 
and effectiveness of the health care system is to use the computer as an 
“intel lectual” or “deductive” instrument -- a consultant that is bui I t 
into the very structure of the h e 
abilities of physicians and paramed i 
considerable intellectual and techno I 
and a long term research commitment 
to be real i ted. 

alth care system and augments the 
cal personnel. Clearly, houever, 
ogical resources must be marshalled 
must be made if this possibility is 

We loill argue in the body of thir P roporal, that the 
principal impediment to the realirat id sn of thir exciting 
prospect ir the lack of a good theory of clinical cognition. 
Despite successes in certain areas of clinical medicine, no 
theory of clinical decision-making has been developed which 
can explain the richness of the problem-solving behavior of 
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expert& Furthers we will argue that the computer ir the 
key to the~development of such-a. theory; The. computer- 
prooid&,r: atwanvizwtment imzohieh: idear~about process can be, 
erprersed fw a:. quire~natural way. Such. enuironment is: 
essential if -teawe to advance out uudersranding of clinical 
cognition. I 

A I though. the i de&! of s uti ng computewe~:and:. conrput~~~ pwgtwsw i n % the 
duveIopment+of”co@ tive- theories- is-zmt’mw’ (21; t-Wd&veIopmentw in 
computer sciencmaad.. technology make-this idea:more. pouerful. IJe. have 
organ i zed a. tsar: of computer scient-ists and medical scientist8 in a 
concerted.attack on- the problem of- understand4 ng. cl i ni ca 1 deci 8 ion- 
making in neu and. profound uays. The,.Computer Labora tory concept i s on8 
which fits.uell into ouw.current activitiee; and indeed, it offers-us 
real leverage ui th:respect to the,gronth of.our-efforts& 

whst ~WlE~Propoa&PTa 00 

Var i oue approaches to the‘ -prob teas of automating proceseee for 
cl inical deci sion+makfing: have:been-emfxloyed:by::ras~ in- the- field; 
and cons i der abrt et+ success’ has been. ach i evedz We be I i eve that an’ expert 
program: uhi ch’ caw del iver’. advice! and: consul tat iow tii th- respect to 
ser i oue- c I i ni Cal.. prob I ems ui I I make use of many of: thee8 approaches. At 
present, however; none of these approaches is.sufficiewtly pouerful to 
offer the inteqrativeoradministrative capability.requirad:to’ organize 
the variety- of;! pmoblem~ selving:,approache-3, necessary. for the- f ul I range 
of cl i n i ca I protdetus.. Thus:,uhi-ie- other researchers continue.ui th the 
deve I opteent an&refinement of existing techniques-i ue:propoee+ to devote 
our efforts. to: the problem of defining and. implementing the’ frameuork 
ui thin which thw techniques can be organized-an&control led., 

The. ontyx ewmptes we have of the integra,tivwabi I i tiw uhich are 
required come-: from the, performance of clinical experts. Clearly, they 
poeeeee~ the+~adarinistretive~~ probtem-solving knowledge to shift from one 
approach to another ae the ,case merits. For this reason, the- principal 
focue. o.f our efforteLuiI I be on gaining a bett8r understanding of the 
behavior of experts. 

we: propoee~to undertake a-program. of research- uhich will result in a 
new and-.eignifIcantly better theory of clinica-l cogn:ition,.w.ith--epecia-I 
emph-aeie on theradministrative- aspects of thwprobIem~solving~- behavior. 
The computer ui I I play. a-central role in the, formulation.and- teeting of 
this theory. Further; because the concepts- upon,uhi ch the theory ui I I 
be based u i I I be-expressed in a form which i s programmab I e, we u i I I have 
a neu technological frameuork within uhich. efforts to create 
distributable exuertlse can proceed in concert. This in turn uill speed 
the realization- qf that revolutionary role- of- the computer- in the 
heal th-care system suggested above. 

The activities-of the Laboratory initially will be centered on several 
specific research projects which are related to our- overal I goal. These 
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projects are diBCUBBBd in detai 
wi I I simply mention them and: the : 

l)- Taking the Present I I lness 

I in the body of this request. Here we 
ir relation to our primary goal. 

The present i I I nes8 i s the initial point of contact between the 
patient and the physician, and for this reason. it represents a 
logical starting point. More importantly, houever, the cogn i t i ve 
demands of taking the present illness, establi8hing the facte, 
drawing inference8 about the, facts and about the patient, deal ing 
with discrepant information and uncertainty,. etc. are ,centraI to 
all clinical decision-making, 

One of our major project8 uill be to develop a computer simulation 
of an expert taking the present i I Iness. Such a simulation uill be 
based on specific IIteChaniSmB for solving the various cognitive 

.problems involved. Theae mechanisms, in turn, will be central to a 
variety of other decieion-making programs. The knouledge gained from 
this effort and- the results of the next project discussed uill allOU 
us to attack the prObleIII8 of differential. diagnosis and the 
risk/benefit analysis of management. 

2) Ths Formalization of Clinical Knowledqe 

A second major project of the Laboratory will involve the 
development of new way8 to formalize medical knowledge. Ini?ial ly, 
this knowledge will be primarily that which appear8 in texts or 
j ourna I article8 on clinical problems, augmented and refined by 
clinical experts. 

The criteria by which proposed representations of thie knowledge 
will be judged include: 

a) clarity 
b) pars i mony 
cl camp I etene88 
d) capacity for expressing re 
e) the ea8e with which it can 

ations among “pieces” of knowledge 
be assimilated by a computer 

Loose I y speaking, the present llness project can be said to be 
concerned uith how knouledge is used, UhereaB thi 8 pro jeCt is 
concerned uith formalizing knouledge i8 required. 

The result of this effort uill be a methodology for building a 
knouledge base for programs such as the cognitive simulation of the 
present i I Iness, and it 8hOuld be viewed a8 being intimately 
connected with that project. Further it should provide a basis for 
research on the construction of diagnostic and management programs 
for varioue problem8 by providing a framework within which the basic 
know1 edge required can be organi xed. The Laboratory wi I I also 
develop programs for djagnoeis and management uhen a good baee of 
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understanding has been achieved. 

3) Model-Based Oecision-f’lakinq 

There are a number of important areas of clinical medicine in 
which a .formal ( generally mathematical) model is available upon 
which certain diagnostic Or management decisions could conceivably be 
based. 1 n many of these cases, huwev8r. -the AodsJ in question is of 
I ittle cl in+cal use. Although the modeC often surpasses thu ability 
of even the best physician to deal with certain aspects of the 
problem, or with “classic” cases, i t cannot cope wi th a variety of 
patient-specific factor8 which should be factored into the decisions, 
or cer ta i n emergency cond i t i on9 wh i ch should cause a re-ordering of 
the priorities in the model. .In general physicians understand hou to 
al tar and refine their approach to a problem in the I ight of such 
factors, but computer program9 unfortunately remain very rigid in 
th i s regard. 

If ue look to the day when various mods18 and techniques are 
combined in a 8ingle system, it’is clea& the new flexibility must be 
bui It into the component piece9 80 that they can be “tai lored” to fit 
a certain situation, and 80 that c~mpanent pi 8~69 uork coherent I y 
under the same assumptions about the patient. 

To achievu this aim, us need nsu way8 to combine med ica I “%ommon 
sense ui th mathematical models. The models themselves must be 
repreaen ted in such a uay as to al IOU this common set798 to be 
appl ied. lience it must be clsar to Borne supervisory program uhat the 
basis for a particular node1 is, and how changes in assumpt i on8 about 
the patient affect- this baBi8, and hence the model. 

Ue will begin to investigate these problem8 in the con tax t of a 
model for the administration of digitalis/digoxin. This problem is a 
good one. because the “beBt” strategy for any patient depends in part 
on the use o.f a model, and in part on a basic understanding the 
nedic.aI prnb.lems of the patient. 

There a+% several problems which arise in almost all phase8 of clinical 
decision-making, and these wi I I 
activity 

be the focus of a cant inuing research 
of the Laboratory. We mention them separately here, but we 

Want to emphasize that they real I y represent thread8 uhich run 
al I our work. 

through 
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4) Deal inq ui th Oiscrepant Information 

One of the important problems in clinical medicine is the amount of 
d i screpan t information which must be dealt ui th. .’ Some of this 
difficulty arises because patients are not aluays accurate observers of 
their symp tams, or because they uish to conceal facts from the 
physic i an. Other prob I ems arise from errors in laboratory tests or 
medical records. In addition tnere are many problems in uhi ch the 
discrepancy is not absolute, but rather relative to Borne current I y 
believed hypothesis about the patient; 

The question of belief is thus central to clinical decision-making. 
We plan to study this problem. in a variety of contexts. uith the 
intention of answering such questions as: 

Hoti is the credibility of a piece of information established? 
How are potential discrepancies among facts detected? 
Hou are conflicts between facts resolved? 
What strategies are employed to resolve ambiguities or 
discrepancies? 

5) The Representation of Time 

Time plays a key role in clinical medicine. Oi seases and their 
manifestations evolve through time. The interpretation of facts is 
of ten affected by the place of tSese facts in time. Often time-based 
relationships are crucial in making diagnoses or management decisions. 

If us are to capture clinical expertise in a machine, we must equip 
the machine uith an understanding of time and events which take place in 
time. Thus the machine needs a minimal ability to place events and 
intervals on some form of “time-line”, and to make appropriate 
deductions about this arrangement. But much more is required. For 
example, we must develop uays to capture the concept of episodes. The 
machine needs to understand such fragments as “the gradual onset of the 
d i sease” and “an abrupt cessation of symptoms”. 

This is an area where substantive progress can probably be of direct 
use to other researchers in the field uho to date have employed rather 
ad hoc methods to solve the problems of time representation or uho have 
had toskirt the issue entirely to the detriment of their efforts. 
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6) Inquiru and Explanation 

Another area in which ue uill be uorking is the development of 
mechanisms uhich al IOU a user to employ a natural and direct mode of. 
interaction ui th a program and uill allou a program the ability to 
explain lts.bahavior in terms uhich are readily understandable to a 
cl lnician. 

To a large extant, ue uill rely on research and development of 
natura 1 language capabilities by others, in particular some of our 
colleagues at fl.i.T, but we will play an active role in adapt)ng their 
work to the medical context. 

We uill play a more central role in the development of the technology 
which ui II al low a program to generate explanations. Such explanations 
may be based on a variety of principles such as the use of physiological 
mode 1 s. The point is that such a capability must be developed to meet 
severa 1 needs: 

a) the need for users to understand the basis for a program.8 
advice, particularly uhen the clinical problem is a serious one. 
bl the newd for clinicians uorking in uur group tu have access to 
facts and procedures used by the program in arriving at a 
particular conclusion. 
cl the need for students to interrogate the program to I earn 
about its strategies 

Here again, progress in the development of these faci 1 i ties, coupled 
with progresrr on our other projects should have an immediate and direct 
impact on the work of other researchers in the field, as well as a 
1 onger term impact an the de I i very of heal th care. 

In summary, we are proposing some projects which we believe wi 11 
provide the proper direction for the Laboratory. The prob I ems addressed 
by these projects are all basic problems for computer-aided clinical 
decision-making. Our emphasis on the study of clinical experts and on 
the use of the latest concepts of computer science to express the 
results of this study will provide a unifying theme for members af the 
Laboratory. 

We have already formed a group of computer scientists, clinicians, and 
graduate students, which has begun uork on these problems. The 
Laboratory would greatly facilitate and accelerate collaborative efforts 
Of this kind, and it would be a link betueen the impressive computer 
sc i ence resources of ll.I.T. and the equally impressive cl.lnlcal 
resources of the Tufts-New England lledical Center. It would also 
provide a center into uhich researchers from other institutions could be 
draun. In all, we envision that the Laboratory uould be the center of 
neu, vital, and important combina:ions of research and education. I te 
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activities should have a significant impact on the computer-aided 
delivery of health care, as us11 as on medical education. 

Backaround 

The Laboratory we are proposing here will bring together experts from 
the computer sciences and from medicine for the purpose of gaining a neu 
and deep understanding of the processes of clinical cognition and 
developing the mechanisms to trans I ate this understanding into 
improvements in health care delivery. Here we want to give a brief 
hi story of the development of the research group,. and then because of 
our involvment in both medicine and computer science, we want to briefly 
rev i eu important concepts and developments in both computer-aided 
clinical decision-making and in the relation of computer science to 
psychology and to theories of problem-solving. 

m D~slopmsnt of Our Research Group 

In order to put our application into perspective, we want to include 
a brief history of the development of the research group. 

The nucleus of the group was formed several years ago, and it 
consisted of Ors. Schwartz and Kassirer and Professor Gorry. Schuartz 
and Kassirer had been uorking on the problem of encoding the protocols 
of expert3 in computer programs, and had deve 1 oped a program for acid- 
base prob terns ill. Gorry had developed a program which used statistical 
decision theory to solve diagnostic problems W. Because of the common 
interest in automating processes for clinical decision-making, the three 
joined forces. 

The initial efforts of the group were directed along the lines 
suggested by the decision theory program. The work was considerably 
deepened and expanded during the two years following the initial 
formation of the group. A series of papers describing the work were 
pub1 ished, most notably two recent articles ((4 I and 1% I. Thege two 
paper 8 consider in detai 1 the application of decision analysis to 
clinical decision making, both insofar as the automation of the process 
is concerned, and with respect to the use of this formal ism by 
cl inicians. 

Or. Pauker joined the group in 1971, bringing to it a rare 
combination of expertise both in medicine and in computer science. 

Ouring the latter stages of our work on decision analysis, we began 
to see certain difficulties in using decision analysis as ,the sole basis 
for a system to deal with real problems of crisis medicine. After 
further definition of these difficulties, we were given a research grant 
from HISMA under which we explored these problems. From this 
exploration emerged a recognition of the need for a close cooperation 
with skilled computer scientiets. 
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n computer In order to promote a closer union between researchers 
312 i emce and the uorkers in our group, ue held last summer a week long 
conference on the problems of clinical decision-making and the relevance 
of advances i n. computer science to these problems. Attending the 
conference .were: five members of the M.I.T. computer science faculty 
(including Professor Marvin flinsky, the director, of the Artificial 
Intel l,igenw Laboratory, and; Professor Edwarda Fredkin,.. Director of 
Project’ I’lACb and, the members+ of’ our- group. already, menMoned; The major 
result. of’ thie- conference was the rewgni tion of the- potential benefits 
to medicine of- a* strong. computer science supported. research, program, and 
the complementary benef i t to computer science of a closff.involvment in 
medicine. 

At this meeting, we resolved to organize a research program wh i ch 
would br-ing together f-irst rate computer scientist’~tand cI,inicians in a 
coordi na-ted- study of, the problems of cl inical decision-making. This 
proposa I and. the: work upon which i t- i s based i s. the resul t of that 
co I I abora ti on. 

Since that meeting, we- have been actively pursuing. research in this 
area. We have: funded.our activities through smal I amounts, of money from 
var i ous sources; Despite this limitation of resources, however,. we are 
proceed-i ng at a-rapid rate. In addition to the research discu,ssed in 
thi e proposal, we are attracting graduate students in computer science. 
Five graduate- students are already working, wi th us, and ue would have 
more- if more,, funds, were avai lable. 

Professor Carry has joined the faculty of the Electrical Engineering 
Department at-fl..I,T. and is,working at Project MAC. Professor Sussman 
of the ArtificiaJ- Intelligence Laboratory is taking an active role in 
our research- e+forts, and other faculty, notably, Professors Fredk.in and 
Minsky are advising us and encouraging our efforts. Host notably, Or. 
Schwartz w-i I I, bea Visiting Professor at Il. I. T. next year where he can 
devoted increased. energy to the research program’. 

Al I this causes us to be very optimistic about our abi I ity to mount 
an excellent prugram of research and education in computer ,science and 
medicine. The critical problem now is not the people or the ideas, but 
simply. that ue lack funds. Because our uork seems so well in line uith 
the intention of the Computer Laboratory Program, we hope to obtain the 
needed funds from that program. 
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Previous Rsaearch on Clinicel Oeci8iurrMeking, by Computer 

Broadly speaking, work on computer-aided clinical decision-making falls 
into two categories. In the first category are efforts to develop 
computer-based mechanisms for assuring orderly and complete acquisition 
of data concerning the patient. Examples of such efforts are Weed’s 
problem-oriented approach 161 and uork in history-taking, physical 
examination and laboratory testing procedures (See, for example (71.1 
It is believei that with improvements in the data acquisition and data 
structuring processes will come improvements in either the effectiveness 
or the efficiency of the clinical decision-making process, and in 
genera I , this belief seems well-founded. 

In the second category fall all the efforts which are directed at 
developing computer realizations of procedures for making diagnostic 
and/or management decisions. In general, activities of this type have 
paid less attention to the orderly acquisition of facts than to the 
problems of interpreting the facts as presented. Within this category. 
however, a further division of efforts can be made. This division is 
based on the view which the researchers take of the decision-making 
procedures they are developing -- whether these are thought to be 
descriptive or normative. In the former case, the researchers have 
attempted to codify the way in which experts actually make diagnostic or 
therapeutic decisions. In most cases, the determination of exactly hou 
an expert behaves has been rather ad hoc, involving a mix of 
introspection, interview, and various forma of observation. Some 
notable successes have been achieved in this way. 181 (Here ue are 
measuring success in terms of providing distributable expertise about 
eome problem domain.) 

Those uorkers wi th a more normative bent have emphasized the 
development of models and procedures for decision-making which are 
thought (under certain assumptions) to be the basis for optimal 
decisions. In almost all cases, the assumptions are met only loosely, 
and no real claim of optimality can be made. Still, the general flavor 
of the uork suggests that computers ouqht to make decisions in this Way, 
without regard to the way in which humans make the same decisions. The 
more normative approach has also yielded success in certain areas 
(e.g. (31, 151 , and (91 1 

Although work in both of these categories has shown considerable 
promi se, and research continues actively on both approaches, no program 
has been produced which can cope with the real complexities of the 
cl inical situation, e.g. time dependent changes in disease, mul tlple 
d i seaae in the same patient, and a variety of patient specific factors 
uhich have an influence on both diagnostic and management strategies. 
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We believe that these approaches and the techniques which 
they have produced toil1 enter into an erpert rystem in an 
important way. We do not believe, however, that either of 
there approkhes, as currently employed, can be the barir of 
the kind of administrative and integrative stnrcturu 
required in such an expert system. 

For this reason, we want to explore in some detail the methodological 
I imi tations of the approaches which have been used to date, It should 
be remembered that our cr i t ici ama of these approaches are in the context 
of trying to provide an overal I framework for clinical deci a i on-mak i ng. . . 

1) Flow Charting 

The ‘descriptive’ approach is to construct a flow chart to 
represent the uay in uhich a particular problem is to be handled (e.g., 
(71 , (81). As uas,noted above, the manner in which the flou chart is 

obtained ie usually ad hoc, -- Sometimes the flow chart represents the 
opinion of an expert as to the process he believes he uses. In other 
cases, it is based on a mixture of introspection and more formal 
modeling of aspects of phyajology or pathophyaiology. In any event, the 
resulting f lou chart is an encoding of a decision procedure which is 
deemed to be a good one to follow in the particular clinical area in 
quest ion. 

There are two major difficulties with this approach insofar as complex 
clinical problems are concerned. First , a rigid definition of the 
logic to be used in a given ai tuation may be impossibly cumbersome if it 
attempts to account for. time dependencies multiple interacting 
prob I ems, pati-ent specific constraints, etc. l&en if such flow charts 
can be constructed for aubprob I ems of a clinical problem, the decision 
as to hou and uhen they should be combined, aodif ied, and appl ied to a 
given situation remains. The representation of knowledge in flow charts 
makes thi s latter decision exceedingly difficult. l’ledi cal know I edge 
about a given clinical ai tuation is impI ici t, not explicit in a decision 
f lou chart. Because the reasons for a particular ,brartching a-re not 
avai lable to the program, in general it cannot make even simple 
deductions about them. Thus, unless the clinical si tuat ion matches 
exactly a series of branches in the flow chart, the program is helpless, 
because its lack of underlying knowledge prevents it from adjusting i ts 
approach to a non-standard problem. 

Further, with this kind of structure, a user cannot inquire about the 
basis for a decision or suggestion from the program. And. an expert 
cannot add new knowledge to the program except through a laborious 
search through the programs or frames of the flou chart to ascertain 
what the program already knows a given subject, and how the neu 
knouledge should be related to it. 
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Another approach to the problem %f computer-aided decision-making 
is to give a program an exnl ici t description of the relations betueen 
findings and diseases and betueen actions and outcomes. Then one can 
Incorporate ‘an inference Procedure into the program for sequentially 
deducing the path it should take uith respect to a given problem. This 
approach is the basis for the decision analysis program ue bui It for 
acute rena I fai lure ((31 and (5) 1, and has been used by others in 
di f ferent contexts. (e.g., 191) 

By explicitly recognizing the uncertainty in the relationships 
and by generating a decision tree for each neu situation, a decision 
ana I ys i s program for balancing coats and benefits can deal ui th the 
equivalent of-a very large number of flow charts. 

This work has demonstrat.ed that decision analysis is a very powerful 
approach to prob I ems of balancing risks and benefits in the cl inical 
context. ‘. 

With this approach, houever, there are limi tationa which pose very 
ser i ous prob I ems. when real-world complexities are in traduced. Our 
current methods .for the explicit description of the probabilistic 
relationships, the tour sea of di seaaea, action-consequence 
relationships, etc. are very rigid and to a large degree, artificial, 
and although these forms of description are uel t-suited for the decision 
analysis algorithm, they are very cumbersome for the expression of 
medical facts in medical terms. Thus, a time-consuming and error-prone 
process must be undertaken to translate descriptive statements (made by 
experts, for example) into material uhich the program can use correctly. 

A second problem is that it is very difficult to give procedural 
advice to a program based solely on decision analysis. For examp I’e, an 
expert might uant to suggest a logical procedure (perhaps a “flow- 
chart”) by which a specific ai tuation can be efficiently and effectively 
handled. He may have processed (in some way) all the uncertainties, 
risks, and benefits associated ui th the ai tuation, and he knows that the 
procedure is useful. - He cannot, however, add the procedure to the 
program directly. The options are either to reprogram the system or to 
determine some parameters which, when used by the decision analysis 
program, cause it to do the “right” thing. Both alternatives are 
unsatisfactory if much knouledge is to be added to the program. 

Finally, to the extent that explicit descriptions of diseases, 
etc., are formulated in terms of probabilities, the knouledge of the 
program is basically a mass of numbers , and the explanation of decisions 
or suggestions made by the program Mill be very difficult for an expert 
(and more so for the average user) to understand. Concepts and language 
natural ly employed by the expert to express ,his knouledge have to be 
converted to a set of numbers which uhen coupled uith some decision 
produced the same rasul Pa, 
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To summarize, neither the flow chart approach-nordection 
analysir can be the basis for a program which deals with 
complex &&&al diagnoA and managemtnt problems. Bath 
approaches have value in certain circumstances and should be 
ured aa appropriute, but new techniques are required /or a 
program to be .able to deal with the lull range of 
eonaplesitier -.whioh arise in aeriout &nieal:~~ 
Aduances we aEIo required if it is to beporrible /or atr 
expert to itttewwt with a program in rlrch a way that the 
program can assimilate the srpert*r knoroledgu, and for a 
user of that ,program to be able to have natural and direct 
acces* to. that ‘portion of the knowledge which ir moat 
relevant to the ,clinical problem he ir considering. 

The need for these innovations is underscored -by the ..divers i ty of 
knowledge which experts used. They us,e descriptive, causal, procedural, 
and administrative knouledge along uith common sense. It seems apparent 
that current formal isma are suited for only one or 
knou I edge, 

tuo types of 
and -that a new framework for organizing and 

diverse kinds of knouledge is required. 
us i ng these 

llore recent uork, such as that 
of the Rutgers Special Research Resource on Computers in:Biomedicine is 
directed to the.solution of some of these problems. We hope that the 
proposed Laboratory would establish cloee relationships ui th such 
activities. 

The Relevance & Advances $ Computer Science 

Advances in computer techno I ogy, 
information 

including dramatic increases in 
storage capacity and the development of remote access 

capabilities in the form of time-sharing systems, suggea t the 
poss i b i I i-ty q ent i.oned above, that computers uouCd.serve as a repository 
for medical expertise and as a means for disseminating that expertise to 
points of need uithin the population. I f such * knou l edge-based’ sys terns 
could be built to serve as consultants for clinical problems, they could 
be rep1 icated -4either in fact, or effectively through-mu1 tipls .remote 
access to one system) as needed. 

Unfortunately, this computer power alone is not enough to carry us to 
our goal. ,As ue noted in the introduction, the major impediment to 
progress is aur lack of understanding of the processes of clinical 
cogni t ion. 
alone, ui I I 

Therefore, advances in computer programming and technology, 
not solve the problems. It is important, hoclever, .to 

recognize the role uhich advanced computer science and technology play 
in research such as that being proposed here. 

It is an unfortunate fact that although advances in computer science 
and technology cannot solve -the problems, deficiencies in either can 
pose a ser i ous hindrance to progress. Until recently, various attempts 
to formulate behavioral theories of complex processes uould have 
suffered from a serious lack in the existing technology, the technology 
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uhich had to be the testing ground for these theories. As a result, the 
development of theories of intelligence in certain domains uas retarded. 

In recent years, there has emerged’from research in computer science 
a neu ’ technology* for representing some kinds of knowledge in computer 
sys terns. This .capabi lity is relatively neu, dating from the late 
1968's, and we believe that its availability uill greatly ameliorate the 
problems of formulating and .teating cognitive theories. This in turn 
uill have a very beneficial effect on research into clinical decision- 
making. we are not claiming that there are no technological problems in 
our path: on the contrary, there are many. It is our opinion, houever, 
that this neu technology permits us to begin to explore neu forms of 
procedures which simulate aspects of clinical cognition. 

The advances and ideas to which we are referring are concerned uith 
neu techniques for programming computers and new techniques for 
representing knouledge and meanings in programs. In the old style ,of 
mak i ng *computer models’, things were very riaid. In the neu style, it 
is much easier to. include knowledge about hou contingencies and side 
conditions affec t 
the models are 
describe some of 
the problem of d 

not only the states of the models, but especially hou 
;o be applied in var,ioua si tuat ions. (Later ue ui II 
our ongoing research in applying some of these ideas to 
gitalia/digoxin administration.) 

In the new sty 
direct. Some k 

e, communication between programs is more flexible and 
nda of knowledge can be represented as procedures, able 

to intervene actively in the control of other programs when specified 
* pat terns’ arise in the other programs’ operations. 

Goal-Directed Proqramming Lanquagea 

Rather than being organized as a step-by-step sequence of act i one to 
be per formed, specified in advance by the programmer, programs in these 
programming languages are controlled by the activation of certain 
statements called goals. When a goal is activated, the system retrieves 
from a data baas of knowledge statements those that match the ‘pattern’ 
of the goal. (A pattern is a description of a state of affairs in a 
model, or an encoding of some fact about the uorld, etc. 1 These 
retrieved statements then serve as advice about what shouId.be done to 
achieve the goal! they may dictate that a certain program be run, that 
the goal be replaced by one or more subgoals, or that certain priorities 
be re-arranged., and then control be returned to an earlier, superior 
goa I system. 
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Understandina Natural Lanauaqe 

For tuenty years, the public has been titi I lated by promises that 
computers uould understand natural language and even translate from on 
l anguage to another. A justifiable skepticism has resulted from such 
promises. Al though progress in the theory of ‘syntax’, both .formal and 
informal uae steady, this progress did not lead to the anticipated 
improvement in the computer’s abi I ity to handle language. The trouble, 
of course, Is that syntax is not enough. A deeper understanding of the 
eemant ice of language was required. Only in the late 1968’s ui th the 
work of .such people as Winograd, Woods and currently Martin, were the 
earlier skirmiehes uith the problems of syntax and semant ice sharpened 
into serious attacks on the problems of the meaning of language. (See, 
for example, rl01.1 Thus although real problems remain to be solved, 
there is nou justifiable optimism that a natural and direct interface 
be tueen a ‘user and a know I edge-baaed system can be bu i I t. 

We want to underscore the importance of research on natural I anguage 
to the kind of uork ue are currently doing, and to the proposed work of 
the Computer Laboratory. Of course, there is the obvious advantage of 
having a natwral I anguags interface uith a program which contains 
clinical knowledge about some domain. Such an interface ui I I permit the 
direct involvment of various experts (some not actively involved with 
the research of the Laboratory) ui th the program. This involvment will 
prov i de invaluable feedback with respect to the l facts’ in the program 
and with respect to the theories upon which the program is based. 

A second benefit, perhaps, is leas obvious.‘ It has become clear that in 
large part the major impedi’ment to progress in natural language research 
has been In semantics rather than auntax. The recent progress has built 
on new and better schemes for representing meaninaa. Further, as this 
research progresses, these representational schemes will be further 
deve I oped and ref.i ned. 

Even a cursory study of the kinds of knouledge employed by experts in 
solving clinicel problems shows how much use is made of conceptual 
frameuorks which at present are receiving increashg attention in 
I anguage research. Such concepts as time, causality, change, etc. 
require deep analysis if machine representations of their meanings are 
to be found. The central role that such concepts play in medical 
knouledge means that progress by natural I angua.ge researchers ui I I 
almost certainly benefit our research directly. In fact much of our 
current thinking about representation of medical knowledge is strong I y 
influenced by our colleagues (e.g. Martin) uho are working on English. 
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Recoeni tion and Analusis of Conf I icting Goals 

In many problem-solving applications, the recognition of conf I icting 
goals is an important problem. Further, once these conflicts are 
recogn i zed, it is important to have some means for resolving them. In 
ear I ier prob.lem-solving programs, the recognition of goal conflict uas 
general ly difficult, because the goal structure of a program was 
Imp1 icit in the program itself. As we noted, the use of goal-directed 
programming languages lessens this problem considerably. 

The analysis of conflicting goals, al though still a qignificant 
problem, is also an area where improvements have been made. In .the 
past. conflict between goals was handled by very crude strategies: 
either the goals were assigned simple priorities, or a trial-and-error 
search procedure would be tried first on one goal and then on the other 
in the hope that both would be achieved in some attempt. 

Only recently have programs been developed which monitor their oun 
per f ormance suff ic-iently wel I to recognize and describe conflicts as 
they occur.Such monitoring is made possible in large part by the use of 
the goal oriented languages mentioned above to make the intention of a 
program more clear. (Sea, for example, (111). Once in the open, 
problems of conflict can be faced (perhaps by special purpose programs) 
instead of being hidden in the rather arbitrary control structures of 
conventional programming systems. 

Al though we cannot say with any certainty exactly what processes 
uou Id be needed for a computer simulation of the clinical cognitive 
process, it seems certain the performance monitoring and the analysis of 
conf I icting goals would play important roles. Therefore advances from 
computer science research in this area are undoubtedly important for our 
proposed research efforts. 

The Role of Computer Science llethodolooy 

Perhaps the most important contribution which computer SC i ence 
research can make to the activities of the proposed I aboratory is 
methodoloqical in nature. The major reason that cognitive psychology 
has made relatively little progress with respect to understanding 
behaviors as complex as that involved in clinical decision-making is 
because there was a serious shortage of ways to describe the more 
procedural aspects of that behavior. As has been argued in WI: 

“The community of idoar in rho area Q/ computer science 
makes ta real change in the range of available concepts. 
Before this, we had too feeble a family of concepts to 
rupport effective theories of intelligence, learning, and 
development. Neither the finite-state and stimulus-response 
catalogr of the Behovioritts, the hydraulic and economic 
rnalopier of the Freudians, or the holistic inrightr of the 
Certaltirtr supplied enciugh technical ingredienta to develop 
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such an intricate subject. It needs a,rubstrate of debugged 
theories and solutions to t-dared but simpler-p&&rns.. 
Computer &ence brought teith it. a flood of such idear, welL 
defined ond~etperimentalLy , implemented; for thinking aLout . 
thinking; only- a fraction of thorn- how distinguishable 
reprerentationr in~eaditiond psychology. 

It is this,- ricWe&~ of- idsas wb$:ch? UIB p&wwto:: Mo;iit~ i m thb. 
description an&,anaI-ysia.ofjc-t inical- cognition; From- this+ erf f or3 - ui I I 
come a new- t heoeprof the bekav i or of c I i n i cak eqer t s: andi neu concepts, 
for the realization, of this,behavior in a computer. 
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Introduction 

tn order .to provide a context for our discussion of the research plan 
for the Laboratory, we uant to re-iterate our goals, and to rel,ate these 
goals to our perceptions of the needs of the health care system. 

We propose that the major activity of the Laboratory will be 
the use of the computer and advanced computer science 
methodology in the study of clinical decision-making. From 
the activities of the Laboratory will come two major 
rerultr: 1) a deeper and betterarticulated theory of 
expert clinical cognition,, and 2) mechanisma for realizing 
the cdnceptr of the new theory in computer program8 for 
clinical decision-making. 

The reasoning underlying the organization of the Laboratory around 
these themes is as follows. We start from the premise that there is a 
need for distributable expertise concerning a number of clinical 
prob I ems. Our particular i’nterest is in the domain of serious medical 
problems, problems which are often potentially life-threatening. If ue 
can make progress in understanding the way in which serious and camp I ex 
problems should be dealt with by a clinician, and hence by a computer, 
we will be able to develop new technology of considerably improved 
flexibility and power which will be applicable across a broad range of 
medical decision-making applications. 1 t can be anticipated, for 
example, that these advances will have an impact on the abi I i ty of the 
practicing physician to deal with complex or serious medical problems. 
placing the consultant as near as the nearest console. Such expert i se 
should make far more effective the performance of allied health 
per sonne I , such as nurse practitioners and MEOEX personnel. In remote 
rural areas, for example, the availability of expert consul tation should 
make it possible for allied professionals to deal competently uith 
problems more serious than they otherwise could care for. In addition, 
the computer should be able to serve an important triage function, 
assisting the non-physician in his decisions concerning referral - in 
effect telling him when he should transfer the patient to a physician 
for care. 

At present, however, the techniques for providing computer-based 
consultation are limited in application and remain genera I I y 
incompatible with one another because no mechanisms for organizing and 
integrating them in a more general clinical context. 

It fr this lack of integratfw mechanfrmr which ir one of 
the principal impedimanrs to the realization of the full 
potential of the computer in health care deliwry. 
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Our goal is to undertake the research which will produce these 
integrative mechanisms, and to do this, we have turned to the study of 
the behavior of clinical expert 9, because these experts have 
demonstrated their abi I i ties to combine various approaches into a 
coherent strategy eui table. to a given situation. We should begin by 
understanding how they achieve their performance. Recent advances in 
computer science provide us with new building blocks from which ue can 
construct a better theory of clinical cogni-tion. Fhi-tr theory ui-I I be 
developed through extensive use of computers and computer programs as a 
med i urn for express inq the theory, Andy as tne means by -which the theory 
is tested. 

Below we uill outline a set of research projects uhich we believe have 
the proper orientation to yield major progress toward the understanding 
we are seeking. As our work progresses, of course, neu paths uill 
become apparent. and our abi I ity to define probLest more sharply wi I I 
increase. 

In what fol lows, we have listed the principal participants in each 
project. .Each group of principal participants contains computer 
scientists and clinicians, and the activities of the groups are fully 
col laborative. -Ln a. real sense, everyone ment-ioned in any project has 
an active interest in all the projects, but we thought it ‘might be of 
some interest to the readers of this proposal to know who. currently 
plays a major role in each project. 
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Principals 
Professor.G. Anthony Gorry 
Peter 8. Miller 
Dr. Stephen G. Pauker 
Or. William B. Schuartz 

‘Uill, ae Schwartz has suggested, the-computing science “largely replace 
the intellectual functions of the physicians?“. I think not. The 
subtle process of the patient-physician interaction and the input we 
receive from this interaction has not yet been reduced to preci se 
mathematical terms. Attempt aSwe uill to analyze this subtle process, 
it appears that {despite) our best efforts to penetrate fit], this 
mystery wil I elude us for some time,’ 
--------------------____________________-------------------------------- 

(Warren Glaser, Professor of l’ledicine, in a comment on a 
forthcoming article on computer-aided diagnosis) 

The sentiment expressed in.this quotation is shared by many physiciane. 
Those who have thought careful ly about the interaction between a patient 
and a physician realize the complexity of the behavior involved. When a 
physician is confronted uith a patient with one or more presenting 
problems, he enters into a mode of data acquisition and problem solving 
known as ‘taking the present i I Iness’. This activity is one in uhich 
virtual ly al I clinicians participate every day. When we try to’ 
understand this process in detail, houever, we find that it assumes a 
very complex and often subtle character. In fact, virtually al I the 
problems of clinical cognition arise in this context. The process is 
I ike a puzzle for which some of the pieces can be rather easily found 
and described, but for which others remain quite vague and apparently 
i I l-formed, uhi Is some appear to be missing entirely. The question of 
interest here is to uhat extent can we identify the pieces of that 
puzzle and put them together to form some coherent picture. 

On the other hand, if a machine is to understand the process of 
cl inical problem-solving, it must understand the taking of the present 
i I lness, because it is this process uhich provides much of the 
underpinning of the rest of the decision-making activities. Therefore, 
a deep understanding of the behavior of the clinician in this setting 
would provide a great deal of knowledge about hou to support clinical 
deck sion-making. Additionally, ue chose to begin uork on the present 
illness because it represents the initial point of contact betueen 
patient and doctor, and because of the richness it presents uith respect 
to cognitive processes and the integrative demands it places on the 
clinician. Fur t her, it has the advantage that issues of risk and 
benefit such as those UC addressed in our uork on decision analysis can 
be i gnored. Later, a8 our understanding increases, ue can move the 
boundaries our our work to include ?ha%e issues as uell. 
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Preliminary Work 

Our activities began uith the analysis of protocols, tape-recorded 
records of the verbalized problem-solving behaviors of clinicians. 
These protocols are augmented by in-depth questioning of the clinicians 
regarding their approach to specific clinical problems and by criticisms 
offered by these came cl inicians of preliminary computer real izations of 
our hypotheses concerning their cognitive processes. The purpose of all 
these efforts is to gain a dsuper understanding of the uay in uhich 
clinicians actual Iy deal with the complexities of the clinical 
environment. 

We have developed our hypotheses to the point uhere it has been 
possible ,to implement a rudimentary computer simulation of the process 
of taking a preeent il Iness. Though very detailed studies of the 
problem solving behavior of that program, ue have gained neu insights 
into the process. The use of the computer as the medium for the 
express i on of the-theory has aided enormously the advancement of that 
theory. This close man-machine explor-ation of the behavior of the 
simulation of the theory ui I I be a key aspect of our research ‘sty1 8:‘. 
Of tour se, th.is styl-e has the additional benefit that uhen a 
satisfactory theory has been developed, a program uhi ch takes an 
excel lent present i I lness for the given problem domain ui I I also be 
avai lable. 

A further aspect of our style has been our emphasis on a “complete” 
examination of the issues involved in taking a present illness for a 
single complaint (in this case, edema). By forcing ourselves to 
cons i der men “Rinor” differences between the behavior of the program 
and the behavior of the clinician as problems for investigation, we have 
considerably sharpened our understanding of the procese the doctor uses. 

Nou ue uant to present our first, rather rudimentary understanding of 
the problems and processes associated with the present illness. Then ue 
wi I I describe our first theory and the computer realization af that 
theory. Finally ue uill discuss our research plans for this project. 

Obaetvationa of ths Prssent Illness 

The physician, uhen taking the present illness. asks the age and the 
sex of the pat Lent, and elicits a chief complaint. The latter is the 
problem uhich caused the patient to seek medical attention, but it will 
often be closely folloued by mention of other problems the patient has. 
In fact, one interesting problem uhich is currently of concern to us is 
how a clinician links several presenting problems together. For 
simplicity of discussion, however, ue will assume that the patient 
presents uith a single chief complaint. 

The response of the physician to the chief complaint uill vary in 
detai Is, but the principal thrust of it uill invariably be at 
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elucidating and refining the description of the complaint ,as given by 
the patient. For example, if the patient’s chief complaint is ‘sue1 ling 
of the face’, the physician’s questions generally uill explore the 
duration of the suelling, its specific location (e.g. around the eyes) g 
the symmetry of the swelling (is it only on one side of the face?), etc. 

The characterization of the presenting complaint ie important because it 
is this characterization which along with the age and sex of the patient 
gives the clinician his initial frameuork or context uithin uhich to 
work. 

The rapid selection o/ a contezt is uitaf for the 
clinician. The clinician is about to hear a reasonably 
Zurge omount of information from the patient, and if he is 
to be able to organize that information and to deaf with it 
effectively, he must have a framework into tehich it can be 
fitted. Because of the breudth and diuersity of Medical 
problems and the scope of knowledge concerning these 
problems, a failure to focus ottention and to narrow 
drastically the domain under consideration will prewnt the 
clinician from understanding what he will be told. 

Note that this is the reason physicians require the age and sex of the 
patient at the outset of the history: because these facts, in 
conjunction with the chief complaint provide a great deal of focus for 
uha t fol lows. Consider the difference in your reaction to the chief 
complaint of ’ severe, progressive weakness’ in the case of an 86 year 
old man, and that of a 13 year old girl. 

Therefore the initial goal of the physician in taking the present 
i I lness is to get an adeauate description of the chief complaint of the 
patient. What constitutes an adequate description, houever , is 
determined by another fundamental goal, namely that of gaining a 
frameuork within uhich to understand the information which uill be 
forthcoming from the patient. 

In some cases, fragments of this ‘investigation will appear to be a rote 
recitation of a standard sequence of questions (e.g. in the case of 
abdominal pain, ‘Is the pain made uorse by lying doun?*, ‘Is it made 
worse by eating?‘, ‘IS it made better by eating?*, etc.). Other 
fragments will be strongly influenced by the responses of the patient; 
For examp 1 e, if the suelling of the face is periorbital and symmetric, 
the physician might want to knou whether it appears in the morning .and 
di sappears during the day. If the ansuer is yes, then,he might uel I 
transfer his attention to an investigation of possible pedal edema. On 
the other hand, if the suelling is in one cheek and is painful, the 
investigation might switch to questions of recent dental work on the 
patient. 

Clearly, then, the path of the invastigation of the chief complaint 
taken by the physician is in part a function of the responses given by 
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the pat 
function 

ient to the former’s questions. This path is equally uell a 
of the clinical knouledge of the physician. Owly a doctor uho 

recogni zes the per i orbi tal edema described above as very likely the 
result of renal disease (specifically acute glomerulonephritis or less 
of ten, nephrot ic syndrome) uould follow the path suggested. *SO 
underlying the observable behavior of the physician is a knouledge base, 
the use of which is only implicit in the process of investigation. 

That the investigation of the chief complaint follows a path determined 
by both the medical land other) knob&ledge of the clinician and the 
responses and descriptions given by the patient is apparent to anyone 
uho has I ooked at the present i I lness in even the most cursory manner. 
Thus i t i s non-controversi a I that these tuo factors are pieces of our 
puzzle. What remains unclear is hou these pieces interlock in any given 
si tuat ion. 

The exploration of the chief complaint generally results in a much 
sharper character’izat i on of it than originally offered by the patient, 
a I though usually only certain additional features of the complaint have 
been elicited, i-e., the exploration of the complaint has been stopped 
short of exhausting all the properties which this problem might 
concei vab I y have. This of course raises the possibility that some 
aspect of the patient’s problem has been overlooked, and the need for 
further investigation may arise in later in the session, 

The characterization of the chief’ comp1ain.t as elaborated by this 
process can prompt a number of different behaviors on the part of the 
physician. 1n certain cases, the description of the complaint suggests 
l ittle to him, and so he may simply encourage the patient to volunteer 
more informat ion (‘Have you had any other difficulties lately?‘) or he 
may begin a ‘revieu of systems’ type of investigation of the system 
involved in the patient’s problem. 

If the latter approach is used, houever, it uil I seldom pers.ist as the 
basic modus oDerandi, because it is too passive for use in taking the 
present i I Inesr, and 4 t is used here only as a temper iring measure. As 
soon as it yields some addl tional information, the physician ui I I assume 
a mere aggressi.ve stance uith respect to information gathering. 

The purpose of this excursion into the revieu of systems is the same as 
that underlying the original attempt to refine the characterization of 
the chief complaint. namely to get just enough information to glean a 
good suggestion of a context for further discussion of the patient’s 
prob I ems. 

The initial context chosen uill of course be further refined as the 
present i I lness is taken. It may be an organ system (in the sense that 
the chief complaint is strongly suggestive of a problemuith that organ 
sys tern) : it may be much more specific in that the chief complaint might 
suggest a specific disease. (Of course, there may be more than one 
di sease or organ system suggested. 1 In any event, the extent to which 
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the cl inician pursues the characterization .of the chief complaint 
depends on the search for an appropriate context and the potential 
avai labi I i ty of contexts which are quite specific. For example, the 
facial edema described by the patient above uould be pursued to 
establish Its epecific location and temporal pattern because of the 
specificity of the renal disease context uhfch would result If the 
appropriate characterization could be achieved. 

At i te most macroscopic level, the taking of the present illness can be 
described as the clinician moving from context to context with 
occasional returns to previously-invoked contexts. At each cqntext, the 
activities of the present illness can be thought of as being under the 
control 0 f that context. By this ue mean that the questioning of the 
patient i e directed at either the confirmation of details associated 
with the context (such as asking -about pedal edema because it is 
general ly found uhen periorbital edema is present) or at the selection 
of a more ‘epeci f ic’ context (as uhen the cl inici.an asks a patient with 
oxer t i ona I dyepnea uhether he has paroxysmal nocturnal dyspnea in order 
to choose between the contexts of lung disease or heart disease). 

Prment Illness or Oiwnosis? 

Before we continue our discussion, us uant to comment on the role which 
diaunoeie plays in the present i I Iness. Clearly, the present i Ilneee Is 
‘driven’ by the desire to establish an understanding of the patient’s 
problems and their interrelations with one another: hence the clinician 
is seek i ng a diagnosis which is suitable as a basis for management 
decisions. There is a very real sense, houever, in which the present 
illness is more than diagnbstic process as the latter is conventionally 
cons trued. 

Normally we think of a diaqnosis as an inference about the state of the 
patient uhich is based on his ei gns and symptoms, and we cal I the 
activities associated with the collection of information (identification 
of eigne and symptoms) the diaqnostic process. We have noted that the 
taking of the present Illness is also an information gathering activity, 
but it is directed as much touard the problem of ascertaining uhat the 
facts are as it is touard the problem of uhat the facts mean. -- ---- 

Although we admit that there is a level at which one can vieu the 
present illness as part of the diagnostic process and the process of 
diagnosis as an integral part of the taking of the present illness. we 
feel that the d.ietinction we have made has some merit. It helps expand 
our view of the problems of clinical cognition. 

For example, uhen we think only of ‘the diagnostic process’ us tend to 
think of such questions as ‘What inferences can you draw concerning a 28 
year old man with dyspnea and orthopnea who had an attack of acute 
rheumatic fever uhen he uas 15, and.. . etc. l We tend to vieu the 
problem as understanding the meaning of a constellation of findings as 
aiven. We assume that the patient indeed does have dyspnea and 
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orthopnea and that the attack of rheumatic fever actually took place. 
In taking the present illness, houever, the clinician often is not given 
these facts, but must ‘dig them out’, and even then he may be left uith 
eigni f icant doubts concerning the facts themselves. It. is this 
addi tionai aspect of establishing and characterizing the facts and 
assessing t.heir reliability which ue are emphasizing in our rather 
arbitrary distinction between the process of diagnosis and that of 
taking the present i I iqness. 

Now that we have made the point that:the tuo activities of establiJhing 
the facts and interpretinq the facts are central to clinical cognition, 
ue will now explore some of the ways in which these two -activities 
interact, and us ui ii drop our ,distinction between taking the present 
illness and working touard a diagnosis. 

Pr~requieit~8 fur Clinical Coqnition 

Al though many of the detai Is of the processes employed by the clinician 
in taking a present illness or in proceeding. to a further diagnosis are 
eti I I obscure. i t is possible to identify some major aspects of the 
genera I cogni t i ve process. We can do this by analyzing the task 
environment of clinical medicine. A physician uho is well adapted to 
that environment uiil necessarily possess cognitive processes for 
deal ing uith each o,f the major demands placed upon him by the 
environment. Although we may not be able at present to give much detai I 
concerning these processes; we wi I I have made a f i ret step by 
recognizing the necessity of their existence. (In the foliouing 
discussion, 13~’ make use of some terms borrowed from llirreky tl3l.I 

1) Expec.tati,on and Focueinq 

The first problem that a clinician faces when he is dealing with a 
patient is that both the number of disease states and the number of 
possible findings which may have some relevance are extremely large. 
This means that the clinician faces a search through a potential ly 
bewildering maze of possibilities. Because his cognitive capacities are 
limited (especially with respect to the number of ‘simul taneoue’ paths 
he can explore)-, he must use the facts as presented tu .draetical ly 
reduce the number of possibilities uhich he uiil consider in any detail. 

As ue noted in our brief discussion of the present illness; this rapid 
focusing serves the principal purpose of providing the clinician with a 
context for his further problem solving activities. In our studies of 
expert clinical decision-making, we have been struck by the rapidity 
uith uhich experts achieve such a framework. When they are presented 
ui th only a feu. (two or three) facts, experts almost aiuays have one or 
two uorking hypotheses. 1 t may very uel I be that the hypothesis first 
chosen will later be discarded. Our point is not that this first choice 
is an accurate or optimal one. It is a good working hypothesis, 
houever , in that it brings important structure to the problem. 
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Because the stimuli for this focusing ar.e the presenting signs and 
symptoms of the patient, it is reasonable to infer”that the expert 
remembers patterns of findings which ‘point to’ good working hypotheses 
or contexts for those findings. Our current speculation is that these 
pat terns contain relatively Ii ttle detai I, and they serve only as a 
first rough .cut at the problem of classifying the patient. This 
speculation is based primarily on the experts’ descriptions of the 
pat terns they are using and on the rapidity ui th which this focusing 
takes p I ace. 

When a context has been selected, the clinician appears to match the 
findings of the patient against a more detailed description of the 
prototypical pattern of findings associated with the context. For 
example, ‘shortness of breath in a 58 year old man* immediately suggests 
the contexts ‘heart disease’ and ‘lung d1eease*. (Notice in fact h> 
focused these contexts are relative to the total number of disease 
states uhich could be presented by the patient.) Most clinicians would 
proceed immediately to the characterization’ of the shortness of breath 
in order to focus on either heart disease or lung disease. 

This attempt to match the presenting findings or the chief complaint to 
a more detailed pattern for a context is typical of the activities uhich 
underlie much of the present illness. For example, consider the 
presenting problem of periorbitai edema. It immediately suggests (among 
a few other things) acute post-streptococdai giomerulonephritie. A 
renal expert would very likely move directly to a series of very 
detailed questions concerning the temporal pattern of the edema. The 
context of AGN has already been ‘suggested* : the detai led examination 
of the characteristics of the edema uiii determine whether this context 
wi I I govern the succeeding questions of the clinician. 

21 Elaboration 

Once a context has been chosen, the clinician faces the problem of 
confirming his choice. This confirmation requires tuo steps: first, he 
must convince himself that the rest of the signs and symptoms presented 
by the patient conform to his understanding of the disease state or the 
physiological state represented by the context, and second, he must 
assure himself that these findings are not better associated with one 
another in some other context. 

One of the fundamental principles uhich we have observed in out 
studies is that experts use the principle of parsimony. ,The expectation 
that all the patient’s findings are related to the same problem is 
strong in the cl inician’e mind. He yields this idea only grudgingly. 
In our discussion below, we ui II see exampiee of the major role this 
idea plays. 

The process of elaboration is vary complex, involving eevera I 
distinct, but interacting activities. 
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a) Fi I I inq i-n the. Oetai ii- 

When the cl inician has chosen a uorking hypothesis, he is faced ulth 
the problem of confirming the detai Is of that hypothesis. tlajor 
research ques.t i on aret 

* Hou does he select the details to explore? 
s What faztre should he seekb from the patient?. 
r?c- Hou shou I d he try to estab I i sh the fact 3; ha d8s ires? 
JC In uhat s8quence should he seek. these facts?. 
it Hou does. he assess the validity of information? 

b) Assessina the, ‘aoodness’ of Fit -- 

The clinician faces another problem uhen a more detailed piece of 
information’ concerning the patient has been, obtained,- regard1 ees of 
the means. Ha must assess how uel I the. neu information ’ fits’ the 
current context.. Further this assessment must be merged. w-i th simi lar 
assessments of- the ‘goodness of fit’ of other facts. In the face of 
poorly f i tt ing. fact*, hou. far ehould he pursue the current context 
before abandoning it? 

One aspect. of the assessment of the goodness- of f-it for a f lnding 
which is- particularly. interesting. is the. process by, uhich alternative 
explanations. are constructed for, facts uhich appear to be discrepant 
u i t h a$ g-i vbn’ hypothesi s,, In such cases, the poor fit of a fact to a 
hypothesis-does not immediately cause the rejection of a, hypothesis, 
but ra.ther it: triggers a search for a way to ‘explain auay’ the 
problem. I’n a later section, ue will discuss in more detail the 
problem o.f d.i screpant information. 

cl I?8 iect ino Contexts. 

Above IHE mentioned that under certain c.ircumstanc8s. a context uhich 
use chosen by the clinician may be discarded by him, because of a 
‘poor fit.’ ui th the facts. In this case, the clinician is giving up 
the working hypothesis despite his initial desire to confirm it. 
Here,. houever,. the principle of parsimony may make him~ reluctant to 
give .up a particular hypothesia. For example, in abandoning the 
current hypathesi s, he may be forced to hypothesi te- more than one 
d i sease. A4though he is often forced ta do this, the clinician, in 
genera I , is. reluctant to do so, and so he may. continue: w4 th a 
hypothesis- wh-ich fits .the. facts rather poorly for longer than uould 
o.t her4 se be cmpec t ed. 

In other circumstances, houever,4 the cl inician may active.ly..uant to 
reject contexts. The most obvious example of this. occurs when the 
clinician has found the uorking hypothesis to be a good fit to the 
presenting facts, and he now uants to reject any other competing 
hypotheses. 
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!(. 
In many cases, the cl inician remembers a speci f ic4’<pattern of the 

presence or absence of various signs and symptoms which virtually 
pr8ClUd88 the presence of a particular disease. In other cases, no 
such specific pattern is knoun to. the clinician,-. and he must US8 
other arguments (such as the relative I ikel ihood of two hypothesesI 
to exclude the hypothesis in queetion. Of course, in certain cases, 
no such exclusion can be achieved, and h8 must base SUb88qUen t 
decisions on consideration of more than one hypothesis. 

It should be noted that this process of confirming one hypothesis by 
matching the hypothesis and then rejecting o.ther, competing 
hypotheses is one which ia generally interuoven thrdughout the 
process of clinical cognition. For example in the present illness, 
the working hypothesis might concern the ‘facts’ concerning some 
piece of the history, ui th competing hypotheses providing alternative 
interpretations of what really happened to the patient at the time in 
quest ion. The same issues of confirmation, rejection, and ueighing 
I lkelihoods are relevant here even though the hypotheses are not 
about diseases, -but rather about the facts themselves. 

3) Alteration 

It uas noted above that th8 initial context chosen by the clinician is- 
often not supported by the information subsequently gathered. hence the 
context must be replaced by a neu one. If the cl inician is to operate 
8ff8CtiV8ly and efficiently in the clinical environment, he must 
generally be able to Shift smoothly from one hypothesis to another. The 
process by which this replacement occurs is an important and interesting 
One. 

One hypothesis is that the facts are again sifted through the pattern 
matching processes mentioned above, and from this re-examination of the 
data, a neu hypothesis emerges as the working context. There seems 
little doubt that this happens in some situations, but as a general 

rule, such a process seems more characteristic of a medical student or a 
neu intern than of an experienced clinician. For the latter, a more 
much directed move to a new hypothesis seems appropriate. That i a the 
expert, b8CaUS8 of his richer and more extensive experience uses Certain 
l fai lures’ in matching findings to hypotheses as direct pointers to neu 
hype theses. Thus, for example, the uorking context might be 
‘glomerul i tis’, and a qU@StiOnabl8 fit of the facts has been found: the 
patient has heavy proteinuria but no significant hematuria. The expert 
responds to this ‘mismatch* by moving directly to the ‘nephrotic 
SyndrOm8’ context, because he has been in this situation a sufficient 
number of times to have stored the *contingency* pointer. 

The importance of these direct *pointers* arises from the amount of 
structure which they preserve. In general, a reasonable amount of 
cognitive effort has gone into the l fleshing-out’ of th8 uorking 
hypothesis, and a lot of information has been gathered. If the 
hypothesis is simply abandoned, and no other one is directly taken up in 
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its place, the-,:. c I i n i c i an ‘may lose track of certain pieces Of 
information. If the new hypothesis can be obtained directly from the 
old one, then this smoother transition is apt to disrupt I’ess severe.ly 
the information structure he has bui It.’ 

41 Dealinq Uith Novelty 

What does the clinician do when none of his UOFking hypotheses seems 
consistent ui th the facts at hand? Such a situation can easily occur. 
For examp I e, the might be one or. more facts uhich are in error. 
Alternatively, the patient might be suffering from more. that one 
disease, and the findings cannot all be attributed to one of them. 

B8CaUS8 such situations clearly arise in clinical practice, the good 
cIinician,uiII have developed strategies for dealing uith them. We do 
not know much about these strategies at present, but we uill offer a feu 
observat i one. First, there is always the possibility that the clinician 
is facing a situation which is truly novel in certain very important 
regards. In this case, he ui I I have to fal I back on general 
intel I igence and ‘creativity’. but ue cannot offer much detail about how 
thi s i s done. Undoubtedly he begins his search for an understanding of 
the situation by trying to understand uhat modifications of context8 
uhich ‘almost fit’.. uould be required. From these necessary 
modifications he may be able to move to a better grasp of the situation. 

In other cases, the uorking hypothesis seems basically sound, but 
certain fact8 cannot be fitted into the framework it provides. At face 
value the situation may appear novel, but the clinician suspects that 
8i th8r one or more ‘facts’ are in error, or there is some alternative 
‘explanation’ of the facts uhich will fit. into the current context. 
This situation is discussed in more detail in a later section uhich 
considers how clinicians deal uith discrepant information. 

5) Learning 

The abilities described above are in some sense a minimal set for an 
expert to have if he is to perform as an expert. we knou that he 
possesses cognitive mechanisms to realize these abilities because u8 can 
ObSerV8 him successfully dealing uith the problems of clinical medicine, 
and this task environment requires these skills. 

68cause expert8 are not created de nova, houeverr they must poss8ss the 
ski Ile required to become experts. They must possess the ability to 
I earn. In terms of our above discussion, they must be able to 
assimilate neu contexts, recognition pat terns, explanations of 
discrepancies, and administrative strategies. This assimilation draus 
from a variety of sources: schoo I , books, clinical 8Xp8ri8nC8. 
introspection, etc. Fur t her, it is clear that simple assimilation is 

not sufficient for expert behavior. The knowledge that is assimilated 
must be orqanized by the learner so that it is effectively available to 
him in the task environment of Clinical practice. 
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The quest ion of uhether a piece of information has been effectively 
assimilated .into the knowledge structure possessed by the clinician can 
be judged only with respect to the uay in uhich the neu knowledge is 
used in the above processes. Hence it seems that a prerequisite for 
understanding learning as it relate9 to clinical expertise is the 
understanding of performance in the clinical environment. 

The Initial Theory 

Our theory of the cognitive behavior of clinicians is an amalgam of 
the idea9 of a number of the workers in our group and was strongly 
influenced by fllnsky (131. Par,ticularly notable contributions to the 
structure of this theory were made by Sussman. Pauker, and Rubin. 
Although our current theory is primitive and incomplete, we believe that 
it represents a good beginning. Here us will present it in some detail. 

BaSiCal ly thle presentation is a re-working of the.above discussion in 
terms of the computer-based model we have implemented. fhe conc8ptS 
used in that model are introduced at appropriate points in the 
discussion. 

Frames 

It seems that the knowledge possessed by a clinician is grouped into 
chunks, which, after Minsky (ref), we cal I frames. When he begins to 
entertain a certain diagnostic possibility, be it a disease, like acute 
poet-streptococcai glomerulonephritis, a clinical state, like n8phrOtjC 
SyndrOm8, or a physiological state, like sodium retention, he bring many 
facts about this possibi.lity to mind at once. It appears that 
physicians behave as if certain findings, which he have Called triaaers 
serve to awaken the frame into our consideration. (This is th8 basic 
mechan i em for deal ing with the problem of expectation d i scussed 
earl ier.) At that point, any of its findings or slots can‘t-elate to 
presented data, but uhen it was in its dormant state, most of the98 
slots could not react to presented data. For examp I et, when told of 
fever, one would not immediately think of ccl lul itis (a kind of skin 
infect ion), but if told that there was a red, painful sue1 I ing of one 
cheek, the additional finding of fever fits in neatly. 

Frames appear to have other types of data associated uith them b8Sid89 
slots. There appear to be relational pointers to other frames, So that 
Uh8n one is considering one frame as a possibility, one is )(sort ofM 
thinking about other related frames. This relationship may be of 
several varieties, but a neat grouping of many of them can be made by 
considering the causes-of, th i ngs caused-bq, complications-of, and 
things comDlicated-bu the frame. For example, when one is considering 
acute glomerulonephri tis, one “sort of” thinks about acute renal failure 
and acute hypertension, bath of which are complications of AGN, but they 
are not thought of in the 9819 detai I a3 AGN, e.g., one usua I I y does not 
consider their compl ications, like encephalopathy, hyperka18mia,8tCV 
unless other data suggeste PhSm or reinforcas the hypotheses of acute 
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renal failure and acute hypertension. 

Differential Potnters 

In addition, there appear to be some special kinds of slots uhich 
function as. lateral or di f ferent i al pointers to :other frames. These are 
meant to handle unexpected finding in a fashion that makes backing-up (a 
re I at ive I y cost.1.y ~procedurel less ,neceesary. -l?Wtwr than going back to 
the beginning .and ‘reshuff I ing’ al I the facts uhen a hypothesis is 
r-e jetted, it appears that the physician has certain heuristics uhich 
point in specific direc.tions uhen certain inconsistencies are 
encountered. .Thio is a .par t of their response to the *prob I em of 
alteration discussed earlier. .For examp I e, uhen presented ui th a 
patient with massive edema and heavy proteinuria, the expert can leap to 
a hypothesis of nephrotic syndrome. If he later discovers the patient 
has jugu I ar venous distension, he can move directly to considering 
constr i ct i ve pericardi tis, real izing that the t.uo entities can be 
confused. This lateral motion isnot based on reconsideration of al I 
the data at hand, but on the differential pointer that says: 

“I,f you are considering nephrotic syndrome, and there is neck vein 
distension, then consider constrictive pericarditis.” 

Simi larly, a young man with .facial edema and hyper,tension can be 
hypothesized to %have acute glomerulonephri tis, since the unexpected 
findings of :hypertensive retinopathy or -ventricular hypertrophy on 
electrocardiogram uould immediately lead to consideration of chronic 
g I omeru I onephr i 4 its. 

Pruninq Frames 

it also eeeme that the physician does not mairctain~mul~tiple copies of 
diseases having certain variations, but rather he has a general 
knowledge and curtain rules about how to tailor-make this to the case at 
hand. Ue call this process pruning. Pruning is related to the problems 
of elaboration and aI.teration discussed earlier. Pruning may involve 
findings tslot.s)., evaluations or relationships to other frames. Thus, 
the general picture .of cirrhosis must be modified in tha-t one cannot 
expect to consider gynecomastia in a uomen. Sodium retention may be 
manifested by pedal edema, facial edema, ascites and the I ike, but 
asci tes is rare in renal edema and facial edema is rare in cardiac 
edema, even though both are part of the physician’s general knouledge 
about sodium retention. Sodium retention may be caused by cirrhosis in 
the adult, but r.arely in chi Idren, so uhen considering sodium retention 
one should not “sort of” consider cirrhosis, if it is a child. 

Translation Frames 

Another type of knouledge uhich physicians often bring to bear on their 
d i agnoses relate not so much to the specific disease entities, but to a 
general knouledge about the world in general and medicine in particular. 



Much of this knouledge can be expressed in a special kind-of frame which 
we have called a translation frame. In some uays this can be viewed as 
a simple stimulus-response set: 

“If one is told the patient served’ in the army, it means he most 
likely did not have hypertension or proteinuria at that time the 
passed an army physical), he probably did not have a murmur (army 
physicale are not known for careful observation), and probably had 
reasonable exercise tolerance.” 

“If the patient attended summer -camp, he was likely exposed to 
plant al lergens,enake bite, other children and therefore common 
childhood diseases of summer (like the snferovirusesirn * 

Hwothesis Generation 

There appears to be a hierarchy of hypothesis in so far as hou actively 
they are being considered and in comparing them to each other. . There 
appears to be sever-a I gsner a I classes of consideration uhi ch he have 
cal led hamy, active, semi-active, and dormant. 

When beginning consideration of any problem, all hypotheses are 
dormanti that is to say, only their trigger slots can grasp incoming 
data. Under speci f ied condi t ions, usual ly finding a datum to. satisfy a 
trigger clot, ‘the frame moves into active state. This means that any of 
its slots can match findings luith the constraint that they may be 
pruned in fitting the frame to the case at hand). The neighbors le. g., 
causes-of, complications-of, etc. 1 of the frame are “sort of” made 
active. Us call their level of activity semi-active. It differs irom 
ful l activity in that its “awakening” doss not awaken its neighbors, 
thus avoiding the explosive awakening of too many frames. Final ly, 
under certain conditions, frames become hapeq, that is to say, they are 
convinced beyond reasonable doubt that they are true and they assert 
that they are indeed true so that other conclusions may proceed from 
this assertion. 

Hwothesis Testing 

As findings are gathered, each frame 

11 A check 
example, the 
a glomerulit 

s made to see if the neu datum excludes that frame. For 
absence of proteinuria virtually denies the existence of 
9. 

21 A check 
hypothesi 6. 

is made whether data is sufficient to establish the 
For example, i f one finds red cell casts in the urine 

sediment, this virtually establishes the presence of a glomerulitis. 

is eva luated in several ways: 

3) A measurement is made of hors well the data fit the hypothesis and 
how much of the data are explained by the hypothesis. These are tucs 
complementary measure and the clinician considers some combination of 
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them. 
that 

If the goodness of fit exceeds a certain level, he might say 
the “weight of evidence” uou I d a I I ow the. frame. to become happy l 

On the other hand, if the fit is sufficiently poor, one- migh.t drop the 
hypothesis from active consideration. In doing this scorinq, the 
physician allous for propagation through relations, i.e., if one is 
considering aortic stenosis and congestive-heart failure, the finding 
of rales in the chest examination is very helpful to the congestive 
heart fai lure hypothesis, but by helping that hypothesis, it “sort of” 
lends weight to aortic stenosis also. 

This then represents the eubstrate of the ini tlal theqry of the 
response of the clinician to the presentation of lnforma,tion- about the 
patient. The theory has certai.n additional features &i&h ue can cal I 
heuristic rules, or what to do in certain situations. An example might 
be how to handle contradictory data: 

If one is told there are both red blood cell casts on urine 
sediment and no hematuria, then consider that there are probably no 
red cell casts (they are often confused uith other casts) , but at 
some later time, see how your conclusions uould be. altered if red 
ccl I casts uere. present. 

If renal function is normal but you are told that there are no 
k i dneys cm x-ray of abdomen, consider the. posaibi lity that there 
are really large kidneys present, but the radiologist did not see 
them (as often happens with really large kidneys). 

Information Seeking 

At present, our theory of hou the clinician chooses uhat facts to seek 
out i s someuhat underdave I oped. We do have some understanding of this 
process, however, and this is a problem which is-currently under study. 

First it is clear- that what may appear to be a “fact” to an outside 
observer may be less than that to a clinician. 8y this ue mean that 
clinicians seem’ to deal in “chunks” of information uhich are, strictly 
speak i ng, composed of more than one fact. For example, a clinician 
tends to fol IOU rather set patterns of questions until he; has gotten a 
chunk of information about the patient. If the complaint is edema, a 
renal specialist uill react by invoking a small “subroutine” to further 
characterize the edema. We call this a subroutine because clinicians 
themselves seem to recognize the questioning net they use as an 
automatic response to the stimulus “edema”, 

The rationale for the particular sequence of questions employed is 
understood by the physician, and he can readily explain it. But In 
practice, he does not “derive” this sequence, but rather simply 
remembers and invokes i t. 

Once a,suitable chunk of information has been gained, the triggering 
and matching processes described above are invoked. 
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For the eeiection,of uhich chunk of information to seek next, the 
clinician appears to make use of the frames themselves, trying to fi l l 
in the slots of his current hypothesis. Our understanding of the 
details of this process is inadequate at present, but we have been able 
to get some interesting results in our computer,simulation by follouing 
this simple strategy. 

The follouing feu sections discuss specific projects uhich .ue have 
undertaken in support of the development of this theory. The first is 
the computer simulation of the present illness. The second project is 
concerned with style differences among clinicians insofar as their 
approach to the present illness is concerned and uith measuring the 
effectiveness and efficiency uhich these differences promote. The third 
project 1,s concerned with the development of orderly and concise means 
for identifying and codifying cl inical knouledge, particularly of the 
kind found in medical textbooks. This work is aimed at fi I I ing some of 
the gape which the present illness project must necessarily leave as it 
concentrates on str-ategy. 

Initiel Computer Simulation of Cognitive Pcoce8lr 

In conjunction with our explorations of the knowledge and problem- 
solving behavior of clinicians described in the preceding sections, ue 
have developed some preliminary computer programs to simulate aspects of 
the observed process of taking a present illness. 

We uill provide only some of the details of the operations of the 
computer programs i nvo I ved to give the reader the flavor of our uork. 
It should be understood, however, that these detai Is ui I I almost 
certainly be changed. In fact, much of the uork discussed below-in the 
section on supporting computer science research is aimed at refining and 
improving the mechanisms upon which this rudimentary simulation is 
built.’ 

The basic operation of the simulation program is as follow. The age 
and sex of the patient is presented to the program. along uith the chief 
complaint. The program responds to this information by formulating 
hypotheses about the patient’s condition. These hypotheses are the 
result of patterns of signs and symptoms which the program recognizes as 
suggestive of particular di seases, cl inical states, or 
pathophysiological states. For example, the pattern “m i dd I e-aged man 
ui th pedal edema” might suggest idiopathic nephrotic syndrome, sod i urn 
retention, etc. The pattern currently known to the program uere 
identified in our studies of experts, and the program makes the same use 
of them that the experts do, namely to immediately get one or more 
uorking hypotheses around which it can structure the initial phases of 
the present i I lness. 

In the current simulation, the program must seek out all additional 
information about the patient. Therefore, once it has “digested” the 
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age and 
quest ion 
fact is 

sex and presenting complaint of’ the patient, it under takes 
ng of the user to learn more about the patient. Whenever a new 

I earned, the program revises its assessment of var i ous 
hypotheses, and then seeks more information in accordance with its 
latest “opinion” of the situation. To understand the simulation, then, 
we need to understand tuo basic functions of the program: 

1) how hypotheses are generated and tested 
2) how questions are selected. 

Here ue ui I I briefly investigate each of these questions. As.. noted, the 
emphae i e uill be on the concepts involved, not on the technical details 
of the program. 

Hupothesis Generation 

Stored in a data base used by the program are a great many patterns of 
signs and symptoms. Associated with each pattern is some action which 
the program is to- take if the pattern is found during the present 
i I lneeel Some of the actions aifect hypotheses, in ihat 
hypotheses to be formed, modified, or deleted. Other types 
and their uses will be discussed below. 

The patterns of findings which cause hypotheses to be 
active consideration are cal led triaaers. At the beginni 
present illness, all hypotheses are dormant in that although - _ _- 

they cause 
of patterns 

promoted to 
ng of the 
the program 

ha5 descriptive knowledge about them (See the discussion of frames 
below.), it is not actively considering any of them. The tr iggere are 
used to promote some hypotheses to the active state uhen the chief 
complaint is entered. (Triggers are used at other points in the present 
i I lnees also, as we ehal I see.) While a hypothesis is active, the 
program matches neu facts to the description of the hypothesis (the 
frame) which is has been given, and it uses the frame for the hypothesis 
in its question selection activities. On the other hand, dormant 
hypotheses are ignored in both these activities. 

So a trigger moves .a hypothesis from the dormant state to the.active 
state. In doing so, it may cause other hypotheses to move from the 
dormant state to a state uhich we have called semi-active. To 
understand the purpose of this third state, consider the above example, 
name I y the presenting problem of massive pedal edema in a middle-aged 
man. There are triggers uhi ch cause the hypotheses of nephrot i c 
syndrome, idiopathic nephrotic syndrome, and sodium retention (among 
other things) to become active. To reflect the fact that at this point 
a clinician would “sort of” be thinking of congestive heart failure 
(because i t is a cause of sodium retention), the program moves 

congestive heart failure to the semi-active. The simulation program 
matches f indinge to semi-active hypotheses, but it does not use the,m in 
its question selection activities. 
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The specific rule which the program uses to determine which hypotheses 
to move into the semi-active state when a trigger is matched is as 
fol lows. The program looks at the description (frame) for the 
hypothesis denoted by the trigger, and finds al I hypotheses related to 
the hypothesis in question by such relations as “causes”, “complication- 
Of”, etc. ( ‘and makes these hypotheses semi-active (assuming., of course, 
that they are not already active). 

Hypotheses can move from the semi-active state to either the active 
state or to the dormant state as the present illness proceeds. For 
example, if a later finding is a trigger for a semi-active hypothesis. 
the latter will move to the active state. In addition, a hypothesis can 
move from semi-active to active if more than one other hypothesis, in 
becoming active, tries to move the hypothesis in question to semi-active 
status. 

in fact, throughout the present illness, there i.9 continual movement 
of hypotheses from one state to another. Active hypotheses may be 
“demoted” to dormant by the hypothesis testing function because it deems 
them to be very poor fits to the facts. The important point, however, 
is that hypotheses are being re-evaluated and re-ranked. by the program _ 
in light of the most recent set of facts about the patient. 

Consider Figure 1. Here is the trace of the simulation program as it 
responds to the presentation of massive pedal edema in a middle-aged 
man. The age and sex descriptor are translated into internal format, 
where each property i e labeled by type. When massive pedal edema is 
entered, we see that this triaoered sodium retention and nephrot ic 
syndrome, which in turn; . cause their “relatives” (for example, 
congestive heart failure and acute tubular necrosis are causes-of sodium 
retention) to go into the semi-active state. When idiopathic nephrotic 
syndrome became semi-active, it discovered that a prior fact (the we 
descriptor) fitted neatly into its description, and this second match 
al lowed the frame (idiopathic nephrotic syndrome) to rise to full 
activity). This did not occur when the age descriptor was intially 
given because that finding was not a trigger for the frame. The frame 
had to be at least semi-active (rather than dormant) before the match 
could occur. 

Simi lar interactions occur with chronic renal failure and chronic 
glomerulonephritis, but the reason that they come to ful I -activity is 
not that they find a supporting.finding, but rather that they are ” sort 
Of” thought about by more than one other frame tin this case. sodium 
retention and nephrotic syndrome). 

In Figure 2 is a tabulation of the state of the hypotheses considered 
by the program. It is easy to see how this might be, transformed into a 
“problem I ist” uith relatively little effort. Each frame has two 
associated measures: i ts score is a normal ized measure (from -1 to 1) 
of how wel I the data fl ta the frame, and is EXPL is the fraction of 
findings explained by thy frame anti its possible associated subframes. 
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> UlIDDLE-RGED IlRN) 

>B>>>>> UlRN (ME I l lDOLE-AGE01 (TIIIE NOUI) 

> UlASSIVE PEORL EDEHR) 

.+>>>>> (EOEllR (LOCATION PEORL) (SEVERITY IlRSSIVE) (TIME NOW) 

((EDEM (LOCRTION PEDAL) (SEVERITY tlRSSIVE) (TItlE NOW)) 
=.TRICCER..> 
((SOOIUtl RETENTION)<- RCTIVE 
..> 
((CONGESTIVE HERRT FRILURE) <-- SEt!I-RCTIVE 

(CIRRHOSIS) <-- SEllI-RCTIVE 
(RCUTE TUBULRR NECROSIS) <-- SEtll-ACTIVE 
(NEPHROTIC SYNGROtlE) <-- SEllI-RCTtVE 
(ACUTE GLORERULONEPHRITIS) <-- SEtlI-RCTIVE 

I.> 
((NEPHROTIC SYNDROl’lE) <-- ACTIVE 

==> 
((DIABETES) <:- SEtlI-ACTIVE 

(SYSTEllIC LUPUS) <-- SEHI-ACTIVE 
(IDIOPATHIC NEPHROtIC SYNDROllE) <- SEllI-ACTIVE)))))) 

((AGE (AGE MDGLE-RGEO) (TItlE NW)) 
.-TRIGGER..> 
((IDIOPRTHIC NEPHROTIC SYNDROtlE) <-- FICTIVE)) 

((EDEM (LOCATION PEORL) (SEVERITY IWSSIVE~ (TI?IE NOM) 
II, 
((NEPHROTIC SYNDROtlE) 

-, 
((INSECT BITE) <-- SEtlI-ACTIVE 

(NEPHRGTOXIC DRUGS) <-- SEflI-ACTIVE 
WIRONIC GLOMERULONEPHRITIS) <-- SEtlI-RCTIVE 
(GLO?lERULI.TIS) <-- SEtlI-RCTIVE 
(CELLULITIS) q-- SEHI-RCTIVE 
(HYPOVOLEIlIFl) <-- SEHI-RCTIVE 
(CHRONIC GLOllERULONEPHRITIS) <-- ACTIVE 

=., 
((CHRONIC RENRL FAILURE) <-- SEltI-9CTIVE))) 

.I> 

((CHRONIC RENBL FRILJRE) <-- FICTIVE -- 
I.> 
((UREtlIR? <-- SEtlI-FICTIVE 

(HYPERKRLEftM) <-- SEHI-ACTIVE)) 
.I, 
(CHRONIC GLOtlERULONEPHRITIS~ -> ((CHRONIC HYPERTENSION) <-- SEHI-RCTIVE 

(FOCRL CLOtlERULONEPHRITIS) <-- CICTIVE)) 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..*....*.......................=......== 

FIGURE 1. HYPOTHESIS GENERATION 
(NOTE: User input preceded by single ‘>‘.I 
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. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

(IlRN (AGE IlIOOLE-AGED) (TIllE NOW) 
(SEX (GENOER tlALE1 (TIRE NOW)) 
(AGE (FIGE IllDOLE-RCEO) (TIHE NOU)) 
(EDERR (LOCUTION PEORL) (SEVERITY IIRSSIVE) (TIRE NOW1 
(BOUND (EDEflR (LOCRTION PEORL) (SEVERITY tiRSSIVE1 (TItlE NObI)) 
(SOOIUIl RETENTION) 
~Eoim soosun RETENTION)) 
((SOOIUtl RETENTION) RCTIVE) 
(PRUNE&SLOTS (SOOWl RETENTION) ((DIURETIC SOOtOn RETENTION))) 

HAPPY-FRRtlES 
NONE 

RCTIVE-FRRHES 

(IOIOPf4THIC NEPHROTIC SYNOROHE) SCORE 0.165 EXPL 0.5 RVC 0.332 
(NEPHROTIC SYNDROtlE) SCORE 0.151 EXPL 0.5 WC 6.325 
(SOOIUtl RETENTION) SCORE 0.102 EXPL 6.5 RVC 0.301 
(CHRONIC RENRL FRILURE) SCORE 6.071 EXPL 8.5 AVC 6.285 
(FOCAL GLOtlERULONEPHRITIS) 
WIRONIC GLOtlERULONEPHRITIS) 

SERI-ACTIVE-FRAHES 

(ACUTE GLOllERULONEPHdITIS) SCORE 0.697 EXPL 6.0 RVG 0.016 
(CHRONIC HYPERTENSION) 
(HYPERKALEllIA) 
(UREtlIR) 
(HYPOVOLEHIA) 
(CELLULITIS) 
1CLOtlERULITIS) 
(NEPHROTOXIC ORUGS) 
(INSECT BITE) 
(SYSTEflIC LUPUS) 
(OIRBETES) 
(MUTE TUBULAR NECROSIS) 
(CIRRHOSIS) 
(CONGESTIVE HEART FAILURE) 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

FIGURE 2. FACTS AND HYPOTHESES 
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The detai le of the scoring scheme are discussed belo*‘in connection with 
hypothesis testing. 

Hupotheeie tlatching 

In the above discussion, us ignored the representation of knowledge 
about di eeaeee, cl inical etatee, etc. used by the simulation program. 
we did not need this detail in our discussion of the triggering 
mechani em and the various states for for hypotheses. 

One of the major activities of the present illness eimulat 
however, is assessing hou uell the facts In hand at any po 
match a given hypothesis. Therefore, we need to examine 
uhich descriptione of hypotheses are stored and used. 

ion program, 
int in time 

the way in 

Each description is represented by a frame. A frame is an organized 
col lectiun of facts about the hypothesis, what its findings are, how it 
is caused. what complications can arise from it, etc. 

Because medical knowledge generally is organized about diseases or 
cl inical states, and not about the implications of specific findings, 
thi e system al loue for data input as its is available in e tandard 
medical texts. The necessary cross referencing for the appropriately 
useful associations is taken care of automatically by a frame compi ler. 
Figure 3 is an example of a typical frame. This frame might be 
paraphrased as: 

Nephrotic syndrome is a clinical state characterized by 
hypoalbuminemia, ‘heavy proteinuria (usually over 5 grams in 
a 24-hour urine), massive edema, symmetrically distributed, 
of ten involving the face, especially ther area about the 
eyes. There is associated eIevation.of serum choleeterol 
and urine lipids are present. It may be caused by acute or 
chronic glomerulonephritis, nephrotoxic drugs, some inset t 
bites, diabetes, systemic lupus, diabetes, or may be 
idiopathic. It may be compl icated by hypovolemia 
(intravascular) or infection of the massively suol len 
extremi ties. There is almost never facial edema in the 
absence of pedal edema, and massive edema associated ui th 
over 5 grams of protein loss daily is enough to establish 
the diagnoei e. It may be confused with constrictive 
pericarditie, but in that case there is neck vein elevation. 
It may also be confused with cirrhosis, but in that case, 
asci tee are usual ly present. If there Is flank pain, one 
must consider renal vein thrombosis as a possible cause of 
the renal protein loss. 

Now we can explore the scoring or hypothesis matching performed by the 
simulation program. Consider the scoring data shown in Figure 3. under 
the ti tlee tlAJOR and flINOR. 
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..**..************************.**********.****.*.*.***********.****=**** 

(OEFRRM 
StNEPHROTIC SYNOROllE) 
(TYPE CLINICAL-STRTE) 
(SLOT ALB (TRIGGER) StRLBUHIN LOU)) 
(SLOT PRO NIL StPROTEINURIA HERVY)) 
(SLOT PRO9 (TRIGGER) SfPROTEINURIR >SGRAtIS)) 
(SLOT EOEtlA (TRIGGER) t(ElJE?lR tlRSSIVE (NOT RSYtlflETRICRL)~) 
(SLOT FRCEO (TRIGGER) S(EDEIlR (OR FACIAL PERI-ORBITRL) (NOT RSYtWlETRICRL))) 
(SLOT CHOL NIL S(CHOLESTEROL HIGH)) 
(SLOT URFRT NIL SffURINE LIPIDS) PRESENT)) 
(CAUSED-BY t(ACUTE GLOHERULONEPHRITIS) 

t(CHRONIC GLOtlERULONEPHRITISl 
S (NEPHROTOX IC DRUGS) 
t(INSECT BITE) 
S.(iOIOPRTHIC NEPHROTIC SYNOROHE) 
S (SYSlEnIC LUPUS) 
S(OIRBETES)) 

~COllPLICRTEO-BY t(H’~POVOLEllIR) SfCELLULITIS)) 
0lRJOR #((tt(RLBUIliN LOU) 1.9) 

(tt(RLBUtlIN HIGH) -1.0)) c. 
X( (SStPROTEINURIR >SGRRIlS) 1.0) 

(SStPROTEINURIR HEAVY) 0.5) 
(SStPROTEINURIR (OR RBSENT LIGHTI 1 -1.01) 

I( (SStEOEtlR IIRSSIVE (NOT RSYtlllETRICRL) 1 1.0) 
(St (EOEllR (NOT RESENT) (NOT ASYllflETRICRL) (NOT RSYtlllETRICAL) ) 0.3) 

(St (EOEHR ERYTHEHATOUS (NOT ABSENT) 1 -8.2) 
(SS (EDEllR ABSENT) -1.0)) 1 

MINOR #((OttCHOLESTEROL HIGH) 1.8) 
(SS (CHOLESTEROL (NOT HIGH) 1 -1.0) ) 

I( (tS( (URINE LIPIDS) PRESENT) ,l.O) 
(tS((URINE LIPIDS) ABSENT) -0.5))) 

WST-NOT-HAVE S*(RNO (EOEllA FRCIRL (NOT ABSENT)) (EDEnA PEDRL RBSENT))) 
(IS-SUFFICIENT tl: (RN0 (EDEllA tlRSSIVE1 (PROTEINURIR .SGRRtlS))) 
(OIFFERENTIRL-OIRGNOSIS 

(t((NECK VEINS) ELEVRTED) 
(SEtlI-RCTIVRTE ‘S(CONSTRICTIVE PERIC+WITIS))) 

(StRSCITES PRESENT) (SEllI-RCTIVRTE ‘t(C.IRRHOSIS))) 
(StFLRNK-PRSN) 

(SEtlI-RCTIVATE ‘StRENAL VEIN THROtlBOSIS) )I) 1 

..*********.********************..***************************.*****==.** 

FiGURE 3. NEPHROTIC SYNOROME FRAME 
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The score information given in each frame consists of a list of various 
tests, associated: with a number between -1 and I... If. the test is true, 
that number i s added> to an accumu I at ing sum. The maximum- sum i s the, 
total number of. such i terns, so a normal i zed score: i e. the- actual sum- 
divided by the maximum. If no data is known about the f.act sought, zero 
is added to. the actual sum, so this ueighs somewhat against, the, score, 
but less so as more data is known since the sum is divided by a larger 
nor-ma I i ti ng~ f.actor; tiajor and llinor scores. just epeci fy factors by 
uhich there. respective sums. are mul tipl ied, so the: ma.jor factors count 
more. Score pnopagat ion is. accompl i shed by passing. the score of the 
related frame (not its sum), uhich is therefore normalized already, as 
an additional te.st. Frames may move from one e.tate to another (e.g., 
from active to semi-active) when certain logical cri-teria are met. (A. 
pos i t i ve- throat cul ture- i a sufficient to eetabl ish. a- etreptococcal 
infection), but we also allow.changee based on weight of evidence., For 
example* is-: they s.oore of any active frame exceeds, a pre-establ i shed 
threeho Id, then, it becomes happy, whereas if, it fal.le belou a, different 
pre-es tab I i shed thresh0 I d, it may lapse into the- semi-active state. 

At this. point wemight digress to mention score-oropaqation . It is 
clear that when aX frame gai&evidence in its behalf., its relatives must 
also become more convinced of their truth also. For example, acute 
glomeronephri tis. ie+ reiated. to (by “compl icatsd-by”) acute hypertension. 
I f ue I earn, that. there i e hypertension in the absence of hyper trophy on 
the electracardiogram; this- must add weight to.acute?gIomeruIonephritis. 
If we then learn. that there is no chronic hypertensive retinopathy, 
acute hypertens-ion gains more credence, and this gain must- be, propagated 
up to acute giomerulonephri tis. 

The inverse effect is equally true, i.e., since a low urine sodium is 
exp I a i ned hy.. sodi urn: retent i on, and since sod i urn. reten t ion can be caused- 
by acute glomerulonephritis, then acute glomerulonephritis can explain 
the abnormal finding of low urine sodium if we can invoke‘ sod i urn 
retention. In- this program, both scores and “explanations” of findings 
can be propagated. through frames which are either happy or active. 

Question Selectionin the Present Illness 

Now ue can. turn our attention to the way in uhich the- program seeks 
addi t ional information during the present, illness. Here ue. have 
i mp I emen ted procedures which are first approximations to. those the 
program will need if it is to behave.. in the style of a physician in so 
far as i te choice0.f and ordering of questions i&concerned 

From our detailed study, of the way in which a particular expert took a 
present i I lness, we concluded that he used two distinct modes of 
questioning. At t-imes, he invoked a rather rigid; “compiled”. sequence 
of ques t,i ons, particularly to sharpen the characterization of a 
particular finding. Th i s sequence seemed aimed at quickly, but 
narrou I y, focusing the problem solving. Such questions can be thought 
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idling a pattern which if matched uill trigger a very speci f i c 
i s. An example of such a sequence is show in the first part of 

Figure 4. 

of ae f 
hypo thes 

The program is first told that the patient is a young boy with facial 
edema (at this point, it might be uell to say that the patient uho is 
being questioned in this example actually has acute;glomerulonephritisI. 
The program attempts to further characterize the facial edema, asking 
about duration, recurrence, temporal pattern, etc. The edema f i ts so 
uel l into the typical pattern of renal edema, that the program’does not 
pursue details such as pain and- erythema. At this point; the chances 
that this is anything other than renal edema are so remote 3hat the 
program is ui I I ing to pay a “reprocessing penalty” if it is wrong. 

Next the program asks about associated pedal edema. This occurs 
because of a simple heuristic rule uhich states: “if you are told of 
facial edema, see if there is associated pedal edema .” (This fits ui th 
the MUST-NOT-HAVE rule in the Nephrotic Syndrome frame <Figure 3~). 
Pedal edema is likewise explored in depth, but note the additional 
questions about severity, pain and erythema uhich are relevant for this 
kind of edema. It should be noted that the determination of uhat is 
relevant here is the behavior of the expert himself. He asks different 
quest ions about pedal edema than about facial edema, and in order for 
the program to appear to behave “natural Iy”. it must do the same. 

This additional question can also be thought of as being more or less 
“automatic” in that the common conjunction of pedal and facial edema 
makes the investigation of the former a natural next step for the 
cl inician, and hence for the program. 

It is at this point that the second form of quest i-oning makes i ts 
appearance. Here the clinician must ueigh various hypo t hese.9 and 
possible questions and seek to plot a good strategy. 

We have suhOesssd the detailed output of the program as it does the 
hypothesis generation and matching described above. Suffice it to say 
that at this point, the program sxamines the states and scores of the 
various frames in deciding on its next question. It uil I pursue the 
active frame (and its related subframes) which has the highest score. 
It ui I I not pursue happy frames, since it is a,lready reasonably 
convinced of their applicability. 

The score used in selecting the frame to explore is not just the 
“goodness of fit” score mentioned above. Since the choice is guiding 
further questioning, us are also concerned that our hypothesis (and its 
subframesl explain as much as possible of the data. Hence the program 
averages the SCORE and EXPL values, and pursues the hypothesis uith the 
highest average. In this case, that is acute glomsrulonephritis, and 
the program turns to one of the latter’s subframes streptococcal 
infection. When it find9 that there is indeed a p;aryngitis, it 
explores that in depth as to character and severity. 
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. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

. . (YOUNG BOY) 

. . (FACIRL EOEHRI 
RBOUT (NOW FRCIRL EOEtlA), 
CONCERNING OURATION,IS IT: 
1. DRYS 
2. UEEKS 
3. t lONTHS 
4. YEARS 
.> 1 
CONCERNING RECURRENCE;IS IT: 
1. FIRST-TItlE 
2. INFREPUENT 
3. OCCRSSIONRL 
4. FREQUENT 

ZNCERNING PERI-ORBITRL?,IS IT: 
1. PERI-ORBITAL 
2. NOT-PERI-ORBITAL 
>> 1 
CONCERkNt SYtltlETRY,IS IT: 
1. SYtltlETRICRL 
2. ASYtlllETRICRL 
.> 1 
CONCERNING TEflPORRi-PRTTERN,IS IT: 
1. NO-TEtlPORRL-PRTTERN 
2. UORSE-IN-IlORNINC 
3. WORSE-IN-EVENING 
>> 2 

IN THINKING 
ABOUT (PEORL EOEHR) , 
CONCERN91NG T-ItlE,JS IT: 
1. NOW 
2. RECENT-PAST 
3. PRST 
. . 1 
CONCERNING STRTUS,IS IT: 
1. RBSENT 

.2. PRESENT 
.> 2 
CONCERNING DURRTION,IS IT: 
1. ORYS 
2. WEEKS 
3. ‘MONTHS 
4. YERRS 
.> 1 
CONCERNING RECURRENCE,IS IT: 
1. FIRST-TItlE 
2. INFREQUENT 
3. OCCRSSIONAL 
4. FREQUENT 
. . 1 
CONCERNING TEfiPORRL-PRTTERN,IS IT: 

:: 
NO-TEflPORRL-PATTERN 
WORSE-IN-I1ORNING 

3. UORSE-IN-EVENING 
.> 3 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..*..........................*...**................. 

FIGURE 4. PRESENT ILLNESS SlMULATlON 
(Notor user inputs procedcd by ‘~‘1 
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. . . . ..*.......*******..*.******************..*.*..**.******.**..*.***..* 
CONCERNING SEVERITY,IS IT: 

l* 
:: 2* 
3. 3+ 
4. 4+ 
5. nRSS IVE 
>. 3 
CONCERNING SYtltlETRY,IS IT: 
1. SYtltlETRICRL 
2. RSYMETRICAL 
.> 1 
CONCERNING TYPE,IS IT: 
1. PITTING 
2. NON-PITTING 
>> 1 
CONCERNING ERYTHE?lR,IS IT: 
1. ERYTHEIIRTOUS 
2. NOT-ERYTHEWTOUS 
. . 2 
CONCERNING PAIN,IS-ITt 
1. PAINFUL 
2. NOT-PRINFUL 
.+ 2 

PLERSE TELL HE RBOUT 
PHRRYNGITIS,I.E., 
IS THERE (NOU (NOT RBSENT) PHRRYNGITIS) ? 

. . YES 
ABOUT (NOW (NOT ABSENT) PHRRYNGITIS), 
CONCERNING RPPERRRNCE,IS ITt 
1. EXUOATIVE 
2. NON-EXUORTIVE 
.> 2 
CONCERNING SEVERITY,IS ITt 
1. ftIL0 
2. SEVERE 
. . 2 

HAPPY-FRAtlES 
NONE 

ACTIVE-FRRtlES 
(ACUTE GLOflERULONEPHRITIS) SCORE 0.298 EXPL 0.75 RVG 0.524 
(soosun RETENTION) SCORE a.195 EXPL a.75 RVG 0.072 
(STREPTOCOCCRL INFECTION) SCORE 8.181 EXPL 6.75 RVG 8.465 
(IOEOPRTHIC NEPHROTIC SYNOROflE) SCORE 8.161 EXPL 0.75 WC 0.455 
(NEPHROTIC SYNOROllE) SCORE 0.068 EXPL 0.75 WC 0.109 
(RCUTE RENAL FRILURE) SCORE 0.066 EXPL 8.75 AVG 8.408 

PLERSE TELL tlE RBOUT 
STREPTOCOCCI,S.E., 
IS THERE (NOU EXPOSURE STREPTOCOCCI) ? 

.> 7 

. . . . . . . . . . . . ..*.*..****..**.***.**.....*.*..******..*****.***.**.* .I.... 

FIGURE 4. Continued 
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. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..**...*..*********************************..*..=.*==*==.* 

PLERSE TELL tlE ABOUT 
SCHOOL,I.E., 
IS THERE (NOU RTTENOEO SCHOOL) ? 

.> YES 

PLERSE TELL IlE RBOUT 
PENICILLIN,I.E., 
IS THERE (NOW GIVEN PENICILLIN) ? 

>> ? 

PLERSE TELL IlE RBOUT 
FEVER, I.E., 
IS THERE (NOU MILD FEVER) ? 

.> NO 

PLEASE TELL IlE RBOUT 
(THROAT CULTURE),I.E., 
IS THERE (NOU BETA (THRORT CULTURE)) ? 

. . YES 

PLERSE TELL IlE ABOUT 
HEnRTURIR,I.E., 
IS THERE (NOW (NOT RBSENT) HEtlRTURIR) ? 

. . YES 
RBOUT (NOU (NOT RBSENT) HEMTURIR), 
CONCERNING RnOUNT,IS ITt 
1. MICROSCOPIC 
2. GROSS 
. . 1 

PLERSE TELL HE RBOUT 
PROTEINURIR,I.E., 
IS THERE (NOW (NOT RBSENT) PROTESNURIR) ? 

. . YES 
RBOUT (NOU (NOT ABSENT) PROTEINURIR), 
CONCERNING AnOUNT,IS IT: 
1. LIGHT 
2. HERVY 
. . 1 
CONCERNING PURN-RnOUNT,IS ITt 
1. <100nGRmS 
2. 100nGRRtlS-5GRRHS 
3. .5GRAtlS 
>. ? 

PLERSE TELL nE ABOUT 
UEIGHT,I.E., 
IS THERE (NW (OR HIGH RISING) UEICHT) ? 

. . NO 

PLERSE TELL nE ABOUT 
RALES,I.E., 
IS THERE (NOW PRESENT RRLES) ? 

>> YES 

..**.********.*.*.******************.********.******************.*****.. 

FIGURE 4. Continued 
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HRPPY-FRRflES 
(STREPTOCOCCRL INFECTION) SCORE 0:348 EXPL 0.538 RVG O.bb3 

ACTIVE-FRRHES 
4ACUTE CLOtlERULONEPHRITIS) SCORE O.b77 EXPL 8.538 WC 0.588 
(GLOHERULITIS) SCORE 8.287 EXPL 8.538 WC 8.413 
(SOOIUH RETENTION) SCORE 0.288 EXPC 8.538 WC 0.373 
(IDEOPRTHIC NEPHROTIC SYNOROflE) SCORE 8.177 EXPL 8.538 RVC 8.358 
(CONGESTIVE HERRT FAILURE) SCORE 8.110 EXPL 6.538 WC 8.32b 
(ACUTE RENAL FAILURE) SCORE 8.875 EXPL 0.538 WC 8.387 
(ATHEROtlATOUS EllBOLI) SCORE 8.885 EXPL 8.536 AVG 8.271 
(NEPHROTIC SYNOROrlE) SCORE -8.843 EXPL 8.538 RVG 8.247 
(STONE) SCORE 0.25 EXPL 8.876 RVC 8.163 

(NOU YOUNG BOY) 

(NOW FACIRL ORYS FIRZT-TItlE PERI-ORBITRL SYHHETRICRL UORSE-IN-IlORNINC EOhlR) 
(PEDAL NOW PRESENT ORYS FIRST-TItlE NORSE-IN-EVENING 3+ SYtlHETRICRL PITTING 

NOT-ERYTHEHRTOUS NOT-PAINFUL EOEflR) - 
(NOU (NOT RBSENT) EXUORTIVE SEVERE PHRRYNGITIS) 
((STREPTOCOCCI (EXPOSURE EXPOSURE) (TIllE NOW)) UNKNOUN) 
(NOU RTTENOED SCHOOL) 
((PENICILLIN (GIVEN? GIVEN) (TIflE NOU)) UNKNOWN) 
((NOT HILO NOW) FEVER) 
(NOW BETA (THRORT CULTURE)) * 
(NOU (NOT RBSENT) IlICROSCOPIC HEtlRTURIR) 
(NOU (NOT RBSENT) LIGHT PROTEINURIR) 
(NOU (NOT (OR HIGH RISING)) UEIGHT) 
(NOU PRESENT RRLES) 

FIGURE 4. Continued 
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Next in Figure 4, we see the state of the various hypotheses that the 
program is considering. 

Continuing its pursuit of streptococcal infection, the program looks 
for possib1.e exposure. When it is told that no information about this 
is available, the program seeks indirect confirmation of the presumed 
exposure. he program finds that school attendance can r-esuit in 
streptococcal exposure. It makes this connection by tracking through a 
series of translation frames (streptococcai exposure goes along uith 
childhood disease exposure, and the latter might occur in school or 
summer camp). 

Final ly the program is told .that the throat culture was positive. 
Llith this fact, streptococcal infection becomes “happy”, e.g. the 
program i’s , convinced that streptococcal infection is present, and 
asserts it as a finding. The program then turns to the next subframe of 
acute glomerulonephritis, since more data about streptococcal infect ion 
would at this point be moot. This next subframe is glomerulitis, and 
the issues of hematuria and proteinuria are pursued. At this point, 
sodium retention is explored. 

In the bottom lines of Figure 4, we see a summary of the data in 
order of acquisition. To paraphrase: 

This is a young boy, uho presents for the first time uith 
symmetrical, peri-orbital edema, uorse in the morning, for the past 
few days. It is associated, over the same time period, with 3+ 
symmetrical, pitting, pedal edema, uhich is uorse in the evening. 
The patient has a severe, exudative pharyngitis, has been attending 
schoo I, has not received penicillin and has not been febrile. 
Throat culture was positive for beta-hemolytic strep. There is 
also microscopic hematuria and light proteinuria. His weight is 
normal and has not been increasing, but rales are present on chest 
examination. 

This is not an unreasonable first-pass present illness for a patient 
with acute glomerulonephri tis. 

A contrasting strategy is shoun in Figure 5 where a different case is 
considered. After exploring the finding of pedal edema in a middle-aged 
man. a specific avenue of exploration is not clearly evident. Rather 
that beginning with in depth exploration of a particular frame, the 
program asks, in the manner of a clinician, about dyspnea, alcohol 
consumption, past proteinuria, varicose veins and jaundice, attempting 
to pin down an area for profitable exploration. Once the existence of 
past proteinuria has brought chronic glomerulonephritis, nephrotic 
syndrome and chronic renal failure to mind, these are then explored. 
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****************.******************..***.**.****..*..************..***** 

>> MIDDLE-RGEO IlAN) CI 
. . kSYfltlETRICRL PEDRL EOEtlR) 
RBOUT (NOU SYI’IHETRICAL PEDRL EOEHR) , 
CONCERNING DURATION, IS ITI 
1. DAYS 
2. UEEKS 
3. HONTHS 
4. YEARS 
>> 2 
CONCERNING RECURRENCE, IS IT: 
1. FIRST-TItlE 
2. INFREQUENT 
3. OCCRSSIONRL 
4. FREQUENT 
. . 3 
CONCERNING TERPORRL-PATTERN, IS IT: 
1. NO-TEflPORAL-PRTTERN 
2. UORSE-IN-I’IORNINC 
3. UORSE-IN-E.VENINC 
>> 3 
CONCERNING SEVERITY, IS IT: 
1. 1* 
2. 2* 
3. 3+ 
4. b+ 
5. HRSSIVE 
*+ 5 
CONCERNING TYPE, IS IT: 
1. PITTING 
2. NON-PITTING 
. . 1 
CONCERNING ERYTHEttR, IS IT: 
1. ERYTHEtlATOUS 
2. NOT-ERYTHEtMTOUS 
. . 2 
CONCERNING PAIN, IS IT: 
1. PAINFUL 
2. NOT-PAINFUL 
. . 2 

IN THINKING 
RBOUT (NOU DYSPNER) , 
CONCERNING STATUS, IS IT: 

:: 
ABSENT 
PRESENT 

. . 1 

IN THINKING 
RBOUT (NOU (ALCOHOL CONSUFIPTION)) , 
CONCERNING FMOUNT, IS IT: 
1. NONE 
2. RRRE 
3. SOC IRL 
4. HEAVY 
5. ALCOHOLIc 
. . 3 

FIGURE 5. ANOTHER PRESENT ILLNESS SIMULATJON 
(Note: user inputs precredded by ‘>>‘) 
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************************.********.***********..***.**.****************** 

IN THINKING 
RBOUT (PAST PROTEINURIR) , 
CONCERNING STATUS, IS IT: 
1. RBSENT 
2. PRESENT 
. . 2 
CONCERNING RHOUNT, IS IT: 
1. LIGHT 
2. HEAVY 
.* 1 
CONCERNING QURN-RHOUNT, IS IT: 
1. <lOOtW7RllS 
2. 10UIlCRRtlS-5CRRtjS 
3. .SGRRtlS 
>> 7 

IN THINKING 
RBOUT (NOW (VARICOSE VEINS)) , 
CONCERNING STRTUS, IS ITI 
1. RBSENT 
2. PRESENT 
.> 1 

IN THINKING 
RBOUT (NOW JRUNOICE) , 
CONCERNING STRTUS, IS IT: 
1. RBSENT 
2. PRESENT 
. . 1 

HRPPY-FRRtlES 
NONE 

ACTIVE-FRRflES 
WfRONIC CLOtlERULONEPHRITIS) SCORE 8.213 EXPL 0.285 RVC 8.249 
(SOOIUfI RETENTION) SCORE 0.284 EXPL 8.285 RVG 8.245 
(NEPHROTIC SYNOROtlE) SCORE 8.166 EXPL 0.285 RVC 8.226 
(IDIOPATHIC NEPHROTIC SYNDROFIE) SCORE 8.166 EXPL 8.285 WC 8.225 
(CHRONIC RENRL FRILURE) SCORE 8.886 EXPL 8.285 RVC 8.186 
(FOCAL CLOtlERULONEPHRITIS) 

PLERSE TELL IlE RBOUT 
KUB ,I.E., 
IS THERE (NOU KIDNEYS-BOTH-SllRLL KUB) 7 

.> NO 

PLERSE TELL IlE RBOUT 
HEnRTURIA ,I.E., 
IS THERE ((NOT RBSENT) PRST HERRTURIR) ? 

. . NO 

PLEASE TELL IlE ABOUT 
HYPERTENSION ,I.E., 
IS THERE (NOU (NOT ABSENT) HYPERTENSION) 7 

>> NO 

FIGURE 5. Continued 
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Protocol Cdlmction amJ An&Ma 
Principals 

Professor G. Anthony Gorry 
Dr. Jerome P. Kassirer 
Peter 9. Mi I ler 

In conjunction with our rtudies of the clinical decision -making 
process, ue have undertaken the collection and analysis of tape-recorded 
protocols of a number of clinicians taking present illnesses. We really 
have two purposes in mind with respect to this study. 

In the present illness project discussed above, ue have relied on the 
observation of and introspection by a single clinical expert for the 
most part. Al though this has proved very productive,, WC uant to knou if 
major variations in “style” exist, and uhether some styles are more 
efficient and/or effective than others. Therefore, we need to broaden 
the base of the observed problem solving behavior upon which ue are 
conetruc t i ng our cogn i t i ve theory. 

The second purpose of this study is to collect protocols uhich can be 
used in testing the computer simulations we are employing. With 
detailed protocols in hand, ue can compare the behavior of programs uith 
that of clinicians on a “step by step” basis. Such comparisons uill 
undoubtedly suggest refinements and improvements in the theories, and 
this form of testing uil I be a central methodological tool of the 
Laboratory. 

We have already initiated this collection and analysis of protocols. 
Our current study involves the presentation of a case to renal experts. 
The clinician is asked to take a present illness from the patient. (The 
part of the patient is played by another physician.) The basic procedure 
of the experiment is as follous: 

11 The renal expert is first told the age, sex; and chief complaint 
of the patient. 

2) The renal expert then -can ask questions concerning the patient, 
one at a tine. 

3) For each quest ion, he must say uhu he is asking the question. 

4) After receiving the ansuer to ‘a question, the expert must say 
what the ansuer “means” to him insofar as his current view of the 
case is concerned. 

In the current study, we are presenting the same case to five renal 
experts on the staff of the Neu England hedical Center Hospital, This 
group was chosen for several reasons: 1) they are indeed experts, and 
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we are intereeted in expert behavior: 2) they are kidney epecialiete, 
and their protocola on a kidney problem can be used in testing the 
simulation programs ue are developing: and 3) because they are al I in 
the same specialty and in the same hospital, they are apt to show some 

pass at modeling their common behavior, and this ui l I make our first 
behavior somewhat easier. 

As we become more experienced in the col 
pro taco I 9, and as our understanding of the clin 
highly developed, ue uill expand our efforts to 
other special ties. 

lection and analye is of 
ical process becomes more 

i.ncIude cl iniclane from 

As an example of a problem in which “style” differences might play an 
important role, consider the fol lowing. 

Because the physician is often interested in historical information 
about the patient, he must often rely on the patient himself for this 
information. In many cases, the patient cannot (sometimes will not) 
remember the exact circumstances in question, or the recol lections of 
the patient are suspect. In such a situation, the clinician may search 
for wi tneseee to the patient’s paet condition. Consider, for example 
this brief excerpt from a protocol in which the patient is a young boy 
with eymptome of heart disease and a possible episode of acute rheumatic 
fever some five years ago. 

PA. “We1 I, 4 or 5 year3 ago, I uae out of school for 3 or 4 months. 
I had pain in my joints.. ..‘I 
Ill. “Tel I me a ii ttle more about this episode. Were you 
hoepi tal ized?” 
PA. “No. The doctor took care of me at home.” 
Ds. “What did he say was urong with you?” 
Pat. “St. Vi tue dance, ” 
0s. “Did he treat you with anything?” 
PA. “He just gave me aspirin.’ 
03. “He gave you aspirin? Did you take it frequently?’ 
PA. ‘He sa i d.. . you knou.. . I don’t even remember.’ 
oz. “Did you have a sore throat that started the whole thing off? 
Did anyone ever mention it to you? Did the doctor ask you whether 
you had a sore throat?” 
PA. “I don* t know dot. 1 get a lot of eore throats.” 
0s. “Did the doctor inject you with penicillin back in that time? 
00 you remember?” 
PA. “No he didn’t inject me.” 
Dl. “You don’ t remember i f you took any peni ci I I in by mouth?“. 
Pat. ‘Oh, maybe he gave me some pi I Is. ” 
Oz. “Where’s your mother?” 

NOW in this brief excerpt, ue see the clinician trying to establish 
whether the patient in fact had an attack of acute rheumatic fever four 
or f i ve years ago. The patient gives evidence which is not conclusive 
on the matter. The clinician turn his attention on the quest for 



uitnesses, people or their actions, which would confirm the acute 
rheumatic fever. 

Oid the attending physician u the patient he had acute rheumatic 
fever? Did he treat the patient as though he had ARF? Oi’d he ask the 
patient the questions on’ would expect a doctor to ask if that doctor 
thouqht the patient had ARF? Can the mother be found, and will her 
recollections of the time in question prove more decisive? 

A central question to ask is whether this behavior is typical of 
experts in simi tar ei tuations. Perhaps this kidney expert reverts to 
this behavior because the problem of acute rheumatic fever is out of his 
domain of expertise. Wi I I he .uee the same approach to a problem of 
acute glomerulonephritie that occurred five years ago? 

A cardiologist uith uhom ue discussed this specific protocol, said 
that he did not believe that he uould have fol loued this line of 
investigation. He felt he uould have questioned the patient more 
careful ly about his remembrance of the sumptome. The cardiologist 
conjectured that he would pursue this line because he uae very familiar 
with the symptoms of acute rheumatic fever. 

if this were the case, then the difference in style ‘uould really 
reflect a di fference in knouledae. In other cases we have studied, 
houever , rea I 
backward in t 
problem to its 
uhich occured 
one of them. 

This study u _ 

style differences seem to arise. Some clinicians work 
me in that they move in a rather strict I ine from a 
antecedents. Others seem to move across all the problems 
at a particular time before moving back in time uith any 
Sti I I other Clinicians seem to ‘jump around” quite a bit. 

II proceed with these experiments, attempting to identify 
di f ferencee in style, and to devise measures of the efficiency and 
effectiveness of these style variati.one. We do not feel that important 
neu cognitive processes uill be uncovered here that have been overlooked 
in the present illness project (although certain aspect of the process 
may receive attention sooner). What will be different here will be the 
characterization of the various uaye in which different clinicians 
assemble and apply the building blocks of the present illness. - 

To bolster our ability to maximize uhat we learn from this study, ue are 
planning to include a cognitive psychologist in our group for 
consultation on issues of cognitive style. 
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The Forrnelizetion of Clinical Knowledge 
Principals 
Or. Jerome P. 
Ann D. Pubin 
Prof eeeor Gera 
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Ksssirer 

Id J. Suesman 

Introduction 

One of the obvious problems facing researchers in computer-aided 
cl inical decision-making is hou to -identify and codify the knouledge 
which is relevant to a given clinical area. In the present illness 
project, ue face this problem, but ue have chosen to skirt borne of the 
major (and di ff icul t1 problems .of codification and representation in 
order to rapidly push foruard into the process of the present illness. 
In this project, we are taking a more careful look at the problem of 
identifying and coding expert knouledge in an orderly way. This problem 
is difficult for several reasons: 

1) It is often unclear, even to the expert, exactly uhat knouledge he 
uses in a given situation. 

2) For many clinical prob’lems, there seems to be a very large amount 
of knowledge uhich is relevant (at last potentially) . 

3) Much of the knouledge seems to be very diverse. consisting of 
pieces of knowledge uhich are quite diverse in form. 

These problems make the development of a concise, orderly uay for 
representing clinical knowledge very important. 

Above ue commented on the limitations of previous formalisms for 
representing clinical knouledge. Basically, each has its virtues, and 
each can be fruitfully applied in certain circumstancee: but none i s 
sufficiently flexible- and pouerful to cope ui th the diversity and 
complexity of clinical knouledge. 

The most obvious example of an attempt to deal uith this problem of 
organization and ,,preeentation is a book abut a particular cl inical 
problem. Although the book serves certain purposes uell, it is 
inadequate in many respects. First, a book is an intrinsically linear 
form. That is, the author must choose a central theme around which his 
facts or opinions must be organized. Consider the following passage 
from a chapter about acute glomerulonephritis. I131 

“Typically the illness uith pharyngitis or tonsillitis 
accompanied by fever and malaise. Whether or not specific 
antibiotic therapy is given, respiratory symptoms and fever 
disappear after a few days, and the patient feels entirely 
uel I. One or two weeks after the onset of the illness, 
weakness and anorexia return, and the patient notices that 
his urine is scanty in amount and smoky in appearance. Upon 
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awakening the next morning, he notes swelling around the 
eyes and complains of shortness of breath and headache.” 

The text continues in this vein uith a’ discussion of the remainder of 
the scenario for the “classic” patient uith acute poet-etreptococcal 
glomerulonephritie. Later in the chapter, in a discussion of clinical 
features of the disease, we find: 

“Gross hematuria, one of the most common initial symptoms, 
occurs in more than one-third of the patients. The urine is 
often described as reddish-brown, smoky, rusty, tea-qolored, 
or c I oudy . In most cases, gross hematur i a di sappears: after 
a few days, but it may continue for one or tuo ueeks. 
flicroecopic hematuria can, of course, be found for a much 
I,onger period, and often persists even after significant 
proteinuria is no longer present.” 

In the first quotation, it is clear that the authors have chosen to 
organize the information they are presenting around the time course of 
the evolution of the disease in the “classic” patient. The discussion 
mentions a number of sign3 and symptoms, but only in passing. The 
objective is to provide a coherent picture of the course of the disease. 
and too much attention to details will obscure that picture. There can 
be only one major line to the discussion at one time. 

In the second quotation, the focus of attention has been shifted to 
hematur ia, one of the ‘detai Is’ of the earlier discussion. Nou much 
about hematuria that uas passed over in the first discussion is 
presented. In this discussion, proteinuria is treated as a detai I, but 
later in the chapter, it, too, becomes a main theme around uhich other 
facts are organized. In fact, in that discussion, hematuria is treated 
as a detail. 

The point is a rather obvious one, but it is very important. The 
conventional presentation of information in a book places a real 
cognitive burden on the reader. The reader must organize the 
information in his memory, and he must create the associative I inks 
implicit in the text. For examp I e, he should associate the ‘smoky 
urine’ of the first discussion with the ‘smoky urine’ in the hematuria 
discussion. Links must be formed from the details of the first 
discussion to more extensive knouledge structures about these details. 

For knowledge such as this to be clinically useful, it must be digested 
by the clinician. The demands of the clinical environment are such that 
the linear organization [as in the book) is inadequate. At a minimum, 
the clinician must be able to access this knowledge from the ‘entry 
point’ of the patient’s presenting problems (e.g. smoky urine) and from 
the entry point of particular disease hypotheses (e.g. Does the patient 
match the picture of AGN?), 
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A second cognitive demand uhich information presentation such as this 
places on a reader is the need for re-codinq. Clearly- the cl inician 
does not remember such text verbatim, His memory of i t. i e coded in 
terms of a (perhaps very large) number bf symbolic structures. Part of 
this re-coding probably is essential if he is to remember the material: 
another part probably is idiosyncratic and helpful 
retrieving the facts contained in the material. 

in efficiently 

Although our knowledge of these matters, particularly uith respect to 
details of the mechanisms involved, iS limited, our interest in gaining 
an understanding of these questions is very great. Feu YouId argue 
against our contention that knowledge such as that presented in the 
quotes from the chapter is an eesential ingredient of cl inical 
expert i se. It is also certain, that such knouledge is not organized in 
the expert’ e memory the way i t i s organized in a book. 

We have undertaken a research project aimed at the identification of 
the know I edge structure of an expert in a particular area of clinical 
medicine, the differential diagnosis of hecaturia. The advantage of 
working with an expert is that he has already digested material such as 
that cited above and he has organized it in a way which is clinical Iy 
useful (at least to him). By working primarily uith him, and 
supplementing this uork with studies of books and papers such as the one 
ment i oned, ue can proceed most efficiently and effectively. Our goal 9 
are eevera I : 

1) First, LIB. uant to catalog uhat the specific knouledge is. 

2) Second, we uant to’understand hou much knouledge is required for -- 
expert performance in this problem. 

31 Third, we uant to develop a formalism for representing this 
knowledge including the appropriate associations. 

4) Fourth, ue uant to understand hou this knowledge is employed by 
the expert to solve clinical problems. 

This project is closely related to the present i I lness project 
d i scueeed above, and it is also closely tied to the efforts to develop 
good computer representations of medical knouledge which ue uill discuss 
belou. Further, we expect these projects to move in close concert in 
the future, uith a major activity of the Laboratory centering on the 
merging of fruits of thee8 efforts. 

For the near future, however, we feel that by maintaining di f ferent 
emphae i e in these projects, we can best bring the research issues into 
focus. Continuity and cooperation among the projects will be maintained 
by the participation of key researchers in more than one project each. 
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Preliminerv Work 

To gain a better understanding of the knowledge possessed by an 
expert about the problem of hematur ia, we undertook a eer ies of 
experiments in uhat ue cat led “CPC mode”. Each experiment con8iste.d of 
presenting a case from a Clinical Pathology Conference to a clinician. 

The CPC uas presented to him one fact at a time. After each fact uae 
given to him, he was asked to discuss the “meaning” of the fact. The 
mean i ng of the fact to him included the immediate conclusions uhich he 
could drau from it, i te effects on hypotheses currently being 
cone i dered, its suggestions of new hypotheses, etc. He uas * quest i oned 
in detail to make certain that the observers understood the reasons for 
his interpretation of the fact. When a satisfactory understanding of 
his reaction to the fact had been obtained, another fact was given to 
hi 11). and ‘the process was repeated. 

From the observations of several such sessions, a first representation 
of the inferred knowledge base was constructed. This uae discussed in 
detai I ui th the clinician, and he was able to make many al teratlone and 
suggestions for addi t ions. The knowledge structures discussed belou 
reeul t from many i teratione of this process. 

There are certain problems which arise during this kind of observation 
of behavior. Host are minor. One problems Is that the clinician 
generally finds this mode of information acquiei tion eomewha t 
uncomfortable and unnatural. Another problem is that it is sometimes 
necessary to ask him quest ione to clarify the details of his response. 
This raises the possibility that the clincian may alter his behavior in 
response to the additional questioning. 

In addition, there is a question as to the validity and completeness of 
introspective statements concerning the knouledge employed. Even i f ue 
acknowledge al I. these problems, houever, ue still can report that these 
experiments were very successful. From them ue gained new insights into 
the.structure of clinical knouledge, and we gained some new ideas about 
how to represent ,this knowledge and its structure. 

Consider the diagrams in Figure 6 and Figure 7. These are slices of 
clinical knowledge, the first organized about the central concept of 
rena I infarct ion; and the second, about pyelonephritis. These al ices 
are typical of the large number of such diagrams which have been 
constructed during the course of this project. The purpose is to 
identify and structure a sufficient amount of knouledge about a given 
problem (here, hematur ia) to form the- basis for a program to do 
di fferent ial diagnosis. 

As is apparent from these sample diagrams, the same problems of 
organization of information remain. The construction of such slices 
requires the selection of a central theme. 
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Ae in the textbook examples above, there are many ways to “slice” the 
knowledge uhich is relevant to the problem of hematuria. We have 
al loued the clinician to make these slices in what ever way seems most 
natura I to him; Our emphasis has been on encoding each slice in an 
order I y and cl ear way. This is the reason for the graphical form ue 
have chosen’ - clinicians seem to be able to work with this form 
comfortably. 

we still face the problem of relating-all these slices to one another. 
We plan to do that in the computer. A program for accepting these 
slices fin some form). and making all the proper associations. to link the 
s I ices together wi I I be produced. This program will be based on the 
GOBBLE system ue have developed and 
sect ion. The netuork of concepts which 
these sl ices by this program wi I I serve 
programs for differential diagnosis can 

wh-ich- i s discussed in a later 
results from the assimi lation of 
as the knowledge base upon which 
be constructed. 

We should note here that the construct 
for diagnosis is an important step in 

on of even rudimentary programs 
obtaininq the clinical knouledge 

in questian. We have found, houever, that only part of the knouledge 
possessed by an expert can be e I ici ted f rom him in a direct manner. An 
additional component of this knowledge can be identified only through 
interaction with a computer program uh ch makes decisions based on the 
knowledge uhich he has already cataloged. We found this to be true in 
our work on dec i ei on anal ysi s, and we are finding it true here. After a 
certain point, the clinician must see someone (.in this case a program) 
do eomethinq uiththe knowledge in order to see whether it is complete, 
has been understood, etc. 

Because of this, ue have started to build an interface through uhich 
clinicians can interact with a knouledge base of these slices and some 
rudimentary diagnostic programs. The purpose is. to identify places 
where there are gaps or errors in these slices, and in the process, to 
learn something about diagnostic process. The interface ui I I permit the 
clinician to use a’ subset of English (see the discussion of this in the 
section on computer eci ence research) to ask quest ions and to get si mp I e 
explanations of knouledge in the slices. He will also get explanations 
of the way in which the diagnostic programs used this knowledge in 
making decisions. Further, the clinician will be provided with 
facilities for recording complaints, suggestions, etc. 

By making thie interface simple and direct, we hope that we can get 
clinicians other than those working in the project to help us build this 
knou I edge base. Further, such an interaction may encourage some of 
these clinicians to become more actively involved in the efforts of the 
Labora tory. 

In addition to this work, we are currently analyzing protocols of 
differential diagnoses of hematuria to see if the slices ue have 
identified are adequate representations of the knowledge employed by the 
cl inicians. This activity is useful, because we can “hand simulate” a 
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diagnostic program uhich uses the slices, and thereby learn quickly 
uhe ther our basic concepts are sound. llore detailed studies, using 
computer programs, ui I I, be required in the long run, but these 
experiments should prove very valuable i’n the short run. 

Model-Beusd Decihn Making Proiect 
Principals 
Professor G. Anthony Gorry 
Dr. Stephen G. Pauker 
Howard Silverman 

Introduction 

For a number of problems of clinical medicine, there exist formal 
models upon uhich decisions can be based. In these cases, it is 
sometimes true that the b& decisions are made through a dependence on 
the model. The reasons for the superiority of the model-based decision 
may be several. 

First, the relevant physiology or pathophysiology underlying the 
problem may have been modeled with precision surpassing that which the 
cl inician can maintain in his own, less formal model. I q some, cases, 
the cl inician’s model is inferior because It fails to account for 
certain details of a pr0~03~. In othsr cases, the clinician cannot Ior 
ui I I not) do the computations required to achieve the accuracy of the 
formal mode I. In still other cases, the clinician does not knou the 
parameters of the system with sufficient preciston to make predictions 
of system behavior uhich ars as good as those of the formal model. 

In any event. there are si tuat ions in.which models (perhaps coupled 
uith automated decision making procedures) can outperform. the average 
physician, and in certain cases do better than even the best physician 
in solving particular problems. Examples which come to mind are acid- 
base chemistry and the administration of antibiotics. 

In general, the problem domains in which models such as these have 
been successful share an important characteristic. This is that the 
clinical problem can be dealt with in isolation from the most of the 
other problems which the patient might have. This does not mean that 
the model (or computer program based on the model) does not consider 
aspects of the patient’s condition other than the particular problem in 
question, but rather that the number of such considerations is small, 
and in toto these problems can be rather neatly circumscribed. of 
course, it is rather obvious that this property greatly increases the 
likelihood that such a model can be developed. 

There are other cl inical areas where models exist, but a variety of 
factors which are not (or perhaps cannot be) incorporated in the model 
are relevant to the decisions required in the clinical area in question. 
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Here the clinician wishing to use a program based on the model 
encounters some difficulty. First he may knou cartain facts about the 
current clinical 9i tuation which he would like to combine ui th the 
program’ 9 resu I ts. The program cannot accoinodate this additional 
information. This is to be expected: not all models can incorporate 
al I potential ly re-levant factors. 
physician is not sure hog to 

The problem is, however, that the 
combine his judgments with the results of 

the program. For example, exactly hou did the program arrive at its 
conclusion? What assumptians was it making? Oid it already include 
consideration of (Klme of the information he is consid8ring7 

In some circumstances, the program could produce packaqed responses 
to standard questions which would satisfy the clinician. I f they do 
not, then it is not clear what he should do. 

Of course, an ideal solution from the clinician’s point of view is 
for him to have access to a consultant who understands the program and 
the model on uhich it is based. Then when questions arise, or when the 
clinician simply wants to learn some more about the model, he can go to 
the consultant. The consultant will understand the language and the 
background of the cl inician, and he wi I I know how to make his 
explanations und8rstandable. 

Now the reader may easi I y guess that we wou I d propose that the 
proaram become the consultant. The program should know much more than 
how to commute the model. It should know what the made1 is, how i t was 
developed, *and what relation it has to the problems facing the users 
(cl iniciansl. Such a program, of course uould have to possess a great 
deal of knowledge. It would need the knowledge of the consultant 
described above. Before we discuss this possibility and the research 
problems involved further, let us offer another argument for trying to 
bui Id programs which are “knouledgabls” about models. 

We noted above that various models have been developed uhich now 
serve as the basis of decision-making programs. In several i ns tances, 
these programs are real clinical successes. If we look to the future. 
ue can see the need to bring a (potentially large) number of such 
programs together in a common system. Such a system will need a great 
amount of administrative knouledge as we discussed above. One aspect of 
that knowledge will need to be knowledge about these model-based 
programs. I n genera I , the administrator of the system will need answers 
to al I the questions posed by the clinician above. (What assumptions 
have been made in thi s program ? Are its assumptions compatible with the 
clinical situation? With the assumptions of a second program which will 
be used?, etc.) If programs such as these are to be marshalled together 
in some cl inical situation, questions such as these become paramount. 
The major research problem is how to insure that some supervisory, system 
can get answers to these questions when it needs them. 

For these reasons, we have undertaken the study of model-based 
decision making. Specifically we are studying situations in which a 
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model is relevant, even central, but not all-inclusive. In these 
situations, the best decisions are made by clinicians who are experts in 
the area and wel I acquainted,uith the model in question. We uant to 
build a program which is really an expert in the domain in question (and 
general ly this domain is very I imited). With the model as a core, the 
program would possess a knowledge base which encompassed al I the fact9 
and procedures use by the expert in his work with the model. 

In addition, the representation of this knowledge would be such as to 
support an inquiry and explanation facility which was natural and direct 
for a clinician, and this representation would also facilitate the 
superv i 3 i on of the model by some higher level program moni’tor ing the 
overal I cl inical strategy. Finally, this representation scheme uould be 
suitable for a variety of different models. 

These efforts directed at developing the technology for such programs 
and models ui II be discussed bslow in our section on representation 
research. . . 

The specific problem we have chosen for our initial project in this 
area is the administration of digital is-digoxin. We nou turn to a 
discussion of this problem. 

The Oipitalis/Oigoxin Therapy Advisor 

The clinical use of digitalis preparations has been one of the 
classical skills of the experienced clinician. Although this drug 1s 
often life-saving, its proper administration is difficult and requires 
careful clinical judgment.. Digitalis possesses a rather IOU toxic- 
therapeutic ratjo, and signs of under-digitalization are often very 
similar to signs of toxicity. 

There have been several recent advances in clinical biochemistry and 
pharmokinetics which have significantly altered the use of this drug, 
and much of this new technology and knowledge is now available to 
cl inicians throughout the country. Houever , administration of this 
class of drugs still remains a significant clinical problem, and we feel 
that the availability of a knowledge-based system concerning the cardiac 
glycosides may be of additional clinical use. 

Backaround 

Use of the foxglove began several hundred years ago, but until 
recently techniques of administration have changed very I i tt I e. 
Withering’s original advice was to administer the drug until signs of 
improvement or sign3 of toxicity occurred, and that remains the 
corner 8 tone of digitalis therapy today. Problems arise, however, 
because the signs of toxicity can often be confused with signs of 
insufficient drug dosage, and mistakes can be costly since the firet 
sign of excess drug administration can be sudden death. The clinical 
signs of digital is exc933 are cardiac (disturbances of cardiac rhythm) 
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and extra-cardiac (nausea, vomiting, anorexia, visual changes), but the 
dangers of excees drug are by and I arge cardi ac. The ex.tra-card i ac 
signs are helpful if they occur before the dangerous card i ac 
manifestations of toxicity and if they are predictive of those more 
serious toxic problems. 

Quite often, however, the first hint of excess drug dosage is a 
potential ly serious disturbance or cardiac rhythm. The- interpretation 
of these arrhytmias is often- less than straightforward. The same 
arrhythmia can often be a sign of either under- or over-digitalization. 
For examp I e, ventricular premature beats may be caused ‘by digitalis 
toxicity or by.congestive heart failure (by enlarging the. heart and 
stretching its conduction systeml. In the case of under-digitalization, 
administration of more drug might suppress these extra beats by 
decreasing heart size. However, if. the ventricular premature beats were 
indicators of early excess d.igi tal is- e-ffect, then the. sl ight increase in 
drug dosage. could easily lead to a fatal arrhythmia. 

In addition to this complex problem of recognizing toxicity, there are 
other comnl icatins- factors in using digital is. A* var i e.ty of myocard i a I 
processes (varying from myocardopathy to acute myocardial infarction) 
make the heart more sensi t i ve to cardiac gl ycosi des and thus make 
toxicity more I>ikely to develop. In addi ti on, there are non-cardiac 
problems which. alter sensitivity, including thyroid dyefunct ion, 
electrolyte imbalance,. hypoxemia, acidosis and the I ike. The astute 
cl inician is continually-aware of these factors and, tries to. adjust his 
dosage to what he judges the patients clinical state to be. 

Recent Advances 

Jel I iffe (141 and Doherty (151 have demonstrated a variety of kinetic 
factors i n f I uenci ng the, amount of aciive- g!.ycoeid.ea avai lable to the 
myocardium after a given dose. These factors include variation in 
absorption, di 9tr i but ion and excretion of the drug. Because: the drug i s 
usually given over a relatively short dosage cycle (once or twice daily 
down to every other day or so) compared to its in vivo half Ii fe (for -- 
digoxin 1.6 days-and up; for digitoxin and d.igitaIis leaf 6.8 days and 
up). there is an exponential accumulation of body stores. Therefore 
changes in excretion and absorption can have a marked influence on body 
stores. For examp I e, administration of digoxin to a man with norma I 
rena I function in a.doss of 0.25mg daily would give body stores of 
roughly 8.625 mg at equilibrium, whereas if the - patient had moderate 
rena I functional impairment ( a stable creatinine of 2.5mgX) his body 
stores would be approximately 1.25mg. With a drug of such a low toxic 
therapeutic ratio, variation3 of this magnitude are potentially 
dangerous. 

Other studiesU61) have shown variation in the bio-avai labi I i ty of the 
drug from patient to patient and from brand to brand. --- .‘This natural ly 
limits the usefulness of a model uhich only deals with distribution and 
excre t ion. 
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Direct measurement of serum drug levels have recently become fai.rly 
common. The assumption that these serum levels bear a reasonable 
correlation to myocardial levels seems to have been borne out 
clinically, in that these serum measure!ents can, on the averaqe, 
predict the .occurrence of drug toxicity. Houever , ur have a I ready 
mentioned that sensitivity and toxic threshold varies from patient to 
patient in different clinical settings, so serum levels can only serve 
as a rough guide. 

The Stats of the Art 

What, then, is the behavior of.the cardiologist today with respect to 
the administration of digitalis? He first tries to establish that the 
drug is indicated, and depend ing on the indications, decides on how 
rapid ly the patient must be dig i talized (loaded ui th the drug to reach 
equi I ibrium levels). He then selects a preparation uhose kinetics fit 
these objectives. Most cardio logists next decide on uhat maintenance 
dose they would tend to use in this setting (based on those factors 
uhich influence sensitivity to the drug), although they might 
equivalently select a serum or body store level to fit the situation. 
The loading and maintenance’schedules are then determined based on the 
patient’s renal function and fat-free body mass. 

This program is then begun, uith careful, frequent examination of the 
patient for signs of beneficial effect and toxicity. Depending on 
patient response to his initial program, the cardiologist modifies his 
plan. If the patient demonstrates either early, unexpected signs of 
toxicity, or fails to demonstrate clinical response at reasonable doses, 
the physician may then obtain serum drug level 9 to clarify the 
situation. For the vast majority of patients on digitalis preparations, 
serum levels are used either as a guide in confusing situations or as a 
source of comfort to the physician. It is sti I I ultimately the 
patient’s clinical response to the drug that dictates changes in 
therapy. 

When faced with a patient who requires therapy with digoxin and uho is 
undergoing changes in rena I function, the physician uses both the 
parmacokinetic models and serum drug level measurements. The model is 
used to prospective Iu ad just dosage to reasonable ranges, and then this 
is “fine-tuned” retrospectively by clinical observation ‘and drug level 
determinations. In this situation, the pharmocokinetic model assumes a 
central importance. One might imagine the physician selecting arbitrary 
dosage plans and tuning them by clinical response and serum drug levels. 
Al though this technique might arrive at the same end-point, it would 
make it more I ikely that the patient would be exposed to toxic levels 
for some brief period. Since toxicity can be fatal, a predictive 
approach, using the model, is preferable. 

Currant Ccxnputsr Approaches 
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Jelliffe and others have developed computer implementations of various 
kinetic algorithm9 which modify suggested administration schedules ‘for 
rena I function {stable or changi ng) , body size and route of 
administration. These programs al so’ al I ow for the smooth trans i t ion 
from one preparation to another with differing pharmocokinetics. 
Studies have shown (151 that availability of these program9 can make a 
signi f icant difference in the incidence of digitalis intoxication. 
She i ner ha9 added the. feature of feedback data based, on measur-ed serum 
level to fur.ther adjust dosage for the individual patient. Houever, a 
recent study by Peck- (171 fai led to demonstrate a significant difference 
in the performance of expert physicians given access to computer- 
predicted schedules uith serum level feedback, when compared.to similar 
physicians not having access to the program. This suggests that the 
expert physician already uses the gross prediction algorithm, and that a 
significant part of his “expert” behavior centers about the tuning of 
his predictions based on clinical observation of patient response. 

& Approach 

we propose to implement a knouledge-based digoxin dose advisor, which 
uses the genera.lly available pharmacokinetic models for its initial 
prediction phase, but which also has the ability to guide the non-expert 
phys i c i an through the feedback loop of adjusting drug dosage based on 
cl inical reeponse. We would hope that this program m:ight bet.ter allow 
the non-expert to model hi9 behavior after that of the cardiologist, and 
that interaction uith such a program would both improve hi9 treatment 
for the individual patient and teach him the principles of sophisticated 
drug use. We feel ‘that this goal can be accomplished because the u9e of 
this drug constrains us to a fairly circumscribed, well-defined group of 
cl inical settings. 

The development of a program to predict dosage based on age, body size 
and renal function has already been accomplished in many centers, and we 
have such an Lmplementation currently available. This system ui I I first 
de term i ne why the drug is being given (arrhythmia, congestive heart 
failure, prophylactically) and also look for any factors that might 
predict increased patient sensitivity. Based on these determinations, 
it uill establish a desired speed of approach to equilibrium. With this 
factor and knowledge of patient site, age, sex and renal function (as 
estimated by whatever parameters are then avail 
initial loading and maintenance schedule. 

The phyeician uill then be encouraged to i 
prior to administration of each dose at first, 
throughout the equilibrium phase. The program 

able), it uill suggest an 

nteract with the program, 
and later, at interval3 

will guide his search for 
card i ac and extra-cardiac signs of toxicity and will collect data about 
clinical effect. We do not propose that the program wi I I directly 
interact with the patient’s electrocardiogram in search for 
manifestations of effect or toxicity, but rather will ask the physician 
about specific feature9 of the EKG. For the marginally experienced 
physician a ee.t of labeled examples will be provided. Based on this 
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information concerning patient response, the program will suggest 
modifications of drug schedule. 

If the situation becomes confusing or if unexpected effects are 
observed, the program will have the ability to ask for and use data 
about serum drug levels. We uould also envision this program to be 
useful in deal ing with a patient already receiving digoxin or digi toxin,’ 
but whose response is either troublesome or requires confirmation. 

Dealing with Discrepant Information 

Principals 
Prof. G. Anthony Gorry 
Dr. Jerome P. Kassirer 
Dr. Stephen G. Pauker 
or. William 8. Schwartz 

Introduction 

In the above discussion, we have emphasized the rapidi ty of the 
focusing which clinicians do during their interactions with patients.- 
Our observation of clinicians at work has caused us to view. them as 
rather aqqressive with respect to hypothesis construction and testing, 
Because they assume this aggressive posture in. their problem solving 
activities, they frequently confront-situations in which new facts are 
in conflict with their working hypotheses. An important aspect of 
expert performance is the facility with which the expert can respond to 
these instance of discrepant information. 

in some cases, the problem is readily apparent: two pieces of 
information are clearly contradictory. For example, he may be told that 
the patient has no hematuria but he does have red blood cell casts. 
Except in the rarest of circumstances, these two statements are 
contradictory because hematuria is a prerequisite for the format ion of 
red blood ccl I casts. So the clinician has the obvious choice of 
assuming that there really are red blood cell casts and the hematuria 
was overlooked, or there in fact is no hematuria and the red blood ccl 1 
casts are i I lusory. in accepting either alternative, he must account 
for the implied error, 

In other, more complex situations, a fact may not directly contradict 
other facts, but the acceptance of the new fact by the clinician may 
cast serious doubt on one or more hypotheses he is maintaining. For 
examp I a, suppose that the findings support the hypothesis that the 
patient has idiopathic nephrotic syndrome. Assume that the records from 
the hospital to which the patient was admitted before being transferred 
to this hospital show that his serum creatinine was 1.0 mg. per. cent. 
two weeks ago. The same test run today in this hospital yields a value 
of 7.6 mg. per. cent. Clearly the acceptance of these two values as 
accurate measures of the patient’s rena 1 function requires the 
concluai’on that the patient is suffering rapidly progressing rena I 
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fai lure. On the other hand, patients with idiopathic nephrotic syndrome 
almost never suffer rapidly progressing renal failure, and so there is a 
significant discrepancy between these values taken together and the 
hypothesis concerning the underlying disease. of course the hypothesi s 
of idiopathic nephrotic syndrome can be rejected, or one or both of the 
serum creatinine values can be dismissed, but either course will require 
neu hypotheses to be generated and melded into the overall picture the 
clinician has of the patient. 

The problem of deal ing wi th discrepant information is a common and 
important one for cl inicians. The strategies which experts ‘us.e to solve 
these problems are not wel I undarstood at present. Nonet.heless, a 
number of observations can be made which can serve as a basis for 
further research and discussion. The importance of this investigation 
should be underscored, b8CaUSe ui thout th8 capabi Ii ty to deal ui th 
discrepant information, a computer program cannot succeed in the face of 
the complexities of real clinical situations, 

Recoanizina Discrepar&ie8 

The recognitiun of a contradiction always is conditioned on some 
assumed state of -knowledge about the wor Id. For example, the fact that 
the hematuria-red blood cell casts situation mentioned above constitutes 
a contradiction is based on physiological knowledge about the format ion 
of these casts. In other cases, a contradiction is recognized as suct~ 
only on the assumption of a hypothesis about thw disease state of the 
patient. The only difference in these two situations is the degree of 
certainty the clinician possesses about the state of the uorld. In the 
first case, he is so certain of the physiological mechanisms involved 
that he only considers the possibilities that the hematuria has been 
missed or the red cell casts are spurioue. In the second case, he might 
also consider ths poesibi I ity that his hypothssis about the underlying 
disease state is in error. 

For conven i-encs, we recognize three types of assumed states of 
know ledge about the wor Id: 

1) physiol-ogic knowledge, 
2) hypotheses about the disease state of the patient, and 
3) common sense knowledge. 

These categories of assumed knowledge are not precisely defined, nor are 
they exclusive, but they do provide a rough cut at the bases on which 
contradictions are recognized. 

For any of these states of knowledge, different situations can 
pr educe contradictions. We have identified a number of these 
situations. For examp I e, these five situations can occur conditioned on 
the acceptance of knowledge of one of the three kinds suggested above. 

1) More than one of a set of mutually exclusive alternatives are 
asserted to be true. (for example, a patient is said to have 
normal renal function, but the radiologist reports that KUB studies 
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show no kidneys.) 

2) A state of the world is asserted, but one or more prerequ.isites for 
that state are denied. 

(The hematuria-red blood cell cast example above) 

3) A “cause” is asserted, but one or more of its certain “effects” are 
den i ed. (For examp I e, it is believed that decreased renal function 
is the cause of observed hyperkalemia, but the patient’s serum 
creatinine is normal.) 

4) A measurement exceeds absolute or experiential limits. 

or 
i ned 

6) The rate of change of a physical state exceeds abs.olute 
experiential limits (For example, a patient claims to have ga 
48 pounds in one day). 

Contradictions are most easi ly recognized when they vio __ I ate 
principles or facts which are known to be always true. When the knoun 
principles or facts are conditioned on the. acceptance of a hypothesis, 
the contradiction can be asserted only on the assumption of the 
underlying hypothesis. For examp I e, in the example of the pat’ient with 
apparent rapidly progressing renal failure, the discrepancy i.9 not 
absolute: there are many examples of situations in which such acute 
renal failure can occur. It is the acceptance of the hypothesis of 
idiopathic nephro t i c syndrome which produces the conditional 
d i screpancy. 

A complicating factor in the identification of discrepancies ie that 
they need not be direct. Inferences drawn from one fact may contradict 
those drawn from another. Here it is required that the contradiction 
itself be recognized, but in addition the original facts which triggered 
the contradictory deductions must be identified as discrepant. Further, 
such indirect discrepancies may arise through chains of deductions 
condi t ioned on various hypotheses. 

As a smal I example of this kind of problem, consider a patient whose 
presenting signs and symptoms suggest a cardiac problem. Fur t her 
suppose that the patient tells the doctor that when he uas a young boy 
he was treated for a “heart murmur” by his family physician. This 
latter fact strengthens the physician’s belief that the patient’s 
problems are the result of heart disease, in particular heart disease of 
long duration. Then in passing, the patient mentions that he served in 
the army during the Korean war. This fact is discrepant with the 
hypothesis that the patient’s current heart disease is a progression of 
his childhood problem. I f he served in the army, then he passed an army 
physical exam. Such an exam probably would have revealed his heart 
murmur (especial ly if it uas loud), and he would not have been accepted. 
Fur t her, it can be presumed that he had a reasonable exercise tolerance, 
and this too argues against the assumption of long-standing heart 
disease. 
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How Expsrta Ossl with Discrepancies -- 

As might be expected, experts use ‘a number of approaches in their’ 
at tempts to resolve discrepancies during the diagnostic process. 
Basically these approaches can be divided into three categories: 1) 
doubting or dismissing one or more of the stated facts; 2) constructing 
alternative relat i-onships or connections among the discrepant facts 
which make the discrepancy only apparent, not real: and 3) revising or 
dismissing an underlying hypothesis~ about the disease state of the 
patient. The choice of a method for dealing with discrepancies in many 
cases is dictated by specific real world knoulsdge. In othsr cases, 
although there is a certain amount of specific knowledge concerning the 
situation in question, the clinician must fal I back on more general 
problem solving strategies. 

One point is worth noting here, because i t seems to be 
character i st i c of the approach used by experts. Uhsn confronted by a 
situation in uhlcli several facts appear to be discrepant, the expert 
makes a specific choice of explanations which resolve the di screpancy. 
If later facts cause him to discard this explanation, he uil I return to 
select another explanation if possible. Fur thsr , if his explanation 
appears to be confirmed, he will make at least a cursory check of the 
al ternativs explanations to mske certain he is correct. He doss not, 
however, attempt to process alternative world views tons i-n which one 
fact is assumed to bs in error, another in uhich a second fact is 
assumed to be incorrect, etc.1 in parallel. When discrepancies arise, 
they are almost always dealt with directly, and a specific explanation 
is constructed. 

In order to indicate some of the richness of the information used to 
resolve discrepancies, ue offer two real medical problems, and we ui I I 
identify the knowledge used by the clinician to construct an explanation 
of the uay in which the problem arose. The first is relatively sasi ly 
reso I vsd: the last is considerably more complex. 

In many instances, a problem arises because of a simple factual 
error. An example of such a problem is given above in which it is 
asserted that there are red blood ccl I casts but no hematuria. Here, 
because of the physician’s firm bel ief in his understanding of the 
pathophysiological mechanisms involved, he must reject one of these 
facts. The physician clearly would like to have the urine studies 
repeated in order to resolve the problem: but in certain cases. the 
facts are historical, and no further information can be gathered. In 
this case, the clinical’s knowledge of the relative likelihoods of error 
ui I I determine his choice of explanation. Many more mistakes are made 
in the detection of red blood cell casts than in the detection of 
hematur ia, and so he would proceed on the assumption that the patient 
had neither hematuria nor red blood cell casts. 
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The more complex situation is the case of the patient cited above who 
was thought to have idiopathic nephrotic syndrome. Recal I that a 
problem arose because tuo measurements of serum creatinins taken tuo 
weeks apart indicated rapidly progressing renal fai lure. Hers we have a 
conditional contradiction, in that the development of renal failure in 
patients with idiopathic nephrotic syndrome is insidious. Hence, the 
cl inician must resolve the situation, perhaps at the expense of the 
hypothesis of idiopathic nephrotic syndrome. 

If the other evidence favoring the-hypothesis of idiopathic nephrotic 
syndrome is quite strong, then the natural inclination of the clinician 
ui I I be to doubt the evidence for rapidly progressing renal failure. 
The simplest way to do this is to attribute the problem to a simple 
factual error. Either the serum creatinine done at the other hospital 
or the one dons here is in error. 

Of course, it is a simple matter to repeat the test in this hospital, 
and to make the situation interesting, let us assume that repeating the 
test yields the same result. So the clinician. nou knows that the 
patient is in renal failure. The question of the rapidity of its onset 
remains, however, and the lab test result from the other hospital 
becomes suspect. 

Now in trying to ascertain the validity of a test result from the 
past, the clinician faces a different problem. Obviously, the test 
cannot be repeated: the only avenue open to him is to gather other 
facts about the patient, and to consider whether they are consistent 
with the result in question. For examp I e, if an x-ray of the kidneys 
was taken at the first hospital and the physician has access to it, it 
may cast some light on the problem. 

If the x-ray shows that the kidneys are small, then it is reasonable 
to assume that the serum creatinine measurement from the first hospital 
was in error, because kidneys of reduced size indicate a renal problem 
of relatively long duration and severity and atrophy of the kidneys 
takes a year or more with chronic renal failure (except with renal 
infarction). This in turn is inconsistent uith normal renal function 
(as indicated by the lab test). 

If the x-ray shows normal-sized kidneys, then the validity of the lab 
test cannot be determined in this way, because although people ui th 
k i dneys of normal size usually have normal renal function, when disease 
i 9 present, impaired renal function will precede atrophy of the kidneys. 
Therefore, the patient could have been in renal failure during his stay 
in the first hospital (the lab test is in error) and the x-ray of the 
kidneys would show normal size. 

For the purposes of our example, let us assume that attempts such as 
this to ascertain the val idi ty of the first serum creatinine all fail, 
and the clinician is left with the two values which are inconsistent 
uith his diagnosis of idiopathic nephrotic syndrome. There is another 
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way he can try to resolve the conflict, namely by retaining the 
diagnosis, and trying to shou that the presence of renal failure is not 
a direct consequence of severe damage to the kidneys. This requires 
some rather special iced, expert knouledge on his part. 

If the patient is losing enough protein in his urine, he can become 
hypovolemic. The mechanism for this involves a severe reduction in his 
serum albumin with an accompanying reduction in blood volume. This 
reduced blood volume in turn can cause a reduction in the glomerular 
filtration rate uhich is sufficient to produce a markedly elevated serum 
creatinine concentration. 
circumstances can this occ 
of the serum creatinine 
result of severe structura 

The expert knoue the 
serum creatinine uhich are 
the patient’s findings to - 

Experience .indicates that only under special 
r, but uhen it does, it produces *elevations 
which.can be mistakenly interpreted as the 

renal damage. 

imits of proteinuria, hypoalbuminemia, and 
consistent uith this mechanism. He can match 
hese limits in order to test this hypothesis. 

Fur t her, he knous that if this mechanism is operative, the patient 
should manifest low blood pressure (at least posturally), and so he 
would use blood pressure as.evidence for or against this hypothesis. 

Of course, the third possibility uhich the clinician should consider 
is that his original hypothesis of idiopathic nephrotic syndrome is 
incorrect. To follow this route, however, probably uill require a major 
reorganization of the facts in his mind in order to fit them into 
another frameuork. Whether he is willing to make this reorganization 
wil I depend on the success of the approaches described above, and the 
strength of his belief in’his diagnosis based on the totality.of the 
facts in hand. 

Reason i ng of this complexity is often required in difficult clinical 
8 i tuat i ons. We plan to undertake some studies of the way in which 
cl inicians deal with such complexity. At present, ue see aspects of the 
prob I em of discrepant information throughout all our uork with 
cl inicians, but our work has not produced a single, coherent project. 
We have rai sad the problem of discrepant information’ here however. 
despite our rather vague plans for dealing ui th it, because ue realize 
its importance, and we plan to initiate an effort focused on it as soon 
as possible. 

Research on Dealing with Discrepancy 

fn the absence of a specific research plan, ue uill suggest a number 
of goals we hope to achieve uith the work we wi I I ini,tiate in this area. 

1) How Are Discrepancies Recoqnized? 

A problem which we will face immediately is that of finding a good 
characterization of discrepancies. What exactly constitutes a problem 
of this type? How does a clinician recognize such a problem? 
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This problem is more difficult than it appears at first gl ante. 
Consider, for examp I e, the addition of a SINGLE fact to a knowledge 
base. How should this fact be “tested“ to see if it contradicts one or 
more facts already accepted. Bees a clinician test the incoming fact 
with every fact he knows? With every fact he knows about the patient? 
If he uses only some of the facts he knous, hou are thie subset 
selected? 

The “obvious” answer to this last question is that he tests the new 
knowledge only against existing knowledge which “relates” to it. But of 
course, this simply avoids the issue; how do we measure “relatedness” 
in a meaningful way? 

This problem of recognizing discrepant information is really a 
difficult’ one. A great deal of effort wil I be required to solve it. 
Our immediate goal is to first develop a theory of how potential 
conflicts among facts and hypotheses are recognized. This work will 
involve not only introspection and protocol analysis, but also it wi I I 
require some innovations with respect to the ways we have for 
representing knowledge in a computer. Thus this work will interact wlth 
the work on GOBBLE discussed below. 

A I though we do not know now how this effort will develop, we think 
that i’t most likely will involve the detailed study of a number of 
clinical examples. These studies may be augmented by studies of the way 
people recognize discrepancies in situations other than clinical ones. 

2) H* Aa Discrepancies Oeal t With? 

Once a discrepancy has been recognized fat least tentatively), the 
clinician must deal with it (if only by ignoring it). We will study the 
way in which clinicians deal uith discrepancies using our basic approach 
of protocol analysis and interview. The result of this effort wi I I be 
the description of a number of the strategies they use, and the 
characteristics of the situations in which these strategies are 
emp I oyed. 

These strategies will be tested by simulation, and their efficacy 
will be considered in various clinical situations. As soon as possible, 
we will begin to integrate the work on conflict identification with this 
work. It should be noted, however, that both these efforts can proceed 
in parallel at the outset. 
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Principals 
Professor G. Anthony Gorry 
Kenneth Kahn 
Peter Mi I ler 
Dr. Stephen G. Pauker 
Charles Safran 
Howard Silverman 

Introduction 

In the projects discussed above, the present illness project, the 
formalization of medical know I edge project, and the model based 
decision-making project, a number of computer science issues were rai sed 
fat least imp1 icitly). In some cases, a need for improved technology is 

more or less clear: further we see ways to produce the required 
improvements. In other cases, we will need to do more fundamental 
research to achieve the facilities required by the medical projects. 

In this section, we will discuss some computer science problems which 
arise in the context of the medical projects, and will review our 
current work on these problems and our plans for the future. Much of 
this work is in preliminary stages, and so the examp I es we give show our 
first prototypical programs. Undoubted I y much w i I I change as we 
proceed, and so we offer these examples only as that, not for their 
technical details. 

We a I so uant to emphasi’te the advantage which our close association 
with the computer science community at H.I.T. offers us with respect to 
these prob I ems. A considerable amount of research is being pursued by 
members of that community which is either directly in line with or 
supportive of our efforts. 
these workers, 

We plan to draw heavily on the expertise of 
and whenever possible, we uill incorporate their ideas 

into our work. On the other hand, we bel ieve that our research wi I I 
produce ideas and technology which they will find equally interesting 
and useful. In all, we are anticipating a close and fruitful 
collaboration. 

Computer Aepreaentation of Clinical Knowledge 

One of the needs of each of the above projects is a means for 
representing knowledge in the computer. This representational scheme 
must be capable of accomodating diverse forms of knowledge, and at the 
same time, it must allow flexible retrieval of knowledge. We have 
undertaken the development of a program, cal led GOBBLE fur i t ten in 
LISP), for managing a data base of knowledge. It is our intention that 
GOBBLE (or some descendant of it) will serve the needs of all or most of 
the above projects. The advantage of this is that it would greatly 
facilitate the merging of the ef.forts of these projects. For example, 
if the formal representation of clinical knowledge could be expressed in 
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GOBBLE, and the strategies produced by the studies of the present 
illness were compatible with GOBBLE. the two efforts could be readily 
comb i ned. The results of this combination would be a program with both 
good strategies for dealing with knowledge, and a detailed data 
structure uhich it could use for problem solving. 

A I though such a “knowledge management” program would be very 
important, our initial aims for GOBBLE uere rather pragmatic. ‘We wanted 
a program for our immediate needs (writing experimental present illness 
programs and rudimentary simulations uf clinical cogni tivs process), but 
we did not wish to undertake a major language development effort, 
especially when our understanding of the clinical decision-making 
process was as yet unclear and poorly developed. Hence we opted for the 
implementation of a flexible representation scheme with a smal I set of 
primitives for accessing a knowledge bass, This, then, is uhat GOBBLE 
is, a way ‘of writing down facts, for *grouping* facts together, and a 
set of programs for retrieving facts which have been written in this way 
and *digested’ by the GOBBLE program. 

It is fitting to note the strong similarity of GOBBLE to tlAPL 2 (171. 
a formalism developed by Professor William A. Martin at tl.1.T. We have 
found that many of the ideas tlartin had for MAPL 2 were well suited for 
our work in msdicine, and so we incorporated them directly into GOBBLE. 
Because of our close association with tlartin and his research project in 
Automatic Programming, ue expect that GOBBLE will continue to be 
influenced by the work of that group. Another influence on our thinking 
has been the CONNIVER language 1181 developed by Professor Gerald. 
Sussman and Oreu lldermot t, also of M.I.T. Our understanding of the 
issues was considerably enhanced by our experiences with CONNIVER. 

Our emphasis on the antecedents of GOBBLE is to underscore the close 
involvement we have with fundamental computer science research at tl.1.T. 
Our initial design of GOBBLE is only one example of the benefit which 
accrue to us from this association. 

Ths GOBBLE Program 

GOBBLE is a data base handling system which us hake uritten in LISP. 
The principal features of GOBBLE are: 11 the use of contexts to create 
‘clumps* of associated facts, and 2) the threading of facts in such a 
way as to permit the retrieval of expressions representing facts through 
the specification of subexpressions of these expressions. 

A context name is associated with a & of ordered doubles or triples 
cal led “val id expressions” where the validity of an expression is 
determined through checks in a user-bui It, system maintained dictionary. 
A GOBBLE context has no inherent significance other than,that all facts 
in a context are marked with the same context name. The same fact (e.g. 
M (STATUS EDEMA PRESENT) ’ 1 can appear in many contexts, but in each i t 
wi I I have a unique incarnation. Each incarnation, however, will be 
recognized by the system as corresponding to the basic pattern. Thus 
the user can refer ei ther to the generic pattern (e.g. ” (STATUS EOENA 
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PRESENT) “I or to a particular .real ization of the pattern (“the edema 
which is present in Acute Glomerulonephritis”). This latter reference 
would be to ” (STATUS EDEMA PRESENT) ’ in the context “Acute . 
G I omeru I onephr i t i s”. 

it should be noted that the system imposes no overall structure on 
contexts. By mentioning context names in “subcontext” expressions in 
other contexts, however, the user can organize an explicit hierarchy of 
contexts. By mentioning the name of a context in a fact expression in 
another context. the user creates a link in an imp1 ici t network ’ of 
contexts. (We will give some examples of below.) Of course, it i,s 
incumbent upon him to make such a network useful. 

A context may contain any number of facts, each one represented by a 
an expression in GOBBLE form. By creating a context, the user 
represents’a theme for the facts, much as the uriter of a book selects 
the theme around which his presentation is organized, For instance, 
Acute Glomerulonephritis (AGNl might be the context name, and the 
expressions associated with it could represent the clinical picture of 
this disease. Thus it would be a simple matter for a diagnostic program 
to find out what kinds of th,ings [e.g. sodium-retention) complicated the 
identification of this disease, and how likely this was to happen. 
There might also be contexts about edema, hematuria, proteinuria, etc. 
in which AGN ie mentioned, but in which the central theme is the finding 
in quest ion. Thus,various points of view about AGN uould be found in 
individual contexts (representing “clumps” or frames). To this extent, 

GOBBLE represents information much as do the writers of the chapter 
ci ted above. There is a major difference, houever, in that in GOBBLE, 
all these clumps are Iinked’by the through extensive’ cross-referencing,’ 
GOBBLE stores information ina complex association network, and provides 
functions for the flexible retrieval of facts from this network. 

The GOBBLE Formalism 

The general form of expression for GOBBLE is: 

(<function* <argument> <value>) 

where the value is optional. In our formalism, facts are equivalent to 
applications of functions to arguments to produce values. In our 
current work. we use such “func.tions” as LOCATION, AtlOUNT, CAUSE, 
FINDING, SUGGESTS, ETC. Thus, for example, to represent the fact that 
the patient has light proteinuria, we could GOBBLE into the “patient” 
context an expression for this fact. 

(GOBBLE PATIENT (AN0 (STATUS PROTEINURIA PRESENT) 
(AtlOUNT PROTEINURIA LIGHT))) 

Below, we will show hou this new fact can be related to other facts 
about light protsinuria already in the knowledge base. 
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As another example, consider the structure: 

(PREREQUISITE (STATUS STREPTOCOCCAL-INFECTION PRESENT) 
(AN0 (STATUS STREPTOCOCCAL-EXPOSURE PRESENT) 

(TIME-OF (STATUS STREPTOCOCCAL-EXPOSURE PRESENT) 
(BEFORE (ONSET STREPTOCOCCAL-INFECTION) 

(INTERVAL (WEEK 1.1 (WEEK 3.IIIIII 

This is an encoding of the fact that one must be exposed to the 
streptococcal bacteria a few weeks before the disease develops. 

More camp I ex structures can be GOBBLE’d by the system, with the 
context mechanism serving as the key to bind thsse structures together. 
A fragment of a context for AGN is shown in the Figure 8. Hers facts 
about the time relationships of symptoms of the preceding streptococcal 
infection and a few of the symptoms of AGN. 

Pattern-Matching and Fact Retrieval 

As noted above, our short term interest in GOBBLE is rather 
pragmatic, and as a resu.1 t, we have restricted the development of 
pattern matching and fact retrieval facilities to a feu basic functions. 
After we have gained experience with these functions and the GOBBLE data 
structure in the medical projects, we uil I undertake a more extensive 
development of these facilities. I t seems, however, that our short term 
needs in the other projects wi I I be reasonably well met by the current 
version of GOBBLE. 

The facilities for pattern based retrieval of facts which we have 
bui It into GOBBLE allows the specification of a “theme” for the 
organization of facts at a time after the facts have been stored. Facts 
can be retrieved either in a context - or throuqh al I for some set of) 
contexts. 

Suppose the piece of advice (suitably encoded in GOBBLE1 “The presence 
of light proteinuria and gross hematuria together suggests either a 
stone, or a tumor, or recent coagulopathy.” were stored in the know I edge 
base. if the program was given the fact “proteinuria is present”, it 
could find hypotheses about the cause of ths proteinuria by using one of 
the pattern matching programs. Among the suggestions returned would be 
the one above. Then a dialogue could be initiated to “fill” the 
pat tern: 

What is the amount of the protsinuria? 
LIGHT 
Ooes the patient have hematuria? 
YES 
Is I t gross? 
YES 
etc. 
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. . . . . . . . . . . . ..*.................................*...........~..~.~*.*.. 

(TYPICALLY MTREP-SYllPTOtlS FINOINC 
ACN 
(AN0 (STRTUS PHARYNCITIS PRESENT) 

(STR~US FEVER PRESENT) 
(STRTUS tlRLRSSE PRESENT)))) 

(USURLLY (TIllE-OF mSTREP-SYtlPTOHS 
(RFTER (ONSET STREPTOCOCCAL-INFECTION) 

(INTERURL (DAYS 1.1 (DAYS 5.1)))) 

(ALllOST-ALUAYS frAGN-SYtlPTOllS FINOING 
RGN 
(RN0 (NOT *STREP-SYllPTOflS) 

(STRTUS UERKNESS PRESENT) 
(STRTUS ANOREXIR PRESENT)))) 

(TItlE-OF *RGN-SYttPTOtlS 
(AFTER (ONSET STREPTOCOCCAL-INFECTION) 

(INTERVRL (WEEKS 1.1 WEEKS 2.1))) 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..*.............................. 

FIGURE 8, FRAGMENT OF THE AGN CONTEXT 

NOTE: 
For convanienci, GOBBLE parmitr 
l xprmssions to bo Iabmllad for later rmferenco. Expressions beginning 
with rtarrod nerds are labolled. The starred uord is discarded, 
but it is rmnmmbmrmd as standing for the rat of the axprmssion. 
Latmr mmntions of thm name arm replaced by thm full l xprmssion. 
Urn havm used this convention in this Figure. 
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and it would have the tentative hypotheses of stone, renal tumor, etc. 

We have begun to integrate GOBBLE into our various projects. For 
example, we are planning to convert the present illness program to this 
system., and we are experimenting with the conversion of the formal 
representation of cl inical knouledge to this format. Also the 
digitalis/digoxin advisor project is using GOBBLE in its preliminary 
programm i ng. Some further examples of. the use of GOBBLE wi I I be 
presented in the next section when we discuss the time specialist. 

Building “Specialists” 

Any expert system needs specialists in common sense knou I edge. A 
dot tor in addition to needing medical knouledge must know rather 
everyday things about time , location or quantities. Our ing the process 
Of diagnosis the doctor must be able to understand that if a patient is 
25 years old and he uas told that uhen the patient was about 22 years 
o I d he had a heart murmur, that it occured three years ago or during 
1970-1971. 

The GOBBLE system also needs specialists. When asked if there is a 
mention of edema of the face, the system must respond positively if 
there is periorbi tal edema mentioned. This requires that the system 
know that periorbital edema is located around the eyes and the eyes are 
part of the face. Many such e!ementary deductions are required for 
accessing a large knowledge. The question is hou best to provide such a 
facility. 

One solution is to distribute the requirement for such deductions 
through the system. Another solution, uhi ch seems much more promi sing 
is to concentrate as much special knouledge about such matters as time, 
location, etc. in isolated specialists, programs which are expert in 
the rather shallou deductions needed. Our belief is that most of the 
question9 about time can be answered by a time specialist. The same 
holds true for location, status; amount, etc. Undoubtedly there wi I I be 
special questions, in certain contexts, uhich may be beyond the 
competence of the specialists, but ue think that such questions uill be 
rare. 

With these considerations in mind, a time specialist for was 
deve I oped as part of the GOBBLE framework. First a representation of 
time expressions uas developed. Tuo different time representations uere 
chosen to be as close to everyday usage as possible . One is absolute 
time where the time is given as a date and a fuzz factor to describe the 
uncertainty of the time of the event’s occurrence. The format is: 

(TIME-OF <event> (DATE (19NN NN NNI 
(FUZZ cdays,ueeks,months,years> NN))) 

Where event is either an event such as ” (STATUS EDEMA PRESENT) ” or an 
event preceded by either “beginning-cf” or “end-of”. Beginning-of and 
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end-of are used to specify that an event occured over a period of time 
longer than a day. If only the beginning-of an event is specified it is 

assumed to be currently true as in “(BEGINNING-OF LIFE)” . The.fuzz is 
simply the length of time from the date ‘given, that one considers it 
possible that the event occured and is used in the routines that search 
the data base. 

The other representation for the time of an event is more common in 
everyday speech, that is the time is given relative to some other event 
whose time is presumably known. Thus “25 years old” trans I ates to 
” (AFTER (BEGINNING-OF LIFE) (BY-AMOUNT (YEARS 25. I (FUZZ MONTHS 6.1) I”. 
“Exact I y three weeks ago” becomes ” (BEFORE TODAY (BY-AMOUNT (WEEKS 3. I 
NIL) 1 “a To express the fact that edema occured tuo ueeks after a strep 
infection one would GOBBLE: 

(TIME-OF (STATUS EDEMA PRESENT) 
(AFTER (STATUS STREP-INFECTION PRESENT1 

(BY-AMOUNT (UEEKS 2.1 (FUZZ DAYS 3.11)) 

What the Time Specialist Does P-P 

When a fact is GOBBLE’d in the relative time format the corresponding 
absolute time is computed and GOBBLE’d, leaving the original alone. In 
addition when an absolute time is GOBBLE’d the event is put on a “time 
line” which orders the events on a number line as either points or 
segments. This time line is used by a function called “SEARCH” which 
takes one or two dates in the form ” (19NN NN NN) ” and f i nds a I I events 
that were true during that period regardless of uhether they began or 
ended between those dates. ’ 

The other main interrogator of the data base is the function “TIME- 
OF” which when applied to an event, a time specification identical to 
that of the time specification for general non-fact rules, i.e. interval 
instead of amount, and a context, returns the internal identifier of the 
first fact it finds that meets the time specification which in the.case 
of non-fact contexts is found in that context and is matched in the 
facts context. For example, 

(TIME-OF * (STATUS EDEMA PRESENTi 
’ (AFTER STREP-INFECTION A-FEW-WEEKS) 
‘FACTS) 

would return “ni I ” if edema uas not a few creeks after the strep 
infection otheruise the identity of the expression whose TIllE-OF edema 
matched. If the context were say, edema, then the time expression,would 
be searched for in the edema context and matched in facts. (See Figure 
3.1 
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The folloiing is a sample conversation uith the tima specialist. 
Louer case Iotters are typed by ttie user and upper case by the 
the computar. Comments are preceeded by “;rsc= “. 

uhen ha uas 21 yrsrr old ho had a heart attack. 

IF YOU THINK THE FOLLOWING IS RIGHT THEN RESPONO YES 
AN0 IT WILL BE COBBLED INTO FRCTS. 
(TIflE-OF HERRT-RTTRCK (AFTER (BEGINNING-OF LIFE) 

(BY-AtlOUNT (YERRS 21.1 (FUZZ tlONTHS 9.1))) 
oe*(r+ This is the Gobble form translated from 
a**+ the English. Rfter the present testing 
+ow stage this uill automatically be Gobbled. 

THE TInE OF HERRT-RTTRCK IS UHEN THE PATIENT UAS 21. YERRS 
GIVE OR TRKE 9. HONTHS OLO 

*oo$ This is the English paraphrasing of the 
**w Gobble form. 

Yes *SW The fact in nou in the data base. 

kp * facts) +ec* This displays the “FACTS” context. 

THE TIflE OF HEART-RTTACK IS ABOUT JRNURRY 25. , 1973. 
GIVE OR TAKE 9. HONTHS 

$+** The data uas calculated and Gobbled by 
$*$o the time specialist. 

THE TIHE OF HEART-ATTACK IS liHEN THE PATIENT MS 21. YERRS 
GIVE OR TFlKE 9. f lONTHS 
THE TIflE OF THE BEGINNING OF LIFE IS EXRCTLY JANUARY 25. , 
1952. 

three years ago he had edema. 
cww The system can presently accept a uide 
~+SS variety of uays of expressing uhen 
*tw something happened. 

IF YOU THINK THE FOLLOUING IS RIGHT THEN RESPONO YES 
AN0 IT WILL BE GOBBLED INTO FACTS. 
(TItlE-OF EOEtlA (BEFORE TOOAY 

(BY-RtlOUNT (YEARS 3.1 (FUZZ tlONTHS 9.)))) 
THE TIRE OF EOEtlR IS 3. YERRS GIVE OR TRKE 9. MONTHS AGO 

FIGURE 9. Session With The TIME SPECIALIST 
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(tin.-of ‘hoart-attack 
’ (before today (interval (years 2.1 

(months 1.1)) ‘facts) 
wee Here the computer is asked if 
o+zi the heart attack occured brtueon 
*+M tuo years and four months ago. 

YES, THE TItlE OF HERRT-RTTRCK IS RBOUT JARURRY 25. , 1973. 
GIVE OR TAKE 9. t lONTHS 

(8why) sew Here the system is asKed why it 
+~pt+ answered as it did. 

I WRS RSKED IF THE TIRE OF HERRT-RTTRCK UAS BETWEEN 2. YERRS 
RN0 4. ttONTHS RGO 
SO FIRST I TRIEO TO FIGURE OUT UHRT YOU RERNT BY BETUEEN 2. 
YERRS AN0 4. I lONTHS RGO 
THE ERRLIEST POSSIBLE TItlE TOOAY COULDHRVE BEEN IS 1976. 2. 
27. RND THE LRTEST POSSIBLE TIIIE IT COULD HRVE BEEN IS 1974. 
2. 27. 
I THEN FIGURED OUT THE ORTES UHICH WERE BETUEEN 2. YERRS 
AND 6. f lONTHS BEFORE 1970. 2. 27. RN0 1976. 2. 27. 
UHICH WERE 1972. 2. 27. RN0 1973. 10. 27. 
THEN I CHECKEO TO SEE IF THE TItlE OF HEART-RTTRCK FELL INTO 
THE RANGE BETWEEN 1972. 2. 27. RND 1973. 10. 27. 
THE ERRLIEST TIHE HEART-ATTACK COULD HRVE HRPPENED IS 1972. 4. 
25. RN0 THE LRTEST IT COULD HRVE HAPPENED IS 1973. 19. 25. 
SO I DECIOEO THAT 
THE TIRE OF HERRT-RTTRCK PROBRBLY URS BETWEEN 2. YERRS RND 4. 
ttONTHS RGO 

(tetq t Ime-of-talk-w 1) EL+* This tells the system to 
**** “think outloud”. 

(t ime-of ‘adama 
‘(after (beginning-of life) (interval (years 29) 

(years 181)) ‘facts) 

I WRS RSKEO IF THE TItlE OF EDEtlR WAS UHEN THE PRTIENT UAS 
BETUEEN 20. RND 18. YERRS OLD 
SO FIRST I TRIED TO FIGURE OUT UHRT YOU IlERNT BY 
UHEN THE PRTIENT URS BETUEEN 20. RND 18. YERRS OLD 
THE ERRLIEST POSSIBLE TIilE THE BEGINNING OF LIFE COULD HRVE 
BEEN IS 1952. 1. 25. RN0 THE LRTEST POSSIBLE TItlE IT COULD 
HRM BEEN IS 1952. 1. 25. 
I THEN FIGURED OUT THE DATES WHICH UERE BETWEEN 20. YERRS 
RND 18. YERRS RFTER 1952. 1. 25. FIND 1952. 1. 25. UHICH 
WERE 1970. 1. 25. RND 1972. 1. 25. 
THEN I CHECKED TO SEE IF THE TIRE OF EDEIIR FELL INTO THE RANGE 
BETUEEN 1970. 1. 25. RND 1972. 1. 25. 
THE EARLIEST TIttE EDEtlR COULD HAVE HRPPENED IS 1970. 5. 27. 
RN0 THE LATEST IT COULD HAVE HAPPENED IS 1971. 11. 27. SO I 
OECIOED THRT 
THE TIHE OF EDEilR PROBABLY URS UHEN THE PRTIENT WRS BETUEEN 
20. AN0 18. YERRS OLD 

FIGURE 9. Continued 

Note8 Patient Is Knoun to have been born on 
January 25, 1952, and the discussion is being held 
on February 27, 1976. 
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Research on the Time Specialist a@ Other Specialists 

Al though the t 
about time, some 
One of the. most 
understanding of 
statements as 

ime spec i a 
additional 
important 

rates. 

I ist deals-we1 I with rudimentary questions 
work is needed to expand its capabilities. 
problems is to incorporate into it some 
For examp I e, it should understand such 

The onset of the disease i s abrup-t. 
Usual ly the disease develops insidiously. 
The hypertension subsides slowly after the diuresis. 
etc. 

Now it is clear that in certain circumstances, even doctors would have 
difficulty saying exactly what these statements mean. So we are not 
proposing to equipthe time specialist with more than human expertise. 
On the other hand, ue can get very good agreement on uhat these 
statements do not- mean. -- For example, i f. the symptoms of the disease 
mentioned in the first statement appear over a two week interval, then 
we uould not call the onset abrupt . Similarly, we would not call the 
development of a disease within a few ueeks insidious. The time 
specialist should be aware of these distinctions, too. 

It is very important to realize- that even rough definitions of these 
concepts ui I I allow the time specialist to answer a great many 
quest ions. People have developed these concepts and have used them 
successfully because in most instances, their exact definitions do not 
matter. If someone tells you that an event will occur “uithin a few 
days”, you may find that acceptable, never ascertaining whether tuo 
days, three days, or more is meant. The language of medicine is rich in 
terms uhich are understood, but never precisely defined. In certain 
instances, this lack of precise definition can be troublesome, but for 
the most part, a rough idea, commonly shared, of the meaning of the 
concept is sufficient. 

We propose to pursue our research on the time specialist and other 
Specialist uith such a bias. The goal will be to equip each specialist 
with just enough knowledge to permit a reasonable discussion with a 
cl inician. The program should answer- the quest ions of the clinician 
directly even uhen they contain vague phrases of the type mentioned 
above. The goal is to have the specialist have trouble only when most 
people would have trouble in interpretting a question. 

In addition to the problems associated with rates, we want to look at 
another important problem for the time specialist. This is the concept 
of ep i sodes. In a sense, this problem belongs in the domain of 
representation work as well as here in the province of the time 
special ist. In any event, the representation and understanding of 
episodic disease is very important, and will require considerable 
research before a good solution can be developed. Basical ly we need a 
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mechanism to describe the “prototypical” episode and the time intervals 
between occurrences of episodes. For certain instances, this is quite 
straightforward, but for- other situations, this 
Because we have just begun to work on this problem, 
further here, other than to note that it wi I I recei 
in the near future. 

lnquirv and Explanation 

8 quite difficu It. 
we cannot discuss it 
ve careful attent ion 

The development of markedly improved facilities for inquiry and 
explanation is one of the central computer science research projects of 
the proposed Laboratory. The importance of such facilities ‘should be 
recognized, because without them, it is doubtful whe t her a large, 
knowledge-based program can b.e built for a complex clinical problem. 
The construction of such a program uill require three things: 

1) understanding of the processes of clinical cognition 
2) mechanization of a very large amount of knowledge 
3) development of new programming concepts and technology 

The achievement of the f.irst two goals wi II require the close 
collaboration of clinicians and computer scientists. The former must be 
able to actively work with the computer realizations of the cognitive 
theor i es, and they must also be able to explore the knowledge base of 
the programs in use. Hence, the clinicians wi I I need direct interaction 
with the developing system. Further as the system grows, computer 
scientists as well will need such access. As the system grows in 
complexity. it must be able to answer questions about its knouledge and 
performance. 

Fur t her, if we look to the day in uhich such systems are i n traduced 
into the health care system, ue see the additional need for such 
faci I i ties. It is unreasonable to expect that clinicians will accept 
adv i ce from such a’system about a serious problem uithout any access to 
the knowledge or reasoning upon uhich the advice is based. In addition, 
this explanation of the reasoning of the system must be in terms which 
the clinician can understand, 

So for our own immediate needs, and for the long run needs of the 
field, we will actively pursue research in both inquiry and explanation. 
Of the two, explanation uill receive the most attention. The reason for 
this is that other researchers at M.I.T. are vigorously pursuing natural 
language research. This research has already led to significantly 
improved parsers. We plan to adopt one of these parsers when it has 
reached a satisfactory state of development. We plan to invest only 
enough time and resources to assure that the special needs of an 
interface designed for clinicians can be accomodated by the parser we 
select. 

As an example of this policy, consider the English language facility 
used in the dialogue with the time specialist. The parser used there i s 
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called LINGOL 1191 and it uas developed by Professor Vaughn Pratt of 
M.I.T. We found that ue could easi ly adapt it to our needs, and that it 
provides us with a reasonable interface. Certainly, there are problems 
which it doesn’t handle, but Me will leave most all of these problems to 
the language researchers. For the small effort involved in adapting it 
to our needs, LINGOL has returned considerable benefit. 0 ther I anguage 
research at M.I.T. may yield even better facilities. If so, we will be 
able to further improve our interface uith the clinicians, and thereby 
improve our abi Ii ty to- achieve our research objkctives. 

The matter of explanation, houever, is one to which ue uill put more 
effort. Because of its importance, and because it appears to be a 
prob I em in which we are more interested than other computer science 
researchers, we feel that we must take more of a lead in research. To 
thi s end, we have undertaken the development of an explanation facility 
to incorporated into GOBBLE. 

Now the first issue to be considered is what constitutes an adequate 
explanation. In -certain instances, simply retrieving a fact may 
suffice. In other cases, the explanation may require the use of a mode I 
(e.g. of physiology). In sti II other cases, a dialogue may be required 
to accompl i sh the task. 

As a first step, ue have developed a rudimentary “explainer” for 
GOBBLE. It gives simple explanations of relationships in a knowledge 
base. An example of an interaction with this explanation program is 
shown in Figure 1Ba. The program is follouing back through a causal 
chain to produce an explanation of the findings of nephrotic syndrome. 
Al though it is not apparent from this particular interaction, this 
program differs from one which has a “canned” response in that it can 
enter this chain at any point as requested by the user. A more 
interesting example of this capability is shown in Figure 1Bb. 
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. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

RT RNY TIIIE YOU tlRY ENTER THE PUESTION HOOULE BY TYPING R ? 
FOLLOWED BY R SPRCE. R RETURNS TO PROCRRR. 

I HWE FOUND 2. POSSIBLE CONTEXTS 
1. NEPHROTIC SYNDROflE 
2. CENERRL 
UHICH 00 YOU URNT TO REFERENCE ? 

>.> 1 

EDEllA CAN OFTEN BE OBSERVED IN NEPHROTIC SYNOROHE 
THE BRSIC CRUSE DF EOEtlR IN NEPMROTIC SYNOROtlE IS IlASSIVE PROTEINURIR 
UOULD YOU LIKE TO KNOW nORE ? 

>>. Y 

EOEtlR IS DIRECTLY CAUSED BY INCRERSEO INTERSTITIAL FLUID 
UOULD YOU LIKE TO KNOU HORE ? 

>>, Y 
INCRERSED INTERSTITIRL FLUID IS OIRECTLY CRUSEO BY RENAL SRLT RN0 
WTER RETENTION 
UOULD YOU LIKE TO KNOU tlORE ? 

>>> Y 

I THINK THRT THERE RRE 2. POSSIBLE CRUSES OF RENAL SALT AND URTER 
RETENTION 

1. DECRERSED CLOIIERJLRR FILTfkTION RRTE 
2. INCRERSED llINERRLOCORTICOID SECRETION 
UHICH UOULD YOU LIKE TO KNOU tlORE RBOUT ? 

>>> 2 

INCRERSED HINERRLOCORTICOID SECRETION IS DIRECTLY CRUSED BY 
DECRERSED PLRStlR VOLUIIE AND OECRERSEO CRROIRC OUTPUT 
BY THE URY DECRERSEO PLRStlR VOLUtlE RND DECREASED CARDIRC OUTPUT 
RLSO CRUSES OECRERSEO RENRL BLOOD FLOU 
UOULO YOU LIKE TO KNOU HORE ? 

>>> Y 

IN NEPHROTIC SYNDROHE 
DECRERSED PLRStlR VOLUHE RND DECREASE0 CRRDIRC OUTPUT IS DIRECTLY 
CRUSED BY DIFFUSION OF WRTER AND SOLUTES TO INTERSTITIRL FLUID 

. . ..*...........................*....--------........................... -e-v---- 

FIGURE 10a. An explanation from the knowledge bass 
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*..********..****.***.****..***.**********.***.*****************.******* 
WOULD YOU LIKE TO KNOU MORE ? 

>>> Y 

DIFFUSION OF URTER RN0 SOLUTES TO INTERSTITIRL FLUID IS DIRECTLY 
CAUSE0 BY OECRERSEO ONCOTIC PRESSURE 
UOULO YOU LIKE TO KNOU IlORE ? 

>>> Y 

OECREFISEO ONCOTIC PRESSURE IS DIRECTLY CRUSEO BY HYPOPROTEINEllIA 
UOULO YOU LIKE TO KNOU IIORE ? 

>>> Y 

HYPOPROTEINEtlIA IS OIRECTLY CAUSED BY RASSIVE PROTEINURIR 
BY THE WY HASSIVE PROTEINURIA IS ASSOCIRTED UITH 
HYPERCHOLESTEROLEllIA RN0 LIPIOURIR 
UOULO YOU LIKE TO KNOW MORE.? 

>>> Y 

I DO NOT KNOW UNY llORE 
*******************************.**********.****.***.******************** 

FIGURE 108. Continued 
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YOU HRVE JUST ENTERED THE QUESTION tlOOULE. TYPE RNY WESTION THRT 
YOU LIKE TERllINATEO BY A "?" FOLLOUEO BY A SPFICE. 
PLEASE CONTINUE 

>m uhat causes docroased ronal blood flou ? 

THE tlOST ItltlEDIRTE CRUSE OF OECRERSED RENAL BLOOD FLOU IS DECRERSEO 
PLASJIR VOLUtlE RN0 OECRERSEO CRROIRC OUTPUT 
PLERSE CONTSNUE 

>>> uhat is the usual result of decreased oncotic pressure ? 

THE RESULT OF OEiREASEll ONCOTIC PRESSURE IS DIFFUSION OF UATER RN0 
SOLUTES TO SIPTERSTITIRL FLUID 
PLEASE CONTINUE 

>>z uhat could cause docreased renal blood flou ? 

THE I'!OST ItlllEOIFlTE CAUSE OF DECRERSEO RENRL BLOOD FLOU IS DECREASED 
PLFlStlCl VOlUnE RN0 OECRERSEO CRROIRC OUTPUT 
PLEASE CONTINUE 

>>. uhat could c-ause d decreased glomerular filtration raie ? 

THE flOST ItltlEOIRTE CAUSE Oi OECRERSE'J GLOflERULFlR FILTRRTION RRTE IS 
DECREASED RENAL BLOOD FLOW OR ORfMCE TO CLOnERULI 

P>> what is the porsiole cause of hypoproteinemia ? 

THE tlOST LtW3IRTE CAUSE OF HYPOPROTEINEflIR IS IlPSSIVE PROTEINURIR 
***PL***3****3**L**********~*******:******~****:************************ 

FIGURE lUb. .Explanations in inquiry mode 
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Much of the uork reviewed above is already underuay. Some activities 
are more advanced than others, but all the projects discussed are 
receiving the attention of at least one member of our group. In most 
cases, most of the members of the group are involved in at least some 
aspect of each project. We expect that this mode of. operation will be 
common in the Laboratory, and as a resu I t, it is not a simple matter to 
give a detailed timetable for each project. The researchers in our 
group uill naturally tend to shift their attentions somewhat. to those 
problems uhich loom most prominantly at any point in time. We believe 
that this flexibility will prove tremendously beneficial to the 
Laboratory, but it, coupled with our present uncertainty about the 
degree of difficulty each project uill manifest, makes our current 
projections only informed guesses. 

Nonetheless, we offer here our best gu.esses as to the course the 
research of the Laboratory ui I I take. As our uork proceeds, we ui I I 
undoubtedly modify these plans in the light of new problems and 
deve I opments. 

Present lllneas Pro&t 

Because of its complexity, it is most difficult to chart the course of 
the present i I lness project. The broad out1 ines are clear, but the 
details are hard to discern at this point in time. 

For the next six months or- so, ue will continue our detailed analysis 
of the problem-solving behavior of a few renal experts. The procedure 
we uill use ui I I include protocol analysis and close man-machine 
interaction involving a computer simulation of cognitive process. This 
approach has been quite successful so far. and we expect it uill become 
one of the major methodological tools of the Laboratory. 

The uork on the simulation program for the present illness uill remain 
focused on the presenting prObl8m of 8d8ma during the next six months. 
We believe that a very detailed study of the way in uhich one or two 
experts dea I with this one problem will prove extremely useful and 
interesting. 

Within a year, we uill have a simulation of this behavior uhich is 
rather complete, in that the program can take a a present illness for 
edema uhich will deal with al I the major issues outlined in the above 
discussion (e.g., pattern-matching of signs and symptoms, finding a 
specific context for the problem, “backing up” in the face of fai lure, 
etc.) in at least a preliminary uay. 

We cannot expect that the program will take a present illness of edema 
uhich is fully cornpar&:? tc that uh;ch uou 1 d b8 taken by an expert. 
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The major problem, as we see things now, is not so much a matter of 
strateau (al though some knotty problems are apparent), but rather the 
amount of real world knowledge which the expert uses. Thus the program 
might do quite wel I’ on one problem, but on a second problem, it might 
“fai I” because it didn’t knou that “waitresses who stand up all day 
often get swollen ankles at night“. 

At this time (approximately July, 19751, we expect to produce a paper 
aimed a a medical audience which discusses the cognitive theory ue have 
deve I oped, and the imp1 ications of this theory uith respect to such 
i ssues as the assessment of prob I em solving ski I I, medical education. 
etc. This paper will draw on the study of cognitive style uhich at this 
point should have produced some new and interesting results. (Of 
tour se, this may be best presented in a separate paper.) The second 
major paper wi I I be focused on the use of computer science methadology 
in cognitive theory formulation. 

At this point, we expect that our experiences of the first six to 
eight months will prompt us to undertake a re-design of the simulation 
program, and will help us structure the “knowledge acquisition” problem 
so that severa I teams can be. set to work on i t. During the year 197S- 
1976, the emphasis should be on the broadening and deepening of the 
knowledge base for the program. If large areas of knowledge can be 
dealt with by separate groups, our work should proceed much more 
rapidly. 

Here we expect that the work on the formalization of clinical 
knowledge ui I I begin to yield great benefits. By this time, a scheme 
for codifying knowledge should be available, and a “conip i I er” for 
knouledge expressed in this scheme will have been developed. This ui II 
greatly facilitate the expansion of the knowledge base of the simulation 
program. 

It should also aid in the exploration of another medical area. During 
this year (1975-19761, we expect to begin a similar project in a 
different medical speciality (perhaps cardiology). We would be 
interested in assessing the usefulness of our theories and concepts in a 
di f ferent area. A I though we expect that some modifications uill be 
required, we believe the bulk of the theory wi 1 I apply. 

By July, 1976, we expect to have built sufficient knowledge about the 
present problems of edema, hematuria, etc. into the present illness 
program that its performance can be meaningfully compared with that of 
clinicians of various ski I I levels. Such compar i sons wi I I involve 
detailed studies of the protocols of the clinicians and the trace of the 
program on the same cases. 

Undoubtedly, this study will also point out deficiencies in theory and 
in the program. The direction of this research beyond this point uill 
be determined in large part by the outcome of tests such as this. At 
this point in time, we can say little other than that the basic effort 
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uill be directed at expanding the theory and developing the program. 

As ue proceed, however, we wi I I make a concerted effort to publicize 
successes of the Laboratory and to find ways to make these successes 
available to researchers in other centers. One way in which ue uill do 
this is through pub1 ications; another way may be through the ARPA 
network. A third way is through conferences and research meetings. The 
point is that our proposed work touches on so’many central issues that 
it uill be to our advantage and to the benefit of others for us to 
maintain close contacts with the existing research community in computer 
science and medicine. 

OIgitalis Advisor 

It is anticipated that the central mathematical algori thm ui I I be 
implemented and packaged in simple routines for limited physician use 
ui thin six months’ t i me. Programming of criteria for speed of 
administration, interpretation of therapeutic and toxic effects and 
searches for factors influencing sensitivity should take an additional 
two to three months, with allowance for an additional two months to 
create a crude set of programs to facilitate more extensive physician 
interaction with the model.’ Thus, by April, 1975, we would hope to have 
a crude program available for testing by physicians both in our 
Laboratory and possibly in limited areas of the hospi tal. We uould 
envision this initial testing phase to encompass about three months 
time, and then another three months for further program development 
before a second stage program is available for testing. At that stage, 
ue would hope to be able to begin testing effectiveness among non-expert 
physicians. We uould plan that this trial include some of our surgical 
co I I eagues, uho deal with patients requiring this drug. 

This test of effectiveness will require careful study of the decision- 
making of clinicians and surgeons both before and after their 
introduction to the program. This raises the question of how one should 
measure the effectiveness of clinical decision-making, and we uill have 
to give this question careful thought. The particular problem ue have 
chosen, however, may make this problem somewhat less troub I esome. 
because over a sufficient number of trials, the toxic/therapeutic 
response of the patient can be taken as the prime indicator of 
effectiveness of decision-making. 

Paper 9 recounting the development of the program and the experience 
with it in the clinical setting ui I I be prepared at this time. further, 
steps uill be taken to provide the program to other researchers for 
their use and evaluation. 

If this project is successful, we plan to initiate another “model- 
based” effort such as the administration of antibiotic therapy or the 
I ike to gain more experience, and to test our ability to transfer the 
technology and understanding we have gained to other problems. 
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GOBBLE Oevelopment 

By introducing GOBBLE into the various projects which are underuay , 
we expect to learn a great deal about its limitations. Some are al ready 
known to us, because we have made a conscious decision to defer the 
development of certain features of the system until ue have more 
experience with medical problems. Others wi I I arise in the course of 
the research in the various projects. Thus at present, we can only give 
a rough time-table for the development of the system. 

The basic development of GOBBLE should be complete uithin the next 
six months. That is, by December 1, 1974, we should have the first 
version in sufficiently de-bugged and polished state that it can be 
” frozen” .and it can be a major tool in the program devetopment 
activities of the Laboratory. The features of this first version of the 
system ui I I be: 

1) An improved facility for stringing sub-contexts 
together- 

21 Semantics for specifying retrieval searches through 
various contexts.and subcontexts 

3) Facilities for specifying “a-kind-of” relationships 
(e. g. pedal edema is a kind of edema) such that the 
subclasses automatically take on the praperties of the 
main class unless otherwise indicated 

41 A rudimentary capability for respondi ng to 
questions about the knowledge base 

5) An improved dictionary facility to automatically 
check new additi’ons to the knowledge base for obvious 
errors (misspel I ings, etc.) and obvious contradici tons 

At this time, a smal I manual wi I I be written on the use of the system, 
and it will be formally introduced into each of the projects. For a 
period of three months, we will record problems and f-ai lings in the 
sys tern. After this trial period, several decisions uill be made. 

First., we will decide whether GOBBLE is a viable and useful concept. 
At present, we bel ieve that it almost certainly uill prove to be one. 
It may prove more useful for some projects than for others, however, and 
at this point, we will decide which projects should continue to use the 
sys tern. 

From the recorded problems with the system and from our general 
understanding of its I imitations, we wi I I identify the most important 
additions to and revisions of the system which are required, and 
under take a neu design. Into this design, we will incorporate the 
results of the three projects described below, the specialists project, 
the explanation and inquiry project, and the interface project. This 
new implementation should be completed within a month or so, and then 
GOBBLE will be a basic part of the work of the Laboratory, ui th 
revisions being made as necessary by members of the staff. 
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A detailed description of the system uith examples of its 
application8 in the medical project will be issued by the .Laboratory 
about six months after the second implementation of the system. 

In addition to further work on the time specialist, the development of 
other specialists will be undertaken. The current choice for the next 
project is the location specialist. This program will manage the common 
sense knowledge about the parts of the body and their locations relative 
to one another. This specialist wilt know the difference between the 
inside and the outside of the body as uell. In large, the location 
specialist ui I I be like the time specialist. Instead of a time-line for 
organizing facts, the location specialist uil I maintain a model of the 
body 9 and it uill organize statements about locations around this model. 

We expect that a first version of the location specialist can be 
developed ui th eight .months. and so by December, 1374, this specialist. 
and the improved time specialist should be available in the second 
version of GOBBLE. Although other specialists will be developed, we 
cannot say at this time hou many there wi II be, or in uhat order they 
uill be built. 

Further developments of GOBBLE or its descendants will flou from the 
use of this technology in the medical projects. Their needs uill 
determine the efforts in this area. 

Sianificance of the Research 

The impediments to the use of computer science and technology to 
favorably influence the qua1 ity and the quantity of health care 
available to the community are large and camp I ex. These i nrped i men t s 
ui I I not fall to simple extensions of past work, rather new, more 
pouerful combinations of resources and people uill be required. The 
most immediate significance of the proposed laboratory is that it can 
focus the attentions of first rate medical scientists and computer 
scientists on one of the most important of these problems, the lack of a 
we1 I-articulated theory of clinical cognition. Further the efforts of 
these researchers can be built on the base of the most advanced 
technology and methodology of its kind in existence. 

The development of such a theory and the successful application 
of the technology uhich will be developed in concert ui th the theory 
ui I I radical ly al tar the way in which expert physicians can interact 
with programs, and the kind of expertise these programs can have. 
Further the technology uhich results uill allow an attack on many 
clinical areas by other uorkers. Thus ue see the techniques and 
facilities uhich will result from our research as being the vital first 
step on the road to creating distributable expertise in the form of 
specialist consultant programs. 
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In this way the physician dealing with even the most complex 
problems in a site remote from consultants could be assured of guidance 
that would al lou him to enormously upgrade his performance. The 
expectation is not that the local physician can perform at a level equal 
to the beet .consuItant but simply at a level approaching that of the 
expert,. a level far above that generally achieved today. 

Beyond the use of programs such -as these, and perhaps even more 
eigni ficant in the long run, lies the prospect of analogous programs 
being prepared for the support of allied health personnel in the 
delivery of primary medical care. Such support- is vi tal, because. even 
if the current shortage of physicians can be overcome, it is unlikely 
that the problem of maldistributi.on of physicians uill be resolved. Few 
physicians uish to practice in the rural areas (consisting of nearly 40 
mi I I ion people uithout adequate access to physjcians) nor in the inner 
ci ty where tens of millions more face a similar problem. For this 
reason it seems to be highly likely that new classes of allied health 
personnel must be trained to fulfill the primary care functions, Such 
per sonne I must, if they are to be accepted by the patient. be able to 
provide care of good qua I i ty. 
Pereonne I, 

Current programs for use of allied health 
such as the MEOEX effort, promise quantity but cannot provide 

quality and it is here that the computer can make its contribution. 

Once the basic problems related to computer-support of the physician 
have been uorked out, as described in the present proposal, it should be 
possible through utilization of this knowledge and experience to develop 
programs geared to the needs of the allied health professional in his 
triage function-making as certain as possible that he does not overlook 
serious disease and restraining him from taking on complex problems 
beyond his capability. These programs could also provide him uith the 
assistance necessary for dealing with‘ crises under circumstances in 
which a transfer of the patient is not feasible. 

We realize, that most patients coming to most primary care physicians 
(or or new kinds of allied health personnel 

primary care) do nut have 
envisioned as delivering 

relatively 
serious diseases and that a wide range of 

simple algorithms will be necessary to assist in the care of 
the patient. Nevertheless, ‘these procedures must be organized within 
the context of a knouledgable system in order to insure their correct 
appl ication. 
Genera I 

Our studies and those being pursued at the Massachusetts 
and Beth Israel Hospitals and elsewhere should complement each 

other . Thus in the long term we believe that our uork can assist in 
solving our manpouer and quality problem by contributing to an 
understanding of the use of the computer in serious management problems 
by both physicians and non-physicians. 

A second major benefit of this research is its potential impact 
on medical education. The development of clearly understood theories of 
expert knowledge and its application is a major goal of our effort. 
Although it is undoubtedly true that effective decision-making is one of 
the central factors in clinical practice, little, if any, attention is 
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directed to this subject in current medical education. Ilost medical 
students are forced to infer from their observation and experience the 
genera I principles of diagnostic and therapeutic decision-making. At 
present there exist no uell-articulated theories of medical decision- 
making, and it is very difficult for the average medical student to 
become a goqd problem-solver. 

We believe that our uork uill result in eitensive new knowledge of the 
way in which clinical experts solve problems, and further it wi I I 
suggee t many neu ways in which students can be in traduced to the 
processes upon which expertise is built. Rather than simply being a 
col lection of facts about the medical problem in question, programs ui I I 
provide procedures for solvinq the problem, and students can study and 
interact with these programs. Such procedures, supported by additional 
reference material, organized in more associative uays, will al low the 
student to enlarge his understanding of a given area. 

A further benefit which will result from the activities of the 
Laboratory ui I I be -the training of computer science graduate students to 
uork with clinicians on important research questions, and in turn the 
Laboratory ui I I offer clinicians the opportunity to learn about the 
methodology of computer scibnce. We believe that the Laboratory ui I I be 
the basis for a whole new area of collaborative research and education, 
an area uhich can greatly benefit society. 
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The Manacaement of the.Laboratory 

As Principal Investigator and Oirector of the Laboratory, Professor 
Carry ultimately ui I I be responsible’ for all activities of the 
Laboratory, both scientific and administrative. Because of the 
interdisciplinary nature of the activities of the Laboratory, Professor 
Gorry wi I I draw an the advice and assistance of key senior people in 
both medicine and computer science. Dr. Schuar tr has accepted the 
responsi bi I i ty for overseeing the medical aspects aspects of the 
research, and he uill be the Deputy Director of the Laboratory. His 
judgments concerning the medical importance and relevance of pro jecte 
wi I I be a key factor in determining the directions in which our efforts 
go* 

Professors Fredkin and.llinsky ui I I help w-i th the deve I opment and 
maintenance of close relations between the Laboratory and Project llAC 
and the Artificial Intelligence Laboratory, 

One of the goals of the Laboratory wi I I be to promote a rea I 
community devoted to research on computer science and clinical decision- 
making. The faci Ii ties and research programs of the Laboratory 
represent on nucleus about which such a community could be centered. 
Through a concerted effort to publicize these facilities and resources, 
we wi I I establish relationships with individuals and groups uho are 
already active in this area or who. could be fruitful ly encouraged to 
become active. A variety of relationships betueen the Laboratory and 
these individuals and groups uill be exp I ored. We expect that some 
relationships will be very close, uhi le others wi I-I be quite loose. 

We believe that it will be to the advantage of the research programs 
of the Laboratory to develop such contacts, and in certain cases, to 
grant the use of some of its resources to researchers uho are 
technically outside it, We uould like to accept certain ,proposals from 
research outside the Laboratory to use resources of the Laboratory, 
particularly the computer. If such a proposal were in keeping with the 
broad aims of the- Laboratory, and if the required resources were 
available, it would be accepted. 

As an extension of the above idea, we would consider inviting certain 
researchers to come to the Laboratory for a period of time ranging from 
a few days to a few months. These guests uould be chosen for the 
potential of the contribution they could make to the programs of . the 
Laboratory. Such contributions might be lectures or consultations uith 
staff and students. These visitors would also provide a good source of 
criticism of our activities, either from a medical or from a computer 
science point of view. 

Because ue believe that informed criticism is very valuable, ue plan 
to form a small visiting committee composed of three or four respected 
computer scientists and physicians from other institutions. They uould 
come to the Laboratory for a day or two every six months to review and 
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criticize our activities, We feel that careful consideration of our 
work by this committee wi I I be extremely valuable, 

If it is possible, we would like to ho 
each year on computer science and cl 
Labora tory. Currently, we envision 

are act 
prepare 

conference attended by people who 
encourage Labora tory staff to 
publication as appropriate to he 
the Laboratory to others in the f 

d some form of conference once 
nical decision-making at the 
this as a working research 
ve in the field. We also uill 

papers for conferences and 
er the ideas and technology of Id transf 

ield. 

Facilities 

The Laboratory computer will be directly 
sharing computer systems at M. I.T.: 

linked to 4 large time- 

by M.I.T. 
the MULTICS system which is ouned 

and operated by the Information Processing Center, and 3 
compatible POP-10 systems, 2 at Project l’lAC and one at the Artificial 
I nte I I i gence Laboratory. Through this connection, we will have direct 
access to an impressive array of software including an advanced 
operating sys tern and programming languages such as LISP. These 
languages will operate on all these systems. 

Al I these machines are I inked to the ARPA network, and thus are 
accessible to researchers and general users at 25 other locations. We 
plan to connect our machine to this network as well to facilitate use of 
our technology by selected researchers at other institutions. 

In addition to these computers per se, we can draw on a large reservoir 
of computer talent. The Laboratory will be located in the same building 
with Project MAC and the Artificial Intelligence Laboratory, and many 
members of these two research efforts have an active interest in our 
work. Further, we expect to attract some very good graduate students in 
computer science by virtue of our close proximity to these laboratories 
and the inherent appeal of our research program. 

Further, the Laboratory will have access to a library of computer 
sc i ence publ ications, a printing and reproduction sect ion, an 
electronics shop, and a machine shop, all housed in the same bui lding 
wi th the Laboratory. 

The primary offices of the clinical members of the effort will be 
located at the New England Medical Center Hospital. The Hospital is a 
general hospital consisting of about 406 beds. This private, non-profit 
university hospital has 11,088 admissions per year and 140.808 out- 
patient visits per year. Approximately 36% of these out-patient visits 
are handled by the Department of Medicine. The in-patient tledical 
Service is divided into units of 15 beds each, each of which has a 
professional staff consisting of an attending physician, an assistant 
resident, an intern, and two medical students. One or more of these 
units will serve as a test environment for programs developed in the 
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Laboratory. 

As Physician-in-Chief, Dr. Schwartz has control of the beds in the 
hospital. In addtion, Dr. Kassirer is the Director of the House Staff 
Training Program. Both these facts should greatly facilitate the 
interaction of the research program of the Laboratory with the clinical 
env i ronmen t . 

Principal Investiqator Assurance 

The undersigned agrees to accept responsibility for the scientific and 
technical conduct of the research project and for provision of required 
progress reports if a grant. is awarded as the resul t of this 
application. 
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